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INTRODUCTION 
The Meeting of Matrix Analysis and Applications was held from 3 to 5 October 
I989 at the Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, sponsored mainly by Conselleria de 
Cultura, Educacio i Ciitncia de la Ceneralitat Valenciana and by the Universidad 
Politecnica de Valencia. This meeting was a continuation of a series of conferences on 
linear algebra organized by Portuguese and Spanish mathematicians, and was viewed 
as an opportunity for stimulating younger mathematicians. 
At the meeting there were more than seventy-five participants from Portugal and 
Spain, and two invited speakers from France and the Netherlands. There were six 
one-hour Plenary Lectures. There were also fifty twenty-minute Contributed Talks, a 
selection of them being included in this Report. 
The meeting was organized by Rafael Bru (Chairman), Carmen Coll, Jose Mas, 
Elena Sanchez, and Ana M. Urbano, professors in the Applied Mathematics Depart- 
ment. Important assistance was given by the members of the Program Committee, 
who were Vicente Hemandez (Chairman), Jose Dias da Silva, Graciano de Oliveira, 
Jo& Vitoria, and Ion Zaballa. 
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A FACTORIZATION OF THE UNITARY GROUP 
AND A PROBLEM ON ORTHOSTOCHASTIC MATRICES 
by NATALIA BEBIANO’ 
In this contribution we present a result on the factorization of the unitary 
matrices in terms of two orthogonal matrices and a diagonal unitary matrix. We also 
formulate a problem on orthostochastic matrices. Although the two subjects are 
(apparently) unrelated, they have a common origin. They have been motivated by 
attempts at proving a determinantal conjecture due to G. N. de Oliveira [3]. The first 
result, which is of interest in its own right, is in fact a by-product of a false proof of 
this conjecture. The connection between the conjecture and the problem will become 
clear. 
In brief, de Oliveira’s conjecture states that the determinant of the sum of two 
normal matrices A and B, with prescribed eigenvalues oi,. ,a, and pi,. .,p,, 
respectively, lies in the convex hull of the points a, = ll:=,(cri + pVci,), (T E S,, 
where S, is the symmetric group of degree n. The conjecture has the following 
equivalent formulation: 
where A=diag(o,,..., (Y.,), B = diag(Pi,...,P,,), 9” denotes the group of n X n 
unitary matrices, and Co{ .) denotes the convex hull of {e}. At the present time this 
conjecture has been resolved only in certain special cases [l, 2, 41. 
THEOREM. ’ Any unitary matrix U admits a factorization of the form U = 0, DO,, 
where 0, and 0, belong to the special real orthogonal group and D belongs to the 
subgroup of ‘?L,, consisting of diagonal matrices. 
Proof. We observe that the matrix CJUT, U E Q”, is orthogonally diagonalizable. 
Indeed, consider the Cartesian decomposition of UUT 
UUT=A+iB, 
‘Departamento de MatemPtica, Universidade de Coimbra, Coimbra 3000, Portugal. Sup- 
ported in part by Centro de Matem6tica da Universidade de Coimbra, INIC. 
‘The author is grateful to D. Silva Leite for pointing out that this result was independently 
obtained by her [5] in the context of the theory of Lie groups. 
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with U* = gT. It is clear that IJUT and VU* commute, since UUT is a unitary 
matrix, and so 
(VU’)-’ = (vu’)* = Gu*. 
Therefore, the real symmetric matrices A and B are simultaneously diagonalizable by 
an orthogonal matrix 0,. That is, 
UUT = 0 D20T 1 1, 
where D2 is diagonal and unitary. 
Let us consider now the matrix 
0, = ao;u. 
Simple computations now show that 0, is real and orthogonal and that 
U= O,DO,. 
If either of the matrices 0, and O,, or both, do not have unit determinant, 
be written in the form 
O,=O’,diag(-I,I ,..., I), O,=diag(-I,I ,..., I)O;, 
they may 
the diagonal matrix diag( - 1, 1, , 1) being absorbed in D. Since det 0; = det Ol, = 1, 
the proof is finished. n 
REMARK. Note that the Lie group %” is an n2-dimensional real manifold. 
Analogously, the set of the matrices D is an n-dimensional Lie group, and the 
orthogonal group is a n(n - 1)/2-dimensional Lie group. Therefore, the number of 
parameters in the factorization 0, DO, is the right one to produce U. 
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A refinement of the well-known theorem of Birkhoff for a certain kind of 
orthostochastic matrices would be of interest, so we formulate the following problem: 
PROBLEM. Let P, =(6i.,cj, ) be the permutation matrix associated to the permu- 
tation (T E S,, and let Ucrn) denote the mth compound of U, where U E Sn. Do there 
exist nonnegative reai numbers t,, (7 ES”, such that 
for m = [n /2]? Or equivalently, is the set of matrices IU”“‘12, m = [n /2], contained 
in the convex polyhedron with /I’~“‘1 as vertices? 
Here and in the sequel I.1 and 1. I2 are understood elementwise. Using arguments 
of an essentially computational nature, it can be shown that the validity of (1) for 
m = [n /2] implies the validity of (1) for m E 10, 1, , n}. (In particular, for m = n or 
m = 0 we have C,t, = 1.) By a result of [3], we have 
det(A+UBU*)= 2 c IdetU[i, ,..., i,lki ,..., k,]l” 
t=O I<j,< ..' <jn-!<n 
I<k,< ... <k,<n 
where A=diag(ru,,...,~~,), B=diag(P,,...,P,), (il,...,it}=(I,...,n}\(j,,...,j”-,). 
Replacing u by P, in (2) and assuming the validity of (I), we obtain 
det(A + UBU*) = c t,det(A + PmBP,*). 
G-ES” 
Thus the positive answer to the Problem implies the validity of de Oliveira’s 
conjecture. It is known [II that the Problem has a positive answer for n = 3. In 121 it 
has been shown that the answer to the weaker problem, obtained by relaxing the 
nonnegativity of the t,‘s, is positive. This proves the conjecture when the points 
2, = nT= i(crj + /3,Cj,), o E S,, are collinear. 
Since the solution of the general problem seems too difficult, it is interesting to 
consider the special case n = 4. So let U E ad. The matrix IU'2'12, which has a nice 
symmetry, is a 6X6 doubly stochastic matrix. By BirkhoIf’s theorem this matrix may 
be expressed as a convex combination of the S! six-by-six permutation matrices. We 
will show that (at most) the 48 elements of a certain subgroup of the 6X6 
permutation matrices are required. For this purpose we need some definitions and 
preliminary results. 
Given a 6X 6 matrix A = (aij), we define the reflected matrix of A, denoted A, 
tobethematrixA=(a,,J,where<=7-i, j=7-j,i,jE(1,...,6}.Wesaythatthe 
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matrix A is self-reflected if A = A. For example, the matrix 1U’2’12, previously 
introduced, is self-reflected. We observe that all matrices of the form IU(m)12, for 
m = [n /2] with R even, exhibit an analogous property. It is easy to see that the set of 
reflected matrices is a semigroup and that the 6X 6 self-reflected permutation 
matrices constitute a subgroup of the group of the 6 X 6 permutation matrices. 
Given a permutation o E S,, we define the reflected permutation of CT, denoted 
6, by 
6(i) = 7- a(7- i), iE{1,...,6}, 
that is, 
6(i) =a(<). 
We naturally say that the permutation (+ is self-reflected if 6 = o. 
LEMMA 1. Given u E S,, there exist self-reflected permutations ul, u2 E S, such 
that 
Proof: 
--_I 
Case 1: {o(l), o(2), a(3))O~u(l),u(2),~(3))= 0. Let 
u,(i) := 
u(i), i E {1,2,3), 
e(i), i E (4,5,6}. 
We observe that, as expected, (u,(l), . , u,(6)) = (1,. ,6} and ui = ei. Analogously, 
let 
u,(i) := 
6(i), i E (1,2,3), 
u(i), iE{4,5,6). 
Finally we have P, + P@ = PO, + P,,. 
I-- 
Case 2: (u(l), u(2), u(3))nb(l),u(2),u(3)}+ 0. Then either u(l)=a(2), 
or u(2)=u(3), or u(3)=u(l). Suppose, for example, that u(2)=(+(3). Let us 
assume that c?(2) z o(l). [If we had e(2) = u(l), we would use the relation c?(3) + 
u(l).] Since 6(2) # u(l), u(2) =*, a self-reflected permutation u, is given by 
ui( i) := 
u(i), i E {L3,5), 
g:(i), i E (2,4,6}. 
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The permutation us defined by 
cra( i) := 
d(i), i E {1,3,5}, 
o(i), i E {2,4,6}, 
is also self-reflected, and we have P, + P6 = PC, + Pu,. n 
PROPOSITION 1. The set Fiji, of 6X 6 self-reflected doubly stochastic matrices 
forms a convex polyhedron with the 6X 6 self-reflected permutation matrices as 
vertices. In other words, if A E ai,, then 
where the P, are the permutation matrices associated to the permutations u = 6 E S, 
and the z, are the nonnegative numbers, &.z,, = 1. 
Proof. From Birkholf’s theorem, we have 
However, A = X 5 E s,x5p6 = A. Therefore, since pc = Pf, 
A = c ;q( PC + Pf), 
5 
and by Lemma 1 the result follows. n 
Consider the sets {i, j}, i # j, i, j E (1,2,3,4) = X, ordered lexicografically. Define 
the maps fs and g, from S, to S, by 
gl({i,jl) :=X\ I~(i)~~(j>~~ 5 E s,. 
We observe that the set {fc, g,} is a group of order 48, while the set of the maps 
fi is a group of order 24. Proposition 2 characterizes self-reflected permutations of S, 
in terms of permutations of S,. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let u = 6 E S,. Then there exists IJ in S, such that either 
u = fs or u = g,. 
proof. Since (T = b, the knowledge of u({l,2)), u((l,3)), and (+((l,4)) com- 
pletely defines u. So let 
4IU)) = (a,,b,}, a({1,3}) = {u,,b,), u({1,4}) = {u,,b,}. 
Since u : S, + S, is a one-to-one map, it follows that (ai, bi) and {aj, bj), i f j, have a 
single common element and the following possibilities may occur: 
Case 1. n :=&xi, b,)=(u). Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
u, = u2 = u3 = a and u((l,2)) = {a, 6,), u({1,3)) = (a, b,), u({1,4)) = (a, b3). Then 
u = fi, where l(l) = a, l(2) = b,, l(3) = b,, l(4) = b,. 
Case 2. n i)&~~,b,)= 0. Then u((l,2))=(u,b)= X\Ic, d), u({l,3))= M\ 
(b, d) = (a, c), u((l,4)) = (b, c) = X \ {a, d), where {a, b, c, dl = {1,2,3,4). Then u = 
gc, where ((1) = d, 4X2) = c, l(3) = b, 4Y4) = U. n 
We observe that, from Propositions 1 and 2, we have 
where xc > 0, yb 2 0, Z&x, + yi) = 1. Since Pr, = IPF’1, the Problem is positively 
answered for n = 4 and m = 2, if the yr’s can be chosen equal to zero. 
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A MATRIX EQUATION RELATED TO THE BLOCK SIMILARITY 
by M. A. BEITIA,3 J. M. GRACIA,4 and I. DE HOYOS4 
Let [A, Bl and [A’, B’] be rectangular matrices of sizes n x (n + m) and n’ x 
(n’ + m’), respectively. We consider the matrix equation 
[A31[; ] - X[A',B'] = [O,O], 
Let W be the set of solutions of (1). We obtain the dimension of the vector space 
W in terms of the invariants for the feedback equivalence (or block similarity, or 
r-equivalence) relation 12, 31. We also give a description of the solutions of (1). 
NOTATION. We denote by k, > . . . > k,, (respectively, by k’, > . . > k$ the 
controllability indices of [A, B] (of [A’, II’]), by rr > . . . > rk, (by r; > . . . > r;;) the 
r-numbers of [A,B] (of [A’,B’]), and by (A - Ai)‘Q, Z= l,..., ti, i = l,..., p (by 
(A - A;)n;h, h = 1,. . .,tJ, j = 1,. . .) p’) the elementary divisors of [AZ, - A, - B] (of 
[A I,, - A’, - B’]). 
We define 
THEOREM 1. 
dimW= t g i ; 8ijh+m(n’+m’)- 2ri_,ri, 
i=rj=rl=rh=r i=l 
where rb := m’. 
In the proof of this theorem we use the operator 
vec:CPXq + Cpqxl, 
and the Kronecker product. 
3Universidad de1 Pais Vasco, Escuela Universitaria de Magisterio de Alava, E-01006 
Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain. 
4Universidad de1 Pais Vasco, Departamento de MatemPticas, Facultad de Farmacia, Apartado 
450, E-01080 Vitoria-Gasteiz, Spain. 
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Concerning to the form of the solutions, we distinguish two cases, the controllable 
case and the noncontrollable case. Without loss of generality we can suppose that the 
matrices [A, ~1 and [A’, B’] are in Bmnovsky canonical form [2,3]. So we state 
THEOREM 2 (Controllable case). Let (A,B)EC”x”XC”x”’ and (A’,B’)E 
C=n’xn’ Xcn’Xm’ be controllable pairs in Brurwvsky canonical form. Then the solutions 
of (1) have the form 
X=(Xij), i=l,..., rlr j=l,..., r\, with Xii E Cklxk;, 
where 
0 
xij=(&J))= (r a1 y’ .. . . . a1 
Y= [Yp...,Yr;] 
if k,>kj, 
ak;-k,+l 
if ki<ki; 
a2 
. . . 
ak;-k,+l 1 
with Yj = (yi;‘) E Cmxk;, 
where 
(3 = 
‘I, 
if h<k, and lgr,, 
if h>k, and l<r,, 
\ indeterminate if l> rl; 
and 
where 
z = (Zij) E cmxm’, 
if igr, and j<r;, 
if i<r, and j<r’,, 
if i>r,. 
THEOREM 3 (Noncontrollable case). Let (A, B)E Cnx” Xcnxrn and (A’,B’)= 
@X”) x~“‘xm’ be pairs in Brunovsky canonical fm, let (M, H) E CSx” X Csxm and 
(M,, HP) E c.~‘Xs’ x a)s’Xm’ be their controllable parts, and let J and J’ be their Jordan 
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parts. Then the solutions of (1) haue the form 
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x= Xl x2 
[ 1 0 x3 with Xl E ~Sx”‘, X, E a=Sx(n’~“), and X, E c:(n-‘)x(n’-“), 
y= [Y,,Y,l with Y, E Cmxa’ and Y, E Cmx(“-“), 
z E CmX*‘, 
where: 
(a) (X,, Y,, 2) is a solution of (1) corresponding to the controllable parts (M, H) 
and (M’, H’) described in Theorem 1; 
(b) X, is a solution of the equation JX - XJ’ = 0, whose form is well known (see 
m; 
Cc> X, =(X(k,,n\,)), i = l,..., rl, h = l,..., t:, j = l,.. .,p’, where X(k,,n>,,)= 
(&,n;h)) E @,W, and the elements of this block can be obtained from the recur- 
rence 
x(k,,n;h) = /+l,x(k,,n;h) 
1+1,1 I 11 
if Z=l,...,k,-1 
@,.n;h) = #,,n;h) + A(#,,n;h) 
1+1.r+1 11’ J I,[‘+ 1 
if I=1 ,..., k,-1, Z’=l,..., n>,-1; 
and 
(d) Y, =[Y(m,n’,,),...,Y(m,n~,,;~,)], where Y(m,n>,,)=(y$h))E CmX”;h, and 
Yf;;h) = *‘QG;*) 
j if Zgr, 
(n’!2 (kl.n;h) + A’,X(kIz”;h) 
y,.r+ 1= 5,l’ J k,l’+l if Zgr, and I’<+-1 
y@’ is indeterminate if Z>r,. 
The proof of the theorems will appear elsewhere. 
REFERENCES 
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ON ROTHBLUM AND PREFERRED BASES FOR 
THE GENERALIZED EIGENSPACE OF THE 
SPECTRAL RADIUS OF A NONNEGATIVE MATRIX 
by RAFAEL CANT6 AND RAFAEL BRU5 
1. Notation and Definitions 
In this synopsis we always assume that A is a nonnegative n X n matrix. We 
study some properties of the Rothblum bases (see [6]) for E(A), the generalized 
eigenspace associated with p(A), the spectral radius of A. We shall give some 
relationships between two nonnegative level bases for E(A): the Rothblum bases and 
the preferred bases (see [5]). We prove that each preferred basis is a Rothblum basis 
for E(A) and construct a preferred basis from a given Rothblum basis. 
Let (p) be the set (1,2,. , p), p(A) = p, B = A - pZ, and E = E(A). We may 
assume that A is given in Frobenius nomull form (see [I]), with blocks (Ajj), 
i, j E ( p>. Each vector r belonging to E is partitioned according to A, and xj 
denotes the jth block component of x. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The reduced graph R(A) of A is the graph with vertices 
(classes) 1 2 , , . . . . p and where (i,j) is an arc if and only if Aij # 0. Class i is a basic 
class if p(A,,) = p. Otherwise, class i is nonbasic. The set of all basic classes of R(A) 
is denoted by S. Let m be the cardinality of S. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A chain of classes in R(A) from initial class i to final class j is 
a sequence of classes (i,, i,, . . . , i,) where i, = i, i, = j, and each pair (i,, i,, 1) is an 
arc in R(A) from i, to i,+l, t E (r - 1). The length of a chain in R(A) is the number 
of basic classes which it contains. 
Class i has access to class j in R(A) if i = j or there is a chain from i to j in 
R(A). We define the set A(j) = (i E R(A): i has access to j). 
Class i has access to class j in r steps if the length of the longest chain from i to 
j is r. Let Z’(r,j)= (i E R(A):i h as access to j in r steps), and let W(r,j)= 
U tr,X(t,j). 
The Zeoel of a class i, level(i), is the length of the longest chain of classes that 
terminates at i. 
DEFINITION 1.3. The singular graph S(A) of A is the graph with the vertex set 
S and where (i, j) is an arc if and only if i E A(j). 
5Departamento de MatemQica Aplicada, Universidad Polit&nica de Valencia, Valencia, 
46071, Spain. 
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DEFINITION 1.4. We define the hth leoel ofS(A), L,,, as the set of basic classes 
whose level is h. The cardinality of L,, is denoted by A,,. We assume that S(A) has q 
levels. 
DEFINITION 1.5. For an n-vector x in E, x =(x1, x2,. . , x,,)~, we define: 
(a) supp(x)=(iE(p):xiZO}; 
(b) leveltx ) = maxi E (,Jlevel(i ) : i E supp(r )); 
(c) height(r) is the minimal nonnegative integer g such that B”r = 0. 
2. Level Bases 
DEFINITION 2.1. A basis 93’ for E is called a Zeuel basis for E if the number of 
basis vectors of level h is A, for all h, h E (g). 
DEFINITION 2.2 (See [4, 51. A set of vectors {x’, x2,. . , r”‘} in E is said to be a 
preferred basis for E if 
(a) for iE(m),jE(p), 
xj >> 0 if jEA(i) 
(that is, these components are positive), 
xj = 0 if jeA(i), 
and 
(b) one has 
Bx’= E cikxk, is(m), 
k=l 
where the cik’s satisfy 
Cik > 0 if k E A(i) \ {i}, 
Cik = 0 otherwise. 
Each vector xi is called the preferred oector associated with the basic class i, 
iG(m). 
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DEFINITION 2.3 (See [2, 61.) A set of vectors {u’, u2,. . . , u”‘} in E is said to be a 
RothbEum basis for E if each vector u’, i E (m), is related to the basic class i of level 
h in the following way: 
(a) One has 
B’-‘u’ > 0 / 1 r E (h), 
and 
(b) (B’- lui)j >> 0 if and only if j E Z@(r, i). 
The vector ui is called the Rothblum vector associated with i, i E (m>. 
Note that each preferred basis and Rothblum basis are nonnegative level bases 
for E. 
3. Properties of the Rothblum Vectors fw E 
For the following results consider that {u’,u2,. ..,um) is a Rothblum basis for E 
and suppose that ui is associated with the class i of level h, h E (9). We note that 
there are some similar results for preferred bases in [3]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. L.et y E E, y = I:= ,diui fm some nonzem scalars di, i E (m). 
Then level(y) = max(level(u’): i E (m)}. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. One has 
level( ui) = height( ui) = h, 
level( B’u’) = height( B’u’) = h - r, rE(h-1). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let r E (h - 1). Then Brui = XF=,dikuk for each i E (m), 
where 
dik > 0 if kEX(r+l,i), 
dik = 0 if k 4 A(i) or k E lJ;=,X(t,i), 
dik is arbitrary if k E %‘(r +2,i). 
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Sketch of the proof. From Proposition 3.2, level(B’u’) = h - r, and Proposition 
3.1 shows that dik = 0 for all k such that level(uk) > h - r + 1. Thus, 
(3.4) B’ui = g dikuk, level( uk) d h - r. 
k=l 
(a) If k E X(r + 1, i) then (B’uijk X- 0 from Definition 2.3(b), and there is only 
one vector uk, Ieve] d h - r, such that (uk), z+ 0. By (3.4), dik > 0. 
(b) If kE U:=, Z’(t,i), then (B’u’)~ = 0 from Definition 2.3(b). We consider 
the set 
j:j~ ; X(t,i)andlevel(uj)gh-r 
t=1 
Suppose that level(uk)= max(level(uj): j E F); then (uk)k z+ 0 and (u’), = 0 for all 
j E F \{k). By (3.4), dik = 0. [We can prove inductively the case level(uk) < 
max(level(u’) : j E F}.] 
(c) If k ~6 A(i) and level(uk)< h - r, we consider the set F = {j : j G A(i) and 
level(uj) < h - r). The result follows similarly to case (b). n 
PROFQSITION 3.5. supp(B*-‘u’) G supp(Bh-‘ui) c . . . C supp(B~‘) E supp(u’). 
4. The Relationship between the Rothblum and the Preferred Bases for E 
THEOREM 4.1. Each preferred vector xi associated with the class i is a Rothblum 
vector associated with i, i E (m). 
Sketch of the proof. Consider a preferred vector xi, i E (m), associated with i 
of level h, h E (4). It follows from Definition 2.2(a) that xi > 0 and level(x’) = h. 
From [3], height(x’)= h; thus Bhxi = 0 and B’-‘xi # 0 for all r E (h). Using 
Definition 2.2(b), we obtain B’-’ i x > 0, r E (h), and we conclude that xi verifies 
Definition 2.3(a). 
We shall prove inductively that xi satisfies Definition 2.3(b) for r E (h). Let 
r = 1. It is true by Definition 2.2(a) that (x’)~ B 0 if and only if j E W(l, i). Assume 
that our claim holds for r - 1, r E (h), and consider r. We have B’x’ = 
Ckm_l~ikB’-lxk. Now (B’xijj 3* 0 e 3k E (m) such that cik(B’-‘xk)j X- 0 e 
cik>O - kEW(2,i) 
(B’-‘xk)jBO * jES’(r,k) 
and j E &‘(r + 1, i). 
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If j E S(r + l,i), then ap such that j E S(r,p) and p E .%‘(2, il; the result 
follows in the opposite way. W 
COROLLARY 4.2. Each preferred basis f&r E is u Rothblum basis fw E. 
QUESTION 4.3. Is it true that each Rothblum basis is a preferred basis fw E? 
The following Proposition gives an answer for a particular case. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let ui be a Rothblum vector associuted with class i, level(i) 4 2. 
Then ui is a preferred vector associated with i. 
However, a Rothblum basis is not, in general, a preferred basis for E, as the 
following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let 
ARothblumbasisis{u1=~1,0,0,0,0,0~,u2=~0,1,0,0,0,0~, u~~(I,O,I,O,O,O),U~= 
(0,1,0,1,0,0), u5=(1,1,1,1,1,0), u6=(1,1,1,1,0,1)~. 
Since Bus = - u’ - us + 2u3 + 2u4 and Bu6 = u3 + u4, neither us nor u6 is a 
preferred vector. 
5. The Construction of a Preferred Basis from a Rothblum Basis f&- E 
LEMMA 5.1. Let ~3 = (u’, u’,. . , urn} be a Rothblum basis fw E, where ui is the 
vector associated with a class i of level h, h > 3. Consider that all Rothblum vectors of 
levels 1,2,. . . . h - 1 are preferred vectors and there is a vector ui of level h that is not 
preferred. Then we can construct, in a fEnite number of steps involving only algebraic 
operations, a preferred vector xi from G? associated with i. 
THEOREM 5.2. Given a Rothblum basis ~8 = {u’, u2,. . , urn) fm E, there exists a 
preferred basis {x ‘, x e, . . . , xm} which is constructed from @‘. 
Applying the constructive proof of Theorem 5.2 to Example 4.5, we obtain the 
following preferred basis for E: (x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6}, where xi = ui, i E (4); x5 = 
(1+a,l+b,l+a,l+b,l,O) with a>l, b>Z; and x6=0+c,1+d,l+c,I+ 
d,O,l) with c,d > 0. 
The proofs will appear elsewhere. 
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NONNEGATIVE HOLDABILITY AND STABILIZABILITY 
OF DISCRETE-TIME LINEAR PERIODIC SYSTEMS 
by C. COLL,’ R. BRU,’ and V. HERNANDEZ’ 
1. Introduction 
The “stabilizability” and “holdability” properties of a continuous-time invariant 
linear system have been recently studied by Berman and Stem 121. In this paper we 
study the same properties for the discrete-time periodic linear system described by 
r(k +l) =A(k)x(k)+ B(k)u(k), k>O (1.1) 
where 
A(k+N)=A(k)EWX”, B(k+N)=B(k)ERnXm, NEH+ 
The state of the system (1.1) at time k, when we apply the control sequence 
‘Departamento de Matem&tica Aplicada, Universidad Polithica de Valencia, Apdo. 22012, 
46071 Valencia, Spain. 
‘Departamento de Sistemas Inform~ticos y Computacih, Universidad Politkcnica de Valen- 
cia, Apdo. 22012, 46071 Valencia, Spain. 
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u(k,),u(k, + l),...,u(k -l), from the initial state x,, at time k,, is given by 
k-l 
x(k;k,,x,,u(.))=~~(k,k,)x,+ c %(k7j+I)B(j)u(j), 
j = k, 
where aA(k, k,) denotes the transition matrix of (1.1). 
There are N invariant systems associated with the N-periodic system (1.1). These 
are defined as [4] 
r,(k + 1) = O,(k) + B,u,(k), k>O, s=O,l,..., N-l, (1.2) 
with 
A, = @*(s + N,s) E I%“‘” 
B,=[B(s+N-l),@*(s+N,s+N-l)B(s+N-2),..., 
Q*(s + N,s + l)B(s)l E IWnxNm. 
Note that A, is the monodromy matrix of (Ll), and B, is such that B,BT is equal to 
the reachability Cramian matrix of (1.1) on the interval [s, s + N]. 
The state of the system (1.2) at time k, when we apply the control sequence 
u,(O), u,(l), . . . , u&k - l), from the initial state x0 at time 0, is given by 
k-l 
“s(k;O,x,,u,(.))=Ak,X,+ c A;B,u,(k-j+l). 
j=l 
The reachability and controllability properties of the periodic system (1.1) with 
nonnegative coefficient matrices have been studied in [3]. 
For characterizing the notion of holdability in the periodic case, we introduce the 
following definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. A nonempty set I CR” will be called holdable with respect to 
(1.1) if for each s = O,l,. ., N - 1 and for all initial states x(s) = x0 E I there exists a 
control sequence u(j) E W”, j 2 s, such that dk; s, x,,, d.1) E l-’ for every k 2 s. 
DEFINITION 2. For each s = O,l,. . ., N - 1, a nonempty set F C I%” will be 
called boldable with respect to (1.2) if for all initial states x,, E I there exists a control 
sequence u,(j) E IWNm, j .O, such that r,(k;O,r,,u,(.))Er for every k 30. 
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2. The Holdubility Problem 
In the first part of this section we analyze uncontrolled periodic systems defined 
as 
x(k+l)=A(k)r(k), k>O, 
(2.1) 
A(~+N)=A(~)EIW”~” 
and the corresponding invariant systems 
x,(k+l)=A,x,(k), k >o, 
(2.2) 
A, = @/,A( s + N, s) E IPx”, s=O,l ,...,N-1. 
We denote the nonnegative orthant by rW;, and we want to study the connection 
between the holdability of Iw; with respect to (2.1) and the holdability of W: with 
respect to (2.2). For each j > 0, we consider the k-step cone associated with the 
periodic system (2.0, defined by 
~~(j)=(~~(W~:@~(j+i,j)r>Oforalli=O,l,...,k-I}, (2.3) 
and for each s = O,l, . . . . N - 1, we consider the k-step cone associated with the 
invariant system (2.2>, given by 
S{={r~IW~:A~r>OforaIIi=O,l,...,k-I}. (2.4) 
Then we define 
(2.5) 
and 
(2.6) 
Note that Z’(j) is the set of nonnegative states x such that the motion with 
respect to (2.1), starting from r at time j, remains nonnegative. In an analogous way 
Z’” is the set of nonnegative states z such that the motion with respect to (2.2), 
starting from x at time 0, remains nonnegative. 
From (2.3) and (2.4) we can verify that 
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and from the periodicity of the system (2.1) we get 
&(j + N) = q(j), X(j+N)=X(j). 
The following result shows the relation between the abovementioned periodic 
and invariant cones. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. For each s = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1: 
(i) J$tXS?k(s), k=(p-l)N+l; 
(ii) 2” 3 Z(s). 
The following properties give the necessary and sufficient conditions for holdabil- 
ity of W; with respect to (2.1) and with respect to (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. 
(i) WY is holdable with respect to (2.1) if and only if 2’(s)= rWy for each 
s=O,l,..., N-l. 
(ii) For each s = 0, 1, . , N - 1, WY is holdable with respect to (2.2) if and only if 
GP=(w;. 
From Proposition 2.1(u) the holdability of rW; with respect to (2.1) implies the 
holdability of rW; with respect to (2.2). For the converse result we need to impose 
additional conditions, which are given in the following proposition. For a matrix 
M = [m. .] E Iwr”‘, M > 0 denotes that mij > 0 for all i, j. ‘I 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If a,.,(.~ + i, s) > 0 for each i = 0, 1, . . , N - 1, then 
CT(s) 3 Z”. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If we suppose that A(s) >/ 0, s = O,l,. . ., N - 1, then RF is 
holdable with respect to (2.1) if and only if rW; is holdable with respect to (2.2) fm 
each s =0 1 1 1 .., N-l. 
From the previous results, we can study the holdability of Iw; with respect to the 
controlled periodic system (1.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. WY is holdable with respect to (1.1) if and only if there exists a 
sequence of periodic matrices (F(~))cR~~“, F(k + N)= F(k), such that E(s)= 
A(s)+ B(s)F(s) > 0 fm each s = O,l,. , N - 1. 
3. The Stabilizability-Holdability Problem 
The stabilizability-holdability problem (SHP) can be stated as follows: 
Find, if possible, a sequence of periodic matrices {F(k)) CRmXn, F(k + N)= 
F(k), such that for any r,, > 0 the application of the periodic feedback control 
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u(k) = F(k)%(k) to the system (1.1) results in x(k; s, x0, u(.)) > 0 for every k > s and 
x(k; s, x0, UC.)) + 0 as k +m. Then we say that {F(k)} is a solution of the SHP. 
The next result characterizes the class of periodic sequences which are solutions 
of this problem. The result involves some properties of M-matrices [I] and the 
asymptotic stability condition for periodic systems. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (F(k)} c Rmx” be a periodic sequence, F(k + N) = F(k). 
This sequence is a solution of the SHP vand only zf: 
(i) E(s) = A(s)+ B(s)F(s) > 0 for each s = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1, and 
(ii) I- aE(N,O) is a non&n&or M-matrix. 
We shall deduce another characterization of the solution in terms of the following 
cones 151. For the system (2.1) we consider the cones 
cC’(A(~),S)=(XE[W”:[Z-A(s)]r>O}, 
N-l 
&(A(.)) = n E(A(.),k), 
s=o 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
and for the system (2.2) 
L’(A,)={xER”:(Z-AJr>O}. (3.3) 
We denote by int B the interior of the set B C [w”. Then we deduce the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 
(i) If we suppose that A, > 0 for each s = 0, 1, , N - 1, and for some s there 
exists a vector x E int &(A,) such that x > 0, then the N invariant systems (2.2) are 
asymptotically stable. 
(ii) If we suppose that A(s) > 0 f or each s = 0, 1, , N - 1, and there exists a 
vector x E int &(A(.)) such that x > 0, then the periodic system (2.1) is asymptotica2ly 
stable. 
From this proposition we can obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let (F(k)} c R”‘” be a periodic sequence, F(k + N) = F(k). 
This sequence is a solution of the SHP if and only if: 
(i) E(s) = A(s)+ B(s)F(s) > 0 for each s = O,l,. . . , N - 1, and 
(ii) &(E(.)) is a solid cone such that int r?(E(.))n int W: # 0. 
Details and proofs are given in [6]. 
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THE LEAST-SQUARES METHOD 
APPLIED TO A FRACTURE-MECHANICS PROBLEM 
by FILOMENA D. D’ALMEIDA and RUI M. GUEDESX 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider the elastic stress distribution in the immediate vicinity of the tip 
of the edge crack in a finite-width specimen subjected to uniform tensile loading. 
The method of analysis [1] consists in finding a stress function x satisfying the 
biharmonic equation V4x = 0 and the boundary conditions stated in Figure 1. Our 
purpose is to determine the degree of numerical reliability of the results obtained by 
the boundary collocation method with Gaussian elimination together with the least- 
squares method. 
For our purpose use is made of the Williams stress function: 
,ypar= fj 
n=l i 
(-l)“-1dz,_lr”+1/2 -cos(n-$)B+~cos(n+f)B 
[ I 
x( -l)“d2,r”+l [-cos(n-l)O+cos(n+l)O] . 
I 
*Departamento de Engenharia MecPnica, Universidade do Porte, 4999 Porto, Portugal. 
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=> 
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Y m , 0 AU xD 
FIG. 1. 
The stresses in terms of x. obtained by partial differentiation, are as follows: 
The first coefkients, d,, of the truncated series are obtained by imposing the 
boundary conditions at a finite number of boundary stations, so it is more useful to 
have the boundary conditions in terms of the stress function: 
B * C: 
a2x2 
uY="=- 
ax2 ' 
a2x2 
7 
w=O=--. 
axaij' 
x2 = 3 = ;( x + cg2, 
ax2 
-= 
JY 
0. 
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A * B: 
d2X1 
a,=()=- 
ay2 ’ 
a2X1 
7 9=O=-- axay ’ 
axl” ax; ax: ax,” -=- -=-. 
ax ax ’ ay ay ’ 
8x1 -= 0. 
ax 
C-D: 
3x3 q=o=,, 
aY 
ax3 
7 xy=O=-- axay ’ 
ax: ax,” ax: ax,” -=- _-. 
ax ax ’ x- ay ’ 
8x3 
ax 
A special relationship exists between the first coefficient, d,, of the series 
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expansion and the stress intensity factor K. By definition K is 
As r approaches zero, on y = 0 (0 = 0) the normal stresses aY are 
g+$ c (-l)“-1d2”_1(1-2n)~n-1> 
n 1 
and the stress intensity factor becomes 
K=~~oG-+ -d,+ 2 (-1)“-‘d,,_,(l-2n)r”-’ . 
r [ n=2 I 
In the limit as r approaches zero, all terms corresponding to n z 2 vanish 
and K becomes 
K=-Gd,. 
2. Least-Squares Approximation 
As the coefficients in the expansion of x(r, 0) are unknown, we will determine an 
approximate function that is a finite sum of n terms of that series with coefficients 
xi....,xnr minimizing the e-norm of the residual vector of the differences between 
exact and approximating functions over a number, Nap, of chosen boundary points. So 
we have to solve (a least-squares problem) 
minimize 1lA.r - blls, (1) 
where A E Iwmx” (m > n), b E R”, x E R’, m being 2N,,, since for each boundary 
point we have two equations. 
It is of interest to convert the problem into an equivalent one (cf. [2, 31): 
(i) using the property that r minimizes IIA;r - bile if and only if 
AT( b - Ax) = 0, or ATAr = ATb; (2) 
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(ii) using orthogonal transformations (Householder or Givens for instance) to 
obtain the QR factorization of A, so that we are to minimize 
IIQTAr - QTbL with QTQ = 1 and QTA = R. (3) 
Let r* be the solution of (1) with minimal 2-norm (x* is unique if rank A = n), 
r = b - AX the residual, and pLs the e-norm of the residual of r*: pLs = Ilb - Ax*llE. 
Here Ax* is the orthogonal projection of b onto range of A, 0 is the angle between b 
and rangeA, and sine =pLS/Ilbll~. 
In the problems that we are treating here, rank A = n and the condition number 
(with respect to the inversion) of the rectangular matrix A is defined by means of the 
pseudoinverse A+ of A, but it may be computed by K(A)’ = K(ATA) if we use the 
e-norm. 
The relative error in the computed least-squares solution due to small errors in A 
and b (of norm E) is bounded by 
WA) 
& case +tan@K(A)’ (4) 
If 0 = 0, then it depends mainly on \IKo; otherwise, on K(ATA). If the system 
is solved by (i), the relative error in the solution is bounded by U. K(A)’ = u. K(ATA>, 
where u is the machine precision. Then, even if pLs is small (or zero), the 
normal-equations solution can introduce great errors, namely when K(ATA) # u-l. 
Thus we use (ii) to compute the least-squares solution with 
QTA= 4,1 , [ 1 (5) 
Then 
pts = l1Ar - bll; = i(R,r* - C,@ + IiC,li; = ilC&, (6) 
and the error in the computation of x* is mainly bounded by (4) [unless 
K(A) = \/Ko + u-l]. 
3. Numerical Results 
The stress intensity factor K/m was first computed using the following 
distribution of boundary points (N,,) on boundaries AB,CD, BC respectively, and 
N = 2CNa, terms of the series (cf. [l]) by Gaussian elimination to show the condition 
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number of the system and the dependence on N and N,,: 
N 
120 
30 
18 
12 
42 
L = 3.0, w = 1.0, a = 0.5 
N BP wm K(ATA) 
20,20,20 2.789 5E +33 
5,5,5 2.815 4E +09 
3,3,3 2.842 1E +07 
2,2,2 3.383 4E +05 
8,7,6 2.842 7E + 12 
Then least-squares method (with QR factorization) was used to solve the same 
problem for different values of N and N,,. The stress intensity factor, K(A)’ = 
HATA), p;s, and the measure B of the reliability of the solution are shown in the 
following table: 
N N BP 
50 150,150,150 
20 100,100,100 
20 20,20,20 
10 5,5,5 
10 8,7,6 
L = 3.0, w = 1.0, a = 0.5 
K/m _ K(ATA) P2S e 
2.825 SE+12 2E -05 0.0003 
2.784 2E+05 6E -04 0.002 
2.778 1E +06 4E -04 0.004 
2.181 1E t04 6E -03 0.08 
2.192 SE +03 7E -03 0.03 
The results show that we should use more than 10 terms of the series in order to 
obtain a good least-squares approximation. 
The graphs in Figure 2 show the behavior of Gaussian elimination versus the 
least-squares method and the agreement of numerical results with experimental 
. 0,oo 0,lO 030 0,30 0,40 0,so 0,OO 0,lO 0,20 0,SO 0,40 0,SO 0,60 
ff rlv 
FIG. 2. 
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TABLE 1 
N:20, N,, = 8,7,6 
L a K/G 
1.6 0.15 1.266 1~+08 
0.20 1.372 4E+07 
0.25 1.507 2~+07 
0.30 1.672 1E+07 
0.35 1.875 7~+06 
0.40 2.125 5~+06 
0.45 2.437 4~+06 
0.50 2.832 4~+06 
2.6 0.15 1.269 
0.20 1.363 
0.25 1.492 
0.30 1.656 
0.35 1.857 
0.40 2.105 
0.45 2.414 
0.50 2.801 
9E+O5 
6~+05 
3E+05 
2~+05 
1E+05 
9E+O4 
9E+O4 
1E+05 
K(ATA) P2Ls 
4E-05 
1E-04 
1E-04 
1E-04 
1E-04 
lE-04 
lE--04 
1E-04 
8~-05 
8~-05 
2~-04 
3E-04 
4E-04 
5E-04 
5E-04 
4E-04 
e 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
measurements. The agreement was not expected, since experimental data for values 
of a/W lower than 0.15 are usually considered not reliable by experts, due to 
uncertainties in measurements. 
Setting N = 20, N,, = 100,100,100, and using least squares with QR factoriza- 
tion, we computed the stress intensity factor for several values of L and a, as shown 
in Table 1. Table 2 shows the influence of the distribution of the points in the 
different boundaries on the results and error measures. 
These results indicate that the boundary CD of Figure 1 has strong influence on 
the results, since when we have few points on this boundary the results are less 
accurate. 
TABLE 2 
L = 3.0, w = 1.0, a = 0.5 
N N BP K/G HATA) P2LS e 
20 20,3,20 2.660 9E+O3 2E-04 0.007 
20 3,20,20 2.787 4E+03 5E-04 0.004 
20 20,20,3 2.790 3E+03 4E-04 0.004 
20 3,20,3 2.798 4E+03 3E-04 0.003 
20 20,3,3 2.699 1E+04 2~-04 0.006 
20 3,3,20 2.664 2~+04 4E-05 0.003 
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4. Conclusions 
For boundary collocation with Gaussian elimination with many boundary points, 
the condition number of the system may increase to the point of leaving the solution 
with no significant digits. 
If we use LS, we do not have that problem, but the approximating finite sum 
must have more than a certain minimum number of terms. In the problem treated 
here the number is 10. (In [3] we give other examples.) 
The distribution of the points on the boundary influences the result. 
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PARALLEL PIVOT SELECTION AND ROW ORDERING 
FOR GIVENS REDUCTION OF SPARSE MATRICES 
by J. DUATO and A. GONALEZ’ 
1. Introduction 
Many appiications require the solution of a Ieast-squares iLS) problem in terms of 
a coefficient matrix and a measurement vector. In some cases the solution must be 
obtained within a short period of time, requiring a great computation power, as in the 
case of state estimation in electric power systems. Several numerical methods have 
been developed to solve the LS problem, one of the most interesting consisting of the 
application of orthogonal transformations to the initial overdetermined system. 
Among QR decompositions, Givens rotations are very well suited for parallel 
computers [3]. Furthermore, it has been shown by George and coworkers for 
ill-conditioned sparse problems that, if an efficient method to preserve sparsity is 
applied, the algorithm is the most useful one for serial computers [9]. 
‘Departamento de Ingenierfa de Sistemas, Computadores y AutomBica, Facultad de 
InformPtica, Universidad Polibhica de Vaiencia, 46071 Valencia, Spain. 
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Current trends in computer architecture point to the replication of a basic 
building block, such as the transputer [lo] or the iWarp [2], allowing the construction 
of systolic arrays and multicomputers. Among them, only multicomputers have 
sufficient flexibility to deal easily with nonregular structures such as sparse matrices. 
In this kind of machines, the communication between processors relies on an 
interconnection network, generally with a point-to-point topology. Among the inter- 
connection networks used in these processors, the hypercube has had great commer- 
cial popularity, because it has a very small diameter and easy routing, and many other 
topologies are embedded in it. Second-generation multicomputers use a 2D mesh and 
wormhole routing, obtaining a very low communication latency [l]. 
In a previous paper, a parallel algorithm to triangularize a sparse matrix on a 
multicomputer based on fast Givens rotations has been proposed [4]. The performance 
of that algorithm has been evaluated on a simulator [5] for some row assignment 
schemes, with randomly generated matrices [6]. 
In this paper we introduce some column and row ordering schemes to preserve 
sparsity. We compare the ordering schemes on the ring and the hypercube topologies, 
measuring the decrease in the parallel execution time. 
2. Parallel Algorithm 
A good technique to preserve sparsity is to perform a column permutation. 
Independently of the way followed to calculate the permutation matrix, it is helpful to 
store all the elements of each row in the same processor, because then messages are 
not required to apply the permutation. Also, as multicomputers are better suited to 
send a few long messages than many short messages, we have decided that all the 
elements of each row will be stored in the same processor. So the coefficient 
calculation and the application of the rotation will be carried out by the same 
processor. It follows that the number of processors may be as large as the number of 
rotations to be performed at a given moment. However, this number may be very 
large. Moreover, the processing of different-sized matrices requires us to partition 
them, allowing us to use a fixed-size processor network. 
The distribution of matrix rows among processors has to be carefully selected to 
achieve good load balancing, also minimizing the communication between processors. 
In the case of sparse matrices, it seems natural that rows of the same type (with the 
first nonzero element in the same column) are assigned to the same processor, 
because the processing of two rows of type i results in a row of type i and a row of a 
higher type, assuring that at most one of the rows must be sent to another processor. 
This assignment strategy minimizes the communication cost. 
In [6] it is shown that the best assignment of types to processors is the cyclic one: 
type T is assigned to the processor T mod p, p being the number of processors. Also, 
it is concluded that the ring is the best topology to execute the algorithm and that, for 
the hypercube, Gray numbering of processors is required to improve the perfor- 
mance, because it defines a ring inside the hypercube. 
All the computation is performed in a pipeline manner. This is the reason why a 
ring is a good topology to support this algorithm. In order to detect when all the rows 
of a given type have been processed, a token-based algorithm has been developed. 
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The details are not important for the discussion below. The interested reader should 
refer to [6]. 
3. ordering Schemes 
We have introduced some ordering schemes in the parallel algorithm to minimize 
fill-in. Column ordering is applied initially, while building the data structure for the 
sparse matrix. Only row ordering is applied during the execution. 
Row sparsity must be characterized in order to apply row ordering properly. For 
this purpose we have used some parameters. In their definition the inverse column 
index means the index corresponding to a column, numbering them from the right to 
the left: 
Row count: Number of nonzero elements in the row. 
Subtype: Inverse column index of the second nonzero element. 
Weighted count: Addition of the inverse column index of every nonzero element 
in the row. 
Additionally, the fill-in is defined as the increase in the value of the sparsity 
characterization parameter of a row or a set of rows. 
Once a parameter for sparsity characterization is chosen, two kinds of ordering 
schemes can be applied: static or dynamic [7]. In static schemes, the row with the 
minimum value of the parameter is the fixed pivot. The rest of the row set is ordered 
according to one of the following criteria: 
(1) increasing parameter value, 
(2) minimum pivot fill-in. 
In dynamic schemes, each rotation is applied after choosing two rows according to 
one of the following criteria: 
(I) minimum value of the parameter, 
(2) minimum fill-in. 
To introduce ordering in the parallel algorithm [6], only the code corresponding to 
the reduction of each row set must be modified. 
4 Results 
We have used a simulator [5] to implement the various ordering strategies. The 
timing parameters correspond to the TBOO transputer. The topologies we have tested 
are the unidirectional ring and the hypercube with 16 processors. The matrices have 
been randomly generated. 
In [6] it is shown that the parallel algorithm without row ordering has a good 
speedup, reaching values up to 14 for a ring of 16 processors and 400 X200 sparse 
matrices with 1% nonzero entries. So in this paper we will focus on the improvement 
over the parallel algorithm without row ordering. 
The results we present show the percentage of decrement in the parallel 
execution time: (1 - T/ Ti) X 100, where Ti is the parallel execution time when no 
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FIG. 3. 
ordering is applied, on the unidirectional ring. Conclusions can be obtained about 
which is the best scheme for each kind of matrix, and about the usefulness of 
additional connectivity of the hypercube. 
We have classified the results with respect to the topology and the ordering 
scheme. We present them in Figure 3 as bar diagrams for some matrices. The first bar 
corresponds to an initial column ordering (CO) by increasing column count, and 
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without row ordering. In the other bars the black portion corresponds to the 
application of a row-ordering strategy, and the white portion includes the effect of 
initial column ordering. 
Each bar with a black portion corresponds to a row-ordering scheme. In the static 
case the first three bars show the results for pivot selection according to the row 
count CRC), subtype (ST), and weighted count (WC), respectively; the row set has 
been ordered by increasing value of the parameter. The other two bars correspond to 
pivot selection according to minimum row count (MR) and minimum weighted count 
(MW), respectively; the row set has been ordered to minimize the pivot fill-in. 
In the dynamic case the first three bars correspond to the selection of two rows 
minimizing the row count CRC), subtype (ST), and weighted count (WC), respec- 
tively. The other two bars correspond to the selection of a pair of rows minimizing the 
row-count fill-in (MR) and the weighted-count fill-in (MW), respectively. 
As Duff proposed [8], a sparse matrix is one in which the number of nonzero 
entries is proportional to one of its dimensions, usually with a factor between 2 and 10 
(sparsity is not defined as the dual of density, but refers to the fact that advantage can 
be taken of the presence of zero entries). So, in the results presented below, for 
different-sized matrices, the number of nonzero elements is proportional to the 
number of rows in the matrix. The matrix dimensions are 400 X 100,400X200,, and 
400~400 for the first, second, and third diagrams, respectively, in each set. The 
number of nonzero elements is 800 in every case. 
5. Conclusions 
From the analysis of the simulations some conclusions can be obtained: 
(1) Static and dynamic schemes show approximately the same behavior if one 
does not take into account the symbolical-computation cost (SCS). Thus static 
schemes are preferable because they are clearly simpler. 
(2) Without considering SCS, complex schemes give more or less the same 
results as the simpler ones. Thus complex schemes are neglected. 
(3) Without considering SCS, all the simple schemes have more or less the same 
behavior, and among them, the subtype is the easiest parameter to compute. 
(4) With square matrices row ordering is not useful. The initial column ordering 
alone gives very good results. 
(5) With very rectangular matrices row ordering has a large influence on the 
reduction of the parallel execution time. 
(6) The additional connectivity of the hypercube is not cost-effective. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF 
NON-EVERYWHERE-DEFINED LINEAR MAPS” 
by JOSEP FERRER and FERRAN PUERTA” 
1. Linear Maps Defined on a Subspace 
1.1. Our aim is to classify linear maps f : Y + X, where X is a finite-dimensional 
vector space, and Y is a linear subspace of X. We will refer to such a map simply as a 
linear map defined on a linear map defined on a subspace. 
By duality, this problem is equivalent to classifying linear maps defined module a 
subspace, that is to say, linear maps h :V --f V/ W, where V is a finite-dimensional 
vector space and W a subspace of V. Indeed, the dual map of h is a linear map 
defined on a subspace h’:fi + V*, where V* is the dual vector space of V, and ti 
denotes the subspace of linear forms whose kernel contains W. 
‘“The proofs will appear in a subsequent paper. 
“Departament de MatemLtica Aplicada, E.T.S. Enginyers Industrials, Universitat 
Polittknica de Catahmya, Diagonal 647, 08028-Barcelona, Spain. 
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1.2. In order to define the equivalence between two maps f: Y -+ X, f’ : Y’ + X’ 
of this kind, we consider the isomorphism cp : X 4 X’ such that cp(Y) = Y’. We denote 
by H the group of such isomorphisms. Each cp E H induces in a natural way the 
isomorphisms 4 : Y + Y’, 4 : X/Y + X’/ Y’. Obviously, we must suppose dim Y = 
dim Y’, dim X = dim X’. From now on, these dimensions will be denoted by n and 
n + m respectively. 
DEFINITION. Let f: Y + X, f’ : Y’ --) X’ be two linear maps defined on a sub- 
space. We say that they are equivalent, and we write f-f’, if there is cp E H such 
that vof=f’o+. 
If, in particular, f and f’ are endomorphisms, this relation is the usual similarity, 
and, as is well known, this is equivalent to saying that f and f’ have the same Jordan 
matrix. 
For two general linear maps g : 2 -+ X, g’ : Z’ + X’, we shall write g = g’ if 
there are isomorphisms (Y : Z + Z’ and /? : X + X’ such that p 0 g = g’ 0 (Y. It is well 
known that it is equivalent to say dim Z = dim Z’, dim X = dim X’, rank g = rank g’. 
1.3. We will reduce the classification problem of a linear map defined on a 
subspace f: Y + X to classifying the two associated linear maps fi : Y, -+ Y and 
f: Y/ Y, + X/ Y induced by f m a natural way, where Y, = f ‘(Y 1. Notice that f is 
injective, and f, is a linear map defined on a subspace. So we can state the key 
theorem: 
THEOREM. Let f : Y + X, f’ : Y’ + X’ be two linear maps defined on a subspace. 
Then the following statements are equiualent: 
(i) f-f’; 
(ii> fl -f; andf=f’. 
1.4. Now, we will apply this key theorem inductively. For this purpose, we 
define: 
DEFINITION. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace. For each 
integer k > 0 we define fk : Yk + Y, _ , inductively as follows: 
for k=O, Y,=Y, Y-,=X, fo=f; 
for k =1,2,..., Yk={YEYk-,:fk_1(Y)EY~-l}; 
fk is the restriction of fk _ 1 to Yk . 
Obviously dim Y,_ 1 < dim Y,. The following lemma shows these dimensions are 
strictly decreasing until they stabilize: 
LEMMA. With the above notation, if Y,, 1 = Y,, then Yk = Y, for all k > s. 
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From now on, we will denote by s the smallest integer such that Y,, i = Y,. Thus, 
we have the following finite sequence of linear maps defined on a subspace: 
fs+l fs fk fl f y,+ y,+y,_,+ . ..-Y.-Y,-,- . ..-Yr-Y-X. 
where f, + 1 is an endomorphism. 
Now, by applying inductively the key theorem (Section 1.31, we obtain the 
classification theorem: 
THEOREM. Let f: Y + X, f’ : Y’ + X’ be two linear maps defined on a subspace. 
Then f - f’ $and only if 
(i) s = s’, 
(ii) fk - f, for all k = 0,. , s, 
(iii) f, + 1 - f,‘+ 1. 
Since fk and f; are injective, condition (ii) is equivalent to each one of the 
following: 
(ii’) dimYk_i/Yk=dimY~_,/Y~, k=l,..., s, 
(ii”) dimYk=dimYi, k=l,..., s. 
1.5. Hence, if we write rk = dim Y, _ i / Yk (for k = 0, 1, . . ), we have 
COROLLARY. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace. The following 
are a complete family of numerical invariant-s of its equivalence class: 
(i) the integers s, rl, . . . , rs, 
(ii) the Jordan matrix off, + 1. 
2. Computation of the Znvariants 
2.1. As above, let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace. To compute 
the invariants in (1.5), consider the matrix off in a basis of X adapted to Y, that is to 
say, a basis of X such that its vectors in Y form a basis of Y. This matrix will be of the 
form 
A 
( 1 
B , where we suppose A an n x n square matrix, and B an m X n rectangular 
matrix. 
By means of this basis we identify the map f with its matrix, and each vector 
with the corresponding column matrix formed by its components, which we denote by 
the same symbol. So, if y E Y, 
and Ay corresponds to the components of f(y) in the basis of Y. 
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We note r = rank B. 
2.2. First we are going to compute the invariants s, r,, ., rs. 
LEMMA. With the aboue notation, and 1 < k < s, Yk is the set of vectors y E Y 
such that 
By=O, BAy = 0,. , BA”-‘y=O. 
COROLLARY. Let f, A, and B be as in Section 2.1, and denote 
k=1,2 ,,.., n. 
Then, for k > 1: 
(i) dimYk=n-?k, 
(ii) r,=?,=rankBsr, ri+t=?k+,-?k, 
(iii) s is the smallest integer such that Fs+, = F,, or equivalently I-, = ?,,. 
2.3. Finally, we can compute the eigenvalues and the Segre characteristic of the 
Jordan matrix of f, + 1 as follows. 
PROPOSITION. L_& f, A, and B be as in Section 2.1, and A E C. The following 
stateme& are equivalent: 
(i) A is an eigenvalue off, + ,; 
(ii) there is y E Y, y + 0, such that: Ay = hy, By = 0; 
(iii) rank 
A - Al,, 
( 1 
< n. 
B 
In particular, if A is an eigenvalue of f,, 1, then A is aIso an eigenvalue of A. 
Then, by means of the lemma in section 2.2, we can characterize the subspace 
Ker(f,+l+Al)kasthesetofvectorsyEYsuchthatBy=BAy=..~=BAS-‘y=0, 
(A - hl,jky = 0. So, if we denote 
IB \ 
BA 
vk = rank : 
BAS-’ ’ 
,@-Wk, 
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the dimension of Ker(f,+ 1 - hIjk is n - vk, and finally: 
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PROPOSITION. h the above conditions, the Segre characteristic S = [a,, . . . , Spl of 
A i.stheconjugcztepartitionof[n-u,,v,-v,,...]. 
3. Canonical Matrix of Linear Maps Defined on a Subspace 
3.1. Let f: Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace. We will see that there 
are bases of Y and X such that the matrix of f has the following canonical form: 
DEFINITION. Let p, 2 . . . > pr be integers and J a Jordan matrix. We denote 
by N, the nilpotent p,-square matrix 
Ni = 
I 0 00 1 0 1 0 ... . 00  oo= . 0 . I 
i 
o 1 PST1 ... o. 0 
I (j (j (j . . . ; 0 ‘I ’ 
by ~~ the pi-row-matrix Ei = (0 . . 0 l), and finally 
the other entries being 0. 
NI 
EI 
0 
A matrix of this form will be called a Kronecker matrix, and in particular the 
above one will be called the Kronecker matrix associated to [pr, . .. , p,] and J. 
3.2. To reduce the matrix off, we construct special bases of X by means of the 
following 
LEMMA. Let f : Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace, and fk : Yk + Yk_ 1 
be as above. Thn, fm each complementary subspace i’&+, of Y,,, in Y,, there is a 
complementary subspace ?k of Y, in Yk_, such that fk(Yk+ 1) C rk. 
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Further, the restriction j=k : yk + 1 + yk of fk is injective, and fk = fk+ ,@fk. 
If we apply repeatedly these results for k = s - 1, s - 2,. . , 1, we obtain the 
following decomposition of f: 
each j=k being injective. 
So we can construct bases of y,$e . . . @?,@P by means of the following process: - - 
given a basis of ?,, we obtain successively bases of r,_ 1,. .,Y,,Y by extending 
f‘,_,(y,),. .,_f(y,) respectively. The union of this basis with a Jordan basis of Y, 
relative to the endomorphism f,, , g ives a basis of X, which, ordered in a suitable 
way, reduces the matrix of f to a Kronecker matrix. In fact: 
THEOREM. Let f:Y+ X be a linear map defined on a subspace [rI,...,rs] as 
above, [p,, , p,] its conjugate partition, and / the Jordan matrix of the endomor- 
phism f,, 1. Then, in a suitable basis of Y and X, the matrix off is the Kronecker 
m&ix K[p,,...,p,;.ll. 
This matrix will be called the canonical Kronecker matrix off, and [pl, , p,] the 
Kronecker index of f. By means of Section 1.5 we have the following: 
COROLLARY. Two linear maps defined on a subspace are equivalent if and only if 
they have the same Kronecker matrix. 
4. Block Similarity of Matrices 
4.1. The above results can be applied to classify rectangular matrix 
block similarity, or, in the dual case, rectangular matrices (A B). 
up to 
DEFINITION. Two rectangular matrices 
where A and A’ are square matrices, will be called block-similar if there are two 
regular matrices M, N and a rectangular matrix Q such that 
(i) A’= M(A + QB)M-‘, 
(ii) B’ = NBM-‘. 
PROPOSITION. L.et f,A,B and f’,A’,B’ be as in Section 2.1. Then f,f’ are 
equivalent if and only if ( i ), ( $) are block-similar. 
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4.2. In particular, we obtain the results in [l], [2], 131, and [4] about the canonical 
form for a matrix 
or (A B), 
and about complete families of invariants. 
5. The Particular Case I’, = 0 
In the classification of rectangular matrices (A B) up to block similarity, a 
particular interesting case is the so-called “completely controllable” one. This case 
corresponds to Y, = 0 in the above study. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let f:Y + X be a linear map defined on a subspace, and W 
a subspace of Y. W will be called a direct invariant subspace of f if f(W) c W and 
there are subspaces W, and W, such that Y = W@W,, X = WBW,@W, and f(W,> C 
w,ow,. 
For example, by means of the decomposition in Section 3.2, we see that Y, is a 
direct invariant subspace. In fact, it is the maximal one. 
5.2. PROPOSITION. Let f,A, B be as in Section 2.1. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(i) Y, = 0; 
(ii) f doesn’t admit direct invariant subspaces; 
=n 
So in this case the canonical Kronecker matrix off doesn’t have the block /, and 
the Kronecker indices are a complete family of invariants of f. 
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A SURVEY OF THE MULTILINEARITY PARTITION 
by AMkLIA FONSECA” 
1. Introduction 
Let tn be a positive integer. A sequence (Y = (or,. . . , a,) of nonnegative integers 
is called a partition of m if or > a2 > . . . > ar and Xi=rcri = m. We will not 
distinguish between two such sequences which differ only by a string of zeros at the 
end. This enables us, in particular, to consider the partitions of m as m-tuples. 
Let P(m) be the set of all partitions of m. Let (Y = (a,,. .,cY,) and p = 
(pr,. . ,p,) be elements of P(m). We say that (Y majorizes p, denoted by (Y * /?, if 
Xi= rai > Ci= rpi vj = 1,. . , m. The majorization order induces a lattice structure on 
P(m) [6]. 
If a = (a,, . . , a,) is a partition of m, the m-tuple a’ = ((Y;, . . . ,al,) defined by 
(Y: = ](j :oj > i)] is also a partition of m, which is called the conjugate partition of a. 
If (Y, /3 E P(m), then (Y majorizes p if and only if p’ majorizes cy’ [6]. 
Let V be an n-dimensional unitary space with n > m - 1. Denote by Brn V the 
mth tensor power of V and by x,8 .. . BX, the tensor product of the vectors 
x,,. ., x,. 
For each u beionging to the symmetric group of degree m, S,, let P(a) be the 
unique linear operator on Brn V satisfying P(uXx,@ . . . ax,) = x0-~(,)@ . . . 8 
x~-‘(m), xi,. .,x, E v. 
Let G be a subgroup of S,. Denote by I(G) the set of all irreducible C-char- 
acters of G, where C denotes the field of complex numbers. Let A E Z(G), and define 
T(G, A) as the operator 
where I I denotes cardinality. T(G, A) is a projection of Brn V onto the symmetry 
class of tensors VA(G) = T(G,AX Brn V). If G = S, and A = E, the alternating charac- 
ter, we obtain V,(S,), the mth exterior power of V. If G = S, and A = I,,, the 
“Departamento de Matemkica, Universidade de Lisboa, Rua Ernest0 de Vasconcelos, 
Bloca Cl, 1700 Lisboa, Portugal. 
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principal character, then V,(S,) is called the space of completely symmetric tensors. 
The elements of V,(G) of the form T(G,hXx,@ . . * ax,), xi E V, i = l,.. .,m, are 
known as decomposable symmetrized tensors and denoted by xl * * . . * x,,,. 
The irreducible C-characters of S, are usually identified with partitions of m [7]. 
In [2] there was associated to each irreducible C-character A of a subgroup of S, a 
partition of m, the multilinearity partition of A, using the symmetry classes of tensors 
defined by A. In this article we are going to present some results and discuss some 
questions concerning the concept of multilinearity partition. 
2. Dimensions and Rank Partition of a Family of Vectors 
Let X,,...,Tm be a family of vectors of V. Let k E {I,. .,m). The following 
concepts were first introduced in [2]: 
DEFINITION. A subfamily A of x~,...,x,,, is k-independent if A = IJ :=,A,, 
where A,,..., A, are linearly independent subfamilies. 
We define the k-dimension of x1,. . . , x,,,, denoted by dk(xl,. . . , %,,,I, to be the 
maximum cardinality of its k-independent subfamilies. 
The following properties are clear from the definition: 
(I) A subfamily A is l-independent if and only if A is linearly independent, so 
d&x ,,..., x,)=dim(x, ,..., x,); 
(II) d,(x,, . ..I r,) Q d,(r, ,..., XJ < . . . d d,(x,,. . .,x,1; 
(III) d,(r,, .,x,1 = I{i : i E (1,. . . , m) and xi + O}l. 
In [l] J. A. Dias da Si!va proved the following: 
THEOREM 1 [l]. If x ,,..., xm are nonzero vectors of V, then Cd,, d, - d,,.. ., 
di - d,_l,..., d, - d,_,), where di denotes di(x ,,..., x,), is a partition of m. 
In the conditions of the last theorem, the partition Cd,, d, - d,, . . , d, - d,_ 1> is 
called the rank partition of xl,. . . , x, and denoted by p(x,, . . . , x,). 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that n > 2, and let e,, e2 be linearly independent vectors 
from V. Consider the family xl, x2, x3, x4, xs where x1 = x2 = x3 = e, and x4 = xs = 
e2. Then, it is not difficult to see that d,(x,, x2,x3,x4,x5)= dim(e,, ee) = 2, 
d,(r,, ~2, ~3, ~4. x5) = 4, and d&r,, x2. x3, x4, x5) = d,(x,, x2, x3, x4, x5) = 
d,(r,, x2, x3, x4, x5) = 5. Therefore p(x,, x2, x3, x4, x,1 = (2,2,1). 
3. indices and M&linearity Partition 
The concept of multilinearity partition is closely related to the vanishing of 
decomposable tensors. The following properties are well known: if one of the xi is 
zero, then x,*...*x,,,=O; if rl ,..., x, is linearly independent, that is, if 
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dim(x,,..., r,) = m, then x1 * . . . * x m # 0. Marcus and Chollet proved that the 
converse of the last implication holds if and only if G = S, and A = E [8]. Motivated 
by this property, they define the index of a symmetry class of tensors V*(G) to be the 
largest integer r less than m such that * xl * . . . xrn = 0 whenever the dimension of 
(x,,...,~,) is at most r. 
Results established by R. Merris in [9] and [lo] easily allow us to determine the 
index of the symmetry classes of tensors defined by irreducible C-characters of S,. In 
fact, using those results it is not difficult to prove that if A = (A,, . ..,A,), where 
A, # 0, is an irreducible C-character of S,, the index of V,cS,) is t - 1. In [2] the 
following generalization of the notion of index was introduced: 
DEFINITION. Let 1~ k d m. The largest integer r, 0~ r< m, such that 
Xl * . . . *x, = 0 whenever dk(r,, , r,) Q r is called the k th index of the symme- 
try class of tensors V’(G) and denoted by Z,(V,(G)). By convention I,(V*(G)) = - 1. 
Observe that the existence of the integer r is guaranteed, since zero satisfies the 
condition of the definition. It is an immediate consequence of the definition that the 
first index of a symmetry class of tensors is the Marcus-Chollet index. 
THEOREM 2 [2]. Let V and W be unitary spaces such that dimV > m - 1 and 
dimW> m -1. Then, fir eoery k E(I)..., m), I,(V,(G))= I,(W,(G)). 
The last theorem suggests the following definition: 
DEFINITION. The k th index of a symmetry class of tensors V,(G), with dimV > 
m - 1, is called the k th multilinearity index of A and denoted by Ik(A>. 
THEOREM 3 [2]. Let G be a subgroup of S,, and A be an irreducible C-character 
of G. Then (Z,(A)- I,(A),...,&(A)- Ii_,(A) ,..., Z,(A)- I,_,(A)) is a partition of m. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a subgroup of S,, and A be an irreducible C-character of 
G. The conjugate partition of the one we just mentioned in the last theorem is called 
the multilinearity partition of A and denoted by MI’(A). 
EXAMPLE 2. 
(i) Let G = S, and A = e. It is a consequence of Marcus and Chollet’s result 
referred to above that m - I= I,(A), so MP(A) = cm)’ = (1”). 
(ii) Let G be a subgroup of S,, and A be the principal C-character of G. Under 
these conditions it is not difficult to prove that Ik(A) = k - 1 [it suffices to consider a 
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family rl,...,xm suchthat x1=x2= ... = r,,, # 0 and observe that xr * . . . * xm f 0 
and d&,,..., r,) = k], so MP(h) = (1”‘)’ =(m). 
In particular, the last example enables us to conclude that if A is the principal 
character of S, or the alternating character of S,, the multilinearity partition of A 
coincides with the partition which is usually associated with A. In fact this happens 
for every irreducible C-character of s,: 
THEOREM 4 [2]. Zf A=(A,,...,A,) . t.s an irreducible C-character of S,, then 
MP(A)=(A,,...,A,). 
In general it is not easy to compute multilinearity partitions. R. Merris [ll] 
suggested that the multilinearity partition of A is the least upper bound (with respect 
to majorization) of the partitions in Z,(S,)) [ Z,(S,) denoting the set of all irreducible 
C-characters A of S, such that (A, Al& f 01. In 141 we proved a more general result: 
THEOREM 5. Let G and G’ be subgroups of S, with G a subgroup of G’. Let A 
be an irreducible C-character of G. Then Ml’(A) is the least upper bound (with 
respect to majorization) of the MP(X), X E I,(G’). (Here Z,+(G’) = {,y E 
Z(G’):(A,xl& f O].) 
EXAMPLE 3. Let m = 4. Let G be the subgroup of S, generated by (12) and 
(13x24). The conjugacy classes of G are K, = (id), K, = ((12),(34)}, K, = 
((1324) (1423)}, K, = ((14x23) (13x24)}, and K, = {(12)(34)], and the character table 
of G is 
Then (4))~ = Xi, (3,l)l~ = Xs + X5. (22)1~ =x1 + x2, (2, 12)k = X4 + XS, and 
(14)Ic = X2. So I#,) = {(4),(22)], Zx2(S4) = ((2,2),(14)], Ix3(S4) = ((3, l)), I$,) = 
((2, 12)}, and ZJS4) = K3,1),(2, 12)). Th ere ore, using Theorem 5, we have that f 
MP(x~) = (4), MP(X2) = (2,2), MF&) = (3,1X MP(x4) = (2,t2), and MHxs) = (3,l). 
Note that x3 and As have the same multilinearity partition and (14) is not a 
multilinearity partition, for any irreducible C-character of G. So, in general, the 
function Z(G) -+ P(m) such that A + MT’(A) is neither injective nor surjective. 
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4. The Vanishing Problem and the Mu&linearity Partition 
Let L,, denote the set of functions from (1,. , m) to (1,. . . , n}. Consider 
MEL,“. Let m, be the largest of the integers Ia-‘({ i = l,.. .,n; m2 the next 
largest; . . . ; m, the smallest which is still positive. The s-tuple M, = (m,, , m,) is a 
partition of m. 
If {e 1,. . . , e,) is a basis of V, then {e,(,) * . . . * encmj: a E r,,“} spans V,CC>. In 
[9] R. Merris proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6 191. Let h=(A,,...,A,) b e an irreducible C-character of S,. If 
a E Fm n then em(I) * . . * * e,(,,,) f 0 if and only if A x M,. 
It is easy to conclude that M, = P(e,(,), , e,(,“) Y; therefore the last theorem 
states that e,(,) * . . . * ea(,,,) # 0 if and only if A % P(e,(,), , e,(,$‘. C. Camas 
proved that this equivalence is still true for any family of nonzero vectors. In fact, as 
J. A. Dias da Silva remarked in [I], the result of C. Gamas giving necessary and 
suficient conditions for a decomposable tensor to be zero can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 7 [5]. Let A=(A,,...,A,) b e an irreducible C-character of S,. Let 
x1,. . , x, be nonzero vectors of V. Then x 1 * ’ . . * x,,, # 0 if and only zf A x 
P(X,, . , x,Y. 
Naturally the question arises: Will it be possible to obtain a result similar to 
Gamas’s theorem for arbitrary classes of tensors, replacing A by MP(A)? The 
following answers this question. 
THEOREM 8. Lei- G be a su6group of S,, and A be an irreducible C-character of 
G. I.49 Xl,...,X, be nonzero vectors of V. If xl * ... *x, # 0 then MN(A)* 
&rr,...,x,)l. 
The proof of this theorem is an easy consequence of the definitions of muhilinear- 
ity partition and rank partition. The next example enables us to conclude that the 
converse of Theorem 8 does not hold. 
EXAMY,X 4. Let m = 4, and G be the subgroup of S, generated by (12) and 
(13x24). Consider the character x5 of G defined in Example 3. Let e,, es be linearly 
independent vectors of V. Consider the family x,,x2,x3.r4 where xl = xa = e, and 
as = x4 = es. In these conditions p(r,, x2, xs, x4) = (2,2), so (3,l) = MP(xs) t 
p(r,, x2, xa, x,)’ = (2,2). However, doing the calculations, r, * rs * x3 * x4 = 0. On the 
other hand, again doing the calculations, xl * x3 * xs * x4 + 0, that is, xl * x2 * x3 * x4 
=O,and x,*x,*x,*x,ZO,withp~x,,x,,x,,x,~=p~x,,r,,x,,x,~. 
From the example we can conclude that, in general, it is not possible to find a 
necessary and sufficient condition for x1 * . . . * x, to be zero in such a way that, 
with respect to x,,...,x,, the condition only involves the rank partition. 
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The following results allow us to determine, knowing p(x,, . . . , x,), if there exists 
(T E S, such that x_(i) * . . . * x+,+ # 0 and to say in what conditions a generaliza- 
tion of Theorem 7 is true. 
PROPOSITION [3]. Let G be a subgroup of S,, and A be an irreducible C-char- 
acter of G. Let xl,...,xm be nonzero vectors of V. There exists o E S, such that 
To(l) * . . . * “e(m) # 0 if and only if there exists x E I,@,,,) such that x * 
P(XI,...,X,)I. 
THEOREM 9 131. Lei G be a subgroup of S,, and A be an irreducible C-character 
of G. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(11 ZfX1,...,Tm are nonzero vectors of V, 
p(x,,..., x,) t MP(A) Q ZluES,:X,(i)* .,. *x,(,)#o; 
(2) (A,x)o z 0, where x is the irreducible C-character of S, with associated 
partition MP(h). 
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VERSAL DEFORMATION OF PAIRS OF MATRICES13 
by MARIA ISABEL GARCiA PLANAS14 
1. Versality 
We identify M,,(C) CmX” in the natural 
Definition 1.1. (A, B) M,,(C) X and A a neighborhood the 
origin C’. A defomtion of (A, B) is holomorphic map 
cp: A + WAC) x M”,(C) 
such that q(O) = (A, B); a family of def ormations of (A,B) is the set q(A)= 
((A(A), B(h)): A E A}, and A is the set of parameters of cp. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let r be a neighborhood of the origin in Ck, and I): r + A a 
holomorphic map such that t&,(O) = 0. The d f e w-motion induced by (p under the 
mapping $ is the map 
vcp: r + M,“(C) x M”,(C) 
defined by ($*a)(~) = (p(t)(p)), and the famiEy of deformations of (A, B) induced by 
ti is the set 
(@*(P)(P) = tA(+b)),B(WL)) :P E r). 
REMARK 1.3. Let G be the subgroup of the multiplicative group Gun + m,C) 
defined by the set 
G= :PEGL(n,C),QEGL(m,C), REM,,,(C) 
This group acts over M,,(C) X M,,(C) as follows: for each (A, B) E M,,(C) x M,,(C) 
13The proofs will appear in a subsequent paper. 
14Departament de Matedtica Aplicada, E.T.S. Enginyers Industrials,,“› Universitat 
Politkcnica de Catahmya, Diagonal 647, 08028-Barcelona, Spain. 
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consider the map 
c= M,“(C) x M”,(C) 
defined by 
+(PAP-‘-PBQ-‘RP-‘,PBQ-‘). 
This action induces the following equivalence relation between pairs of matrices: 
(A, B) u (A,, B,) if and only if there exists X E G such that (Y~~,~)X = (A,, B,). Then 
the equivalence classes are the orbits by the action of (Y, (Y(~,$C), which we shall 
denote by O(A, B). 
DEFINITION 1.4. A deformation q(h) of (A, B) is called uersal if every other 
deformation (p’(p) of (A, is equivalent a deformation by cp(h) a 
suitable of parameters: 
Q’(P) = (A(PL),B(P)) 
DEFINITION 1.4.1. A versa1 deformation with the minimum number of parame- 
ters is call miniuersal. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. A deformation cp of (A, B) is versa1 if and only if the mapping 
cp is transversal (at the origin) to the orbit of (A, B) by the action of G; that is, 
T(A.B)( K,(C) x W,,(C)) = dQT,A + T(A,B)(OWB)). 
This proposition follows easily from the next lemma. 
LEMMA 1.5.1. The mapping a induces a mapping daCA,ej of the tangent space at 
the unit element of the group G into the tangent space to the o&it, such that 
da 
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2. The Construction of MiniversaE Deformations 
Now we want to find a miniuersal deformation of a pair of matrices (A, B) E 
M,,,(C)X M,,(C), and we are going to see that it will be the variety 
(A,B)+ [T,,.,,O(A,R)] * 
(where I means orthogonal by any scalar product). 
DEFINITION 2.1. We introduce in the space of matrices M,,(C)X M,,(C) a 
Hermitian scalar product ((A, B),(A,, IS,)) = trace[(A, ENA,, B,)*], where 
(Al,Bl)* = 
THEOREM 2.2. With the above notation, we have that (A,, Z?,) E [Tc,,,,P(A, ~11’ 
if and only tj 
[ I A% +B%=O 7 I 1 ) 
'BIB=O, 
REMARK 2.21. In A. Tannenbaum [4, pp. 66-751 a versa1 family of deformations 
of (A, B) is given for the particular case Q = Z,n, H = 0 (cf. Remark 1.3). 
REMARK 2.3. The above theorem gives, for a fixed (A, B), a system of equations 
which allows one to find T(O(A, B))’ explicitly. 
EXAMPLE 2.3.1. Let 
‘lo 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0000000 
0 0 Ly 1 0 0 0 
(A,B) = 0 0 0 a 1 0 0 
OOOOaOO 
00000p1 
,oooooop 
\ / 
1 
0 0 
0 
0 0 
00. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 o), 
Let (a..)=‘Kl, l<j,i<T; (&lk)=ti?l, l<k<7, I=l,2, such that (Al,Bl)E 
I’ 
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T(O(A, B))l. Applying Theorem 2.2, we obtain the following linear variety of 
deformations of (A, B 1: 
(A,B)+ 
\ 
\ 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- 
a13 aal a33 0 0 0 0 
- 
a14 a13 + a=14 a34 a33 0 0 0 
- 
aI5 aI4 + w4 a35 a34 a33 0 0’ 
a16 &6 0 0 0 u66 0 
=17 %+Pa,, 0 0 0 a67 a77j 
I 0 b ’ 12’ 
0 0 
a%,, b 32 
2&i,, + a%,, b,, 
aI3 +2iia14 + ??a,, b,, 
Pa,, b 62 
( 2b,6+~2%7 b72] j 
=(A,B)+(A(A),B(h)). 
REMARK. We can take nij instead of aij because aij is a parameter if and only if 
iIij is one. 
EXAMPLE 2.3.2 (General case). Let (A, B) E M,.(C)X M,,(C) be in the Kro- 
necker canonical form 
where N is a nilpotent form, J is a Jordan form, B, = (bij), bl,k, = b2,k,+k, = . * . = 
b r k,+ ‘.’ +k,_ = 1, and all other bij are 0. Then applying Theorem 2.2, and defining 
‘A”, = (aij), B, = (bij), we obtain the system of equations that gives the “normal” form 
of the family of deformations of (A, B). 
We divide ‘xi and %, into blocks: 
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so that Theorem 2.2 is written as follows: 
I: [N,A,l]+B,‘B,l=O, 
A,,& = 0, 
II: I& - A,,N = 0, 
A,, B, = 0; 
III: NA,, - A,,J + B,‘B,, = 0; 
IV: B,,‘B, = 0; 
[I, A,, I= 0, 
where I, II, III, IV, V are five independent systems, each one of them seen in the 
corresponding space: Csx”, cY~(~-~), C(n-s)xs, CsX+-r), C(n-s)x(n-s), The last 
system is the Arnold system, and B,, E M,_,,,,p,(C) doesn’t participate in any 
system. 
The dimension of the director subspace of the linear variety of deformations is 
given by 
dim S = dim ker I + dim ker II + dim ker III + dim ker IV 
+dimkerV+(n-s)(m-r), 
dim ker I = dim ker II = 0, 
dimkerIII = (n - s)r, 
dimkerIV= (s - r)(m - r), 
dimkerV=(Amold)= C[Z;(~,)+~Z~(CY~)+~Z~(~~)+ . ..I. 
COROLLARY 2.3.3. The minimum dimension of a versa1 defamation of (A, B) is 
dim S. 
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REMARK 2.3.4. We can solve the system in Theorem 2.2 (see 11, Vol. I, p. 22911, 
and then we obtain that 
‘A,, = (0); ‘A,, = (0); B,, = (0); 
BE = (bij) 
where 
b k,.l= ‘.. = k,,r= b b k,+k,,l= .” = b k,+k2,r= “’ 
=bk,+...+k,,,= .” =bk,+...+k,/=o; 
where 
=a S+l,k,+kp= “. =as+l,k,+-+k,_,= 0, 
as+2,2 = ” ’ = as+2.k, = as+2,k,+l = ” ’ 
=a,T+2,k,+k,= ‘.’ =as+2.k,+...+k,_,= 0, 
a,,,~= -‘. =a”,k,=a,,k,+,= .” = an,k,+k,= ” ’ = an,k,+ +k,+, = 0; 
and ‘A,, is described in [2, p. 511. 
REMARK 2.4. We can find another normal form that gives us a miniversal 
deformation of the pair (A, B) in the Kronecker canonical form, in such a way that the 
number of nonzero elements of matrices (A,, B,) will be minimal, although we lose 
the orthogonahty of the versa1 deformation of the corresponding orbit. We do this as 
follows: We choose a basis of T(O(A, B))* given by e, = (YA,,‘B,), 1 Q r Q d, where 
d = dim T(O(A, B))* = number of parameters. The equation system of n2 + nm 
unknowns ((T~,),(Y~~)) with 1 < i,j, k < n, 1 < I Q m is obtained, making 
((rAi,‘Ri),((xij),(Ykl))*)=O forallr 
It defines the tangent space to the orbit of (A, B). Then to obtain a family (A, B)+ 
{(C, D)} minitransversal to the orbit we only need to choose a supplement. 
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EXAMPLE 2.4.1. Applying Remark 2.4 to Example 2.3.1, we have that a mini- 
transversal deformation of (A, B) can take the form 
(A, B)+ 
‘0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
000 0 0 0 0 
a13 00 0 0 0 0 
a14 00 0 0 0 0 
a!5 0 a35 a34 a33 0 0 
a!6 00 0 0 0 0 
.a17 0 0 0 0 a67 ‘7i 
‘0 h,’ 
0 0 
0 b 
0 b,, 
0 b,, 
0 be, 
0 bn/ 
EXAMPLE 2.4.2. Applying Remark 2.4 to Example 23.3, we have that a mini- 
transversal deformation of (A, B) can take the form 
where B,, = (b,,) with b,,=O for (i,j)=((k,,k,+k,,...,X;,+ ... +k,)x 
(t-+1,..., m)}, and Sj the normal miniversal deformation of Arnold: 
SA,, = (aij) 
with aij = 0 for 
i=s+l, j=l,k,+l,k,+k,+l,..., k,+ ... +k,_,+l, 
i=s+2, j=k,+l,k,+k,+l,...,k,+ “’ +k,_l+l, 
i=n, j=k,+l,k,+k,+l,...,kl+ “’ +k,_,+l. 
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THE EIGENVALUE COMPLETION PROBLEM 
FOR BLOCKS AND RELATED CONTROL PROBLEMS 
by I. GOHBERG,15 M. A. KAASHOEK,” and F. VAN SCHAGEN” 
Introduction 
This paper gives a concise survey of some of the results of block similarity theory. 
Special attention is paid to the eigenvalue completion problem. This problem asks 
one to determine the restrictions on the invariant polynomials of a matrix that 
contains a given block as a submatrix. Also the converse problem is studied, i.e., to 
what extent are the block similarity invariants of a block determined by the invariant 
polynomials of the full matrix. The connection with two problems in control theory is 
studied. 
1. Short Description of the Block Similarity Theory 
A triple 0 = (Z; P, Q) is called an operator block on the linear space X, or 
brielly a block, if P and Q are projections of % and Z : Im Q + Im P is a linear 
operator. For an operator A on the space 53Y the (P, Q&block of A is defined to be 
the block (PAQ; P, Q), where PAQ is considered as an operator from Im Q to Im P. 
Two blocks 0 = (Z; P, Q> and 0’ = (Z’; P’, Q’) are called block-similar if there exists 
a invertible linear transformation S: x’ + X, called a block similarity, such that 
6) S[Ker P’] = Ker P, S[Im Q’] = Im Q, 
(ii) (SZ’ - ZS)z E Ker P for all x E Im Q’. 
To classify the block-similarity classes we need the following terminology. Let the 
shift operator S on the space C” be given by Sei = ei+ 1 for i = 1,. , n - 1 and 
Se, = 0. Here (e,, , e,) denotes the standard basis of C”, and n is at least 1. Let P 
be the projection of C” defined by Pe, = 0 and Pe, = ei for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, and let Q 
be the projection of C” defined by Qe, = 0 and Qei = e, for i = 2,. . , n. Then the 
(P, I&block of S is called a shi@ of the first kind of index n - 1, the (P, Q&block of S 
is called a shifi of the second kind of index n - 1, and the (I, Q)-block of S is called a 
shi,ft of the third kind of index n - 1. 
The direct sum of blocks 8 = (Z; P,Q) and 0’ = (Z’; P’,Q’) is defined as 
@@@‘=fZeZ’; PeP’,QeQ’). 
The next theorem [l, Theorem 1.3.11 classifies the block similarity classes of 
blocks. 
THEOREM 1.1. Each block 0 is block-similar with a direct sum, unique up to 
order, of shilfts of the first, second, and third kind and Jordan matrices. 
‘5School of Mathematical Sciences, Raymond and Beverly Sackler Faculty of Exact Sci- 
ences, Tel Aviv University, Ramat .4viv, Israel. 
“Department of Mathematics and Computer Science, Vrije Universiteit, De Boelelaan 
1081, 1081 HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 
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The indices of the shifts of the first, second, and third kind that appear in 
Theorem 1.1 are called the indices of the jrst, second, and third kind of the block, 
and the invariant polynomials of the direct sum of Jordan matrices are called the 
inuariant polynomials of the block. Together the three kinds of indices and the 
invariant polynomials will be referred to as the block similarity inoariants of 
the block. We use the convention of ordering the invariant polynomials with decreas- 
ing degrees, and by adding invariant polynomials of degree 0 we increase their 
number to the dimension of the space on which the block is defined. Note that 
Theorem 1.1 also shows how to construct a block with prescribed similarity invariants. 
There exist algorithms to compute the indices of the first, second, and third kind 
and the invariant polynomials of the block. For example, for 0 = (Z; P, I) there are 
no indices of the second and third kind, and the indices of the first kind and the 
invariant polynomials can be computed as follows. Put E = Zlr,,, p : Im P 4 Im P and 
G = ZIxere: Ker P + Im P. Then the indices of the first kind of the block 0 are the 
controllability indices of the pair (E, G), and the invariant polynomials of 0 are the 
invariant polynomials of the operator pencil (E - AI G). 
2. The Eigenvalue Completion Problem 
An operator A is called a completion of the block 0 = (Z; P, Q) if Z = PAQ. In 
this section we discuss the eigenvalue completion problem: describe the restrictions 
that a block 0 = (Z; P, QI imposes on the similarity invariants of its completions. The 
next theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1.1. (See [2, Theorem 2.11.) 
THEOREM 2.1. If a block 0 = (Z; P, Q) with a certain set of block similarity 
invariants has a completion with invariant polynomials 9,(A), . . , q,(h), then any other 
block with the same block similarity inoariants has a completion with invariant 
polynomials 9&A), , q,(A). 
This theorem shows that the solution of the eigenvalue completion problem for a 
block 0 = (Z; P, Q) depends on the block similarity class of 0 only. Therefore the 
restrictions imposed on the invariant polynomials of a completion of a block must be 
expressible in the block similarity invariants of the block. The eigenvalue completion 
problem is fully solved for the following four special cases: 
6) the case of a principal block, i.e., Ker P Q Im Q = C “; 
(ii) the case of a full-length block, i.e., P = I; 
(iii) the case of a full-width block, i.e., Q = 1; and 
(iv) the case of an off-diagonal block; i.e., Im Q C Ker P. 
Case (i) concerns submatrices only, and its solution is in [4, 51. Case (ii) may be seen 
as a dual of case (iii), and its solution is in [2]. The solutions of cases (iii) and (iv) are 
described in the next two theorems, which are taken from [2]. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 0 = (Z; P, I) be a block in the space C”. Let m = n -rank P. 
Let p,(A), p,(A), , p,(A) be the inuariant polynomials of 0, and bt lag > . . f > ,prn 
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> 0 be the indices of the first kind of 0. Then the polynomials q,(A),q&h). . ,q,(A), 
with qi+ ,(A) I qi(A) for i = 1,. . . , n - 1 are the invariant polynomials of a completion A 
of 0 if and only if they f&j11 the relations 
(1) qj+,(A) I P,(A) I qjC!X j=l ,...,n - m, and 
(2) C;i= 1 deg s&A) > C:= if pi + 11 for j = 1,. , m, with equality holding for j = m. 
The polynomials sj(A> are defined as sj(A) = tj(A)/ tj+ ,(A), for j = 1,. , m, where 
t,(A)= fI lcm(pi-j+I(A),qi<A>). 
i=j 
The notation lcm stands for the least common multiple. Theorem 2.2 is a slight 
modification of [6, Theorem 5.11. (See also 12, Theorem 4.21.) 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 0 = (Z; P, Q> be a block in the space @” such that Im Q c 
Ker P. Then q,(A), . , q,(A), with qi+l(A) 1 q,(A) for i = 1,. . , n - 1 and 
Cy_ , deg qj(A) = n, are the invariant polynomials of a completion A of 0 if and only 
if qj(A) = 1 for j = n - k + 1,. , n, where k = rank Z. 
We recall (see 11, 21) that rank P, rank Q, and rank Z determine the block 
similarity invariants for off-diagonal blocks. 
3. An Equivalent Version: The Block Restriction Problem 
We also consider a converse problem to the eigenvalue completion problem. This 
problem, which we call the block restriction problem, asks the following. Given an 
operator A, describe the restrictions that A imposes on the block similarity invariants 
ofablockofA.Ablock @=(Z;P,Q)’ IS called a block restriction of A if Z = PAQ. 
From Theorem 1.1 one deduces the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. If a matrix A has a block restriction 0 = (PAQ; P, Q> with certain 
block similarity invariants, then any other matrix similar to A has a block restriction 
with the same block similarity invariants. 
The next theorem follows from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1. It implies that a 
full solution to the eigenvalue completion problem also gives a full solution to the 
block restriction problem and conversely. 
THEOREM 3.2. kt q,(A), . . . . q,(A) be polynomials with qi+l(A)I q,(A) for i = 
1,. . , n - 1 and Ey= 1 deg q,(A) = n. Let p,(A), , p,(A) be polynomials with Pi+ ,(A) I 
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p,(h) fmi=l,...,fl-1, UftdK1. ... >Kp>O,p,> ... >cLy>O, andv,. “. 2 
v,. > 0 be integers such that 
2 depp,(A)+ f: (~~+l)+ 2 (pi+l)+ f: (vi+l)=n. 
is1 i=l i=l i-l 
Then for a block with indices of the first, second, and third kind K~, , K,,, pul,. . , p y, 
and Y~,...,v,, respectively, and invariant polynomials p,(A), . , p,(h), there exists a 
completion with invariant polynomials q,(A), . .,q,(A) tf and only if for an n X n 
matrix with invariant polynomials q,(A), . . , q,(A) there exists a block restriction with 
invariant polynomials pi(A), . , p,(A) and indices of the first, second, and third kind 
K,, .,K,,, p,, . . . . py. and vl,. .., v,, respectively. 
We now have that each solution of the eigenvalue completion problem also 
generates a solution of the block restriction problem. For instance, in the case of an 
off-diagonal block we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.3. For a given n X n matrix A and numbers k Q I< n and r < 
min(k, n - 1), there exists an ofidiagonal (P,Q)-block 0 = (Z; P,Q) of A with 
rankQ=k,rankP=n-l,andrankZ=r~andonly~r~n-dimKer(AI-A~for 
all A E C. 
4. Equivalences with Some Control Problems 
We first state the well-known pole assignment problem of systems theory: for a 
given n X n matrix A and a given n X m matrix B, which sets of polynomials are 
such that they are the invariant polynomials of the matrix A + BF for some m X n 
matrix F? For the case when the pair (A, B) is controllable the solution is well known 
and due to Rosenbrock [3]. The general solution is given by the following theorem, 
which is a modification of [B, Theorem 2.61. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A be an n x n matrix and B be an n X m matrix. Let 
k = rank B, and p,(A), . , p,(A) be the invariant polynomials of the rectangular pencil 
(A -Al B). Let /.L~ > . . . > pk > 1 be the positive controllability indices of (A, B). 
Then the polynomials q,(A), q,(A), . . , q,(A), with qi+,(A) I q,(A) for i = 1,. . , n - 1, 
are the invariant polynomials of a completion A + BF for some m X n matrix F if and 
only if they fulfill the relations 
(1) qj+k(A) I pj(A) I q&A), j = 1,. . , n - k, and 
(2) Xi,, deg sj(A) > C/= rpi for j = 1,. . . , k, with equality holding for j = k. 
The polynomials sj(A) are defined as sj(A) = tj(A)/ tj+ ,(A) forj = 1,. , k, where 
tj(A)= fJ lcm(Pi-j+l(A),qi(A>). 
i=j 
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To prove this theorem one applies Theorem 2.2 and the next two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. L_et A be an n X n matrix and B be an n X m matrix. Let P be a 
projection of @” with Ker P = Im B. Then A’ is a completion of 0 = (PA; P, I) if and 
only if there exists an m X n matrix F such that A’ = A + BF. 
Proof. First assume that A’ is a completion of the block 0. This means that 
P(A’-A)=O. So for each XEC” we find !A-A)xEImB. So A’-A=BF for 
some F. 
Next assume that A’ = A + BF. Then from the choice of P it follows that 
PA’ = PA. So we have that A’ is a completion of 0. R 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let A be an n X n matrix and B be an n X m matrix. Let P be a 
projection of C” with Ker P = Im B. Then the invariant polynomials of the matrix 
pencil (A - AI B) are the invariant polynomials of the block 0 = (PA; P, I). If 
~,,...,p~ aretheindicesofthefirstkindof 0, then~L1+l,...,~I,+larethestrictly 
positive controllability indices of the pair (A, 5). 
For a proof of Proposition 4.3 we refer to [l, Section 4.21. By repeatedly applying 
this proposition one sees that it yields an algorithm to determine the block similarity 
invariants of a full-width block. 
The second control problem we want to discuss is the fo!lowing. For a given 
n X n matrix A and numbers m and k, describe the sets of integers and the sets of 
polynomials that can appear as the set of the controllability indices of the pair (A, B) 
and the set of invariant polynomials of the pencil (A - AZ B) for some n X m matrix 
B of rank k. The equivalence of the pole-assignment problem and this problem is 
given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that polynomials q,(A), . . ,9,(A), p&A),.. .,p,(A) and 
positive integers p,, . , pk are gioen. Then for a pair (A, B) which is such that the 
positive controllability indices are /.L~, . . , pk and the invariant polynomials of (A - 
AZ B) are p,(A), . . , p,(A), thzae exists a matrix F such that A + EF has invariant 
polynomials 9,(A), . , q,,(A) if and only iff or a matrix A’ with invariant polynomials 
9,(A), . ,.,9,(A) there exists a matrix B’ such that p L,. , pcLk are the positive controlla- 
bility indices of the pair (A’, B’), and p,(A), . , p,(A) are the invariant polynomials of 
the matrix pencil (A’ - Al B’). 
This theorem directly shows the equivalence of [7, Theorem 3.11 and 18, Theorem 
2.61. One proves the theorem by applying Theorem 3.2, Proposition 4.2, and the next 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let A be an n x n matrix. Then there exists a full-width block 
restriction of A with indices of the first kind pCLlr.. ,pk and invariant polynomials 
p,(A),...,p,(A)ifundonlyifthereexistsannXmmatrixBsuchthat~~+1,...,~Lk+1 
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are the strictly positive controllability indices of the pair (A, B) and p,(A), . , p,(A) 
are the invariant polynomials of (A - Al B). 
Proof. First assume that there exists a matrix B such that pi + 1,. . , pk + 1 are 
the strictly positive controllability indices of the pair (A, B), and p,(A), , p,(h) are 
the invariant polynomials of (A - AZ B). Choose a projection P such that Ker P = 
Im B. Then the block restriction (PA; P, I) has indices of the first kind pi,. , /.L, and 
invariant polynomials p,(A), , p,(A) by Proposition 4.3. Next assume that (PA; P, I) 
has indices of the first kind pi,.. .,/.Q and invariant polynomials p,(A), ., p,(A). 
Take B such that Im B = Ker P. Apply Proposition 4.3 again to obtain the result. n 
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INNER DERIVATIONS OF BERNSTEIN ALGEBRAS 
by S. GONZliLEZ17 
Introduction 
Given a K-algebra A (K a field), a derivation of A is a linear application 
D:A + A such that D(ab) = aD(b)+ D(a)b for every a, b in A. 
Kaplansky in [4] proves that the derivation algebra of an n-dimensional algebra A 
with A2 # 0 has dimension at most na - n. Alcalde and others in [l] describe the 
“Departamento de Matemhicas, Universidad de Zaragoza, 50009 Zaragoza, Spain. 
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derivations (and the automorphisms) of Bernstein algebras over a field of arbitrary 
characteristic and get an upper bound for the dimension of the derivation algebra of a 
Bernstein algebra, an upper bound that is reached if and only if the given Bernstein 
algebra is trivial (see [6]). 
The aim of this paper is to find necessary and sufficient conditions for the right 
multiplications in a Bernstein algebra to be derivations. 
1. Derivations in a Bernstein Algebra 
A Bernstein algebra A over a field K (char K # 2) is an algebra with a nontrivial 
homomorphism o : A + K (weight algebra) satisfying (x2)’ = WAXY for every x 
in A. 
It is known that a Bernstein algebra A always has a nonzero idempotent element. 
If e is such an idemipotent element, then A splits into A = K(e) -F U i Z, where 
Ker w = U -I- Z, U = (u E Ker o : eu = &) = {er : r E Ker o), and Z = (z E Ker o : 
ez = O}. The following properties are known: UU c Z, UZ E U, and ZZ E U. 
If D is a derivation of the Bernstein algebra A, then it is easy to see that: 
(1) D(A) c Ker o. 
(2) D(e)= D(e2)= 2eD(e), so D(e)E U. 
(3) If u E U, then D(u) = D(2eu) = ZD(e)u + 2eD(u) and D(eh E Z, 
eD(u) E U. So, if f(u) is the projection of D(u) over U, that is, 2eD(u), then 
D(u) = f(u)+ 2 D(e)u, where f: U + U is a K-linear application. 
(4) If z E Z, then 0 = D(e.z)= eD(z>+ D(e>z. Consequently, if g(z) is the 
projection of D(z) over Z, that is, g(z) = D(z)-2e D(z), then D(z) = -2 D(e>z + 
g(z), where g : Z + Z is a K-linear application. 
By using the fact that for every u, u’ in U and for every z, z’ in Z we must have 
D(d) = uD(u’)+ D(u)u’, D(zz’) = D(z)z’ + zD(z’), and D(uz) = uD(z,)+ D(u)z, 
and applying the above statements, we get that f, g, and D(e) must satisfy 
(a) g(uu’) = _f(u>u’ + uf(u’), 
(b) f(uz> = ug(z)+ f(o)z +21D(e)ulz, 
(c) f(zz’> = zg(z’)+ g(z)z’ -2{[ D(e)z]z’ +[ D(e)z’]z}. 
Reciprocally, if zi E U and if f : U + U and g : Z + Z are linear applications, then 
the linear application D = (U, f, g) g’ iven by D(e)=ii, D(u)=f(u)+2Uu for every 
uinU,and D(z)=-2uz+g(z)foreveryzinZisaderivationifandonlyiff,g,u 
satisfy (a), (b), and (c). So there is an injective K-linear application 
o:Der,(A)+UX_S’(U)Xd(Z), 
This implies that dimDer,(A) < r + r2 + s2, where r = dim U, s = dim Z, and 1+ 
/ r + s = dim A. Wiirz-Busekros proves that we have the equality if and only if 
(U + Z)2 = 0. In particular, the algebra A is a Jordan-Bernstein algebra. 
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2. Bernstein Algebras with Derivation R,, U E U 
Let ii E U. Then 
u+Cu=0+2D(e)u, 
z -+ Uz = SD(e)z t-0. 
By using the above, R, will be a derivation if and only if f = O,, g = O,, and $ 
satisfy (a), (b), and (c), and in that case, (u( R,) = ($, O,O>. SO -2k = 2%~ for every 
z in Z, that is, Cz = 0 for every z in Z. So ZiZ = 0. By (b) and (c), U must verify 
(Uu)z=O for every u in U and z in Z, 
and 
(Uz)z’ + (Uz’)z = 0 for every z, 2’ in Z. 
So we have: 
THEOREM 1. Let U E U. Then the right multiplication R, is a derivation if and 
only if EZ = 0 = (UU)Z. 
COROLLARY 1. The right multiplications R, are derivations for eve y u E V if and 
onlyifZU=O=ZU2. 
COROLLARY 2. A is a Jordan-Bernstein algebra with derivation R, for every u in 
U if and only if Z2 = 0 = UZ. 
3. Bernstein Algebras with Derivation R,, Z E Z 
Let Z E Z. Then 
Rz:e+O, 
u + %I = zu +20u, 
z+zz=-202+0. 
By using statements (I)-(3) agam, Hf is a derivatnon if and only if f = I-l,l~, 
g = O,, and 0 satisfy (a), (b), and (c) and cy( R,) = (0, R,, 0). This implies 
zz=-202=0 for every 2 in Z; 
0 = Rf(.zz’) for every z,f in Z, 
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that is, 22’ = 0; 
Rz(uz) = R,(u)z, 
that is Z(UZ) = (2u)z for every z in 2 and u in U; and 
0 = RZ(u)u’ + uR,(u’), 
that is, (%)u’ +(Zu’)u = 0 for every u,u’ in U. So we have: 
THEOREM 2. Rz, .? E 2, is a derivation of the Bernstein algebra A if and only if 
8Z=O=2Z2 and (Z,V,Z)=O. 
COROLLARY 3. All the right multiplications R,, z E Z, are derivations on the 
Bernstein algebra A ij and only Q Z2 = 0 = (Z, U, Z>. 
COROLLARY 4. A is a Jordan-Bernstein algebra in which every R,, z E Z, is a 
derivation if and only if Z2 = 0 = (ZV)Z. 
OBSERVATIONS. 
(iI In Corollaries 2 and 4 we have used the fact that a Bernstein algebra A is 
Jordan if and only if z2 = 0 = (uz).z for every u in U and z in Z (see [3]). 
(ii) If A is a Jordan-Bernstein algebra satisfying Corollary 2, then it satisfies 
Corollary 4 trivially. Notice that in this case R, = 0 for every z E Z. 
EXAMPLE. There are Jordan-Bernstein algebras that are nontrivial (U2 # 0) with 
VZ = 0 = Z2. Consider A = K(e)+ K(u)-l K(z), with u2 = z, a2 = 0 = uz (eu = iu, 
ez = 0). A is a Bernstein algebra with 1 = dim U = dim Z. So dim Der,(A) < 1 + l2 + 
l2 = 3. We know that R, is a derivation, R,(e)= iu, R,(u)= z, R,(z)= 0, and 
R,=O. It is easy to see that D:e-,O, u+$u, .z + t is also a derivation, (0) = 
(0, $,I”, I,). Since R, and D are linearly independent, they form a basis of DerK A, 
and dim Der, A = 2. 
4. Bernstein Algebras with Derivation R, 
Let r E A be an element such that R, is a derivation. Then R,(e) is an element 
of U. This implies x = U + Z E Ker w. So 
R,+,:e+$i, 
u + iiu + 5% = %l + 2&4 [that is, f(u) = ~1, 
z --f uz + zz E u, so g(z)=O. 
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Then R,+Z is a derivation if and only if $l, f= RzIu, g = 0 satisfy (a), (b), and (c) 
and (Y(R~+~) = ($, REjo.O). Then: 
THEOREM 3. Let x be an element of a Bernstein algebra A. Then R, is a 
derivation $and only if x = li + 2 E Ker w and ?i, Z satisfy: 
(i) 2.3~2’) = (%).a’ + (22’).2, 
(ii> 2(zU)z = Z(u.zl, and 
(iii) 2U.z = - ,%a for every u in U and z, .z’ in Z. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A be a Jordan-Bernstein algebra and x E A. Then R, is a 
derivation if and only zf x = u + .z E Ker w and uZ = 0 = (CJz)Z, that is, $and only if 
x + u + z E Ker o and R, and Rz are derivations. 
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PERTURBATION OF MATRICES AND MATRIX FUNCTIONS 
by JUAN M. GRACIA’a 
This survey talk dealt with the two following sets of problems about perturbation 
theory: 
SET 1 (Local problems). Let us consider a set of complex matrices and a group 
acting on this set. 
Problem 1.1. Given a matrix A, describe the orbits for all matrices sufficiently 
close to A. 
‘“Universidad de1 Pai Vasco, Departamento de MatemBticas, Facultad de Farmacia, Apartado 
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Problem 1.2. Given a matrix A, describe the orbits that intersect every neigh- 
borhood of A. 
Problem 1.3. Describe the closure of orbits. 
These problems were considered for the similarity action for square matrices and 
for the block similarity (or feedback equivalence) action for rectangular matrices. 
SET 2 (Global problems). Let 0 c Rq be a set of CP-diffeomorphic to Rq. Let 
Cmx” be the space of m X n complex matrices. The linear group of degree n over C 
is denoted by GL,(C). The set of functions of class Cp from R into a set of matrices 
M is indicated by Cr’(R, M). 
Given A, C E Cp(sl, CnX”), let us suppose that for every t E R the matrices A(t) 
and C(t) are similar (pointwise similar). This implies that for each t E a there exists 
a Pt E GL,(C) such that P;‘A(t)P, = C(t). 
Problem 2.1. Can the function t + Pt be chosen smooth? 
Problem 2.2. Find conditions on A in order that there shall exist a function 
P E CP(&GL,(C)) such that for every t E CR the matrix P(t)-‘A(t)P(t) is a Jordan 
matrix. 
Problems 2.1’ and 2.2’. The same questions for block similarity. 
From now on we will use the notation in the paper [4]. A solution of Problems 1.1 
and 1.2 can be seen in [4, Theorems 4.7, 5.61. The proofs given there are of 
elementary character. They are based on the lower semicontinuity of the rank of a 
matrix, which makes the preorder of majorization appear in the results. A solution of 
Problem 1.3 for ordinary similarity was given in [2]; for the block similarity we have: 
THEOREM 1. Let [C, D] E Cnx(“+“‘), and let u(C, D)=(A,,...,h,,} be the set of 
eigenvalues of [C, D]. For each i = 1,. , u, let bi be the partition corresponding to A i 
in the Weyr characteristic of [C, D]. Let s be the partition of r-numbers of [C, D]. 
Then the matrix [A, B] E Cnx(“+m) belongs to the closure of the orbit of [C, D] Q 
and only ifi 
(1) u(C, D) c c+(A, B), 
(2) bi -K ai, where ai is the partition corresponding to hi in the Weyr characteris- 
tic of [A,B], i = l,..., U, and 
(3) r < s, where r is the partition of r-numbers of [A, B]. 
Partial solutions to the Global problems are given in the following theorems. 
Their proofs will appear elsewhere, and they are of elementary nature (without fiber 
bundles or projective modules). 
THEOREM 2. Let A E Cp(R,CnX”). Supp ose thut the Segre characteristic of A(t) 
is constant on R. Then there exists a P E Cp(O,GLn(C)) such that fw all t, 
P(t)-‘A(t)P(t) is a matrix in Jordan form. 
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THEOREM 3. Let A E Cp(R,CnX”), B E Cp(fl,Cnxm). Suppose that the control- 
lability indices and the Segre charucteristic of [A(t), B(t)] are constant on R. Then 
there exist P E CP(R, CL,(C)), Q E CP(R, CL,(C)), and F E CP(R, Cmx”) such that 
for all t E R, 
is a matrix in Brunovsky canonical form. 
THEOREM 4. Let A E CP(R, Cnx” ). Suppose that the number s of distinct eigen- 
values of A(t) is constant on R. Then there exist a function P E Cp(O, GL,(C)) such 
that P(t)-‘A(t)P(t) is a Jordan matrix for all t E fi if and only if the two following 
conditions are satisfied: 
Condition 1. For each k = 1,2,. , n the number of Jordan blocks of size k in the 
Jordan form of A(t) is independent oft E a. 
Condition 2. Let aI,. ..a, E Cp(@C) suchthutforeverytEn,(y,(t),...,a,(t) 
are the distinct eigenvalues of A(t) (these functions exist by Theorem 5.13a in 
[5, p. 1341. For all t, E R it must be true that 
where R,I&A(t)):= Ker{[A(t)- ai(t)Z,]“) is the root subspuce of A(t) correspond- 
ing to the eigenvalue a,(t), i = 1,. , s, and the limits are taken in the gap-metric sense 
[3, p. 3841. 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider the function A : R + C5x5 of class C” given by 
t3 1 0 0 
0 t3 0 0 0 
te R. 
Obviously there exists a P E C”( R, GL,(C)) that reduces Acti to its Jordan form. But 
the Segre characteristic of A(t) and the number of its distinct eigenvalues do not 
keep constant. At t = 0 there is a point of bifvrcution of the spectrum of A [I, p. 1481. 
This example leads us to the foilowing result. 
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THEOREM 5. Let C? be an open subset of R. Let A E C~(sl,Cnx”). Let r := 
maxt E n {Card &A(t))). Suppose that the points of bij&ation of the spectrum of A 
are isolated. In order that there exist a function P E CP(R, GL,(C)) such that for 
every t E fl, P(t)-‘A(t)P(t) is a Jordan matrix, it is necessary and sufficient that the 
following Conditions be satisfied: 
Condition 1. There exist r difjerent functions a,, . , (Y, E CP(R, C) such that for 
every t E R, 
u(A(t))={a,(t),...,a,(t>}. 
Condition 2. For each k = 1,2,. , n, the number of Jordan blocks of size k in the 
Jordan form of A(t) is independent of i: E a. 
Condition 3. Let t, be any point of R. 
(i) lf t, is not a point of bifurcation of the spectrum of A, by [l, hrnma 4.21 there 
exist a subset (ai,, . , ai,, of {al,. . , a,9 and a neighborhood R,” c R oft, such that 
for every t E sltO, 
hold that 
ai,(t), , a,Jt) are the distinct eigenvalues of A(t). Then it must 
C” = lim R 
t -+ to .,,&A(t)) 4 . . . -I- ,ey 0 
Rq,l(t,(A(t)). 
(ii) If t, is a point of bifurcation of the spectrum of A, it is possible to prove that there 
exist a number E > 0 and two subsets (aj ,,..., ajU) and (ayk ,,..., a,&) of (a, ,..., a,) 
such thatfor every t E (t, - e, t,>, ajl(t), . . . , aj$t) are the distinct eigenvalues of A(t), 
and for every t E (t,, t, + E), ak,(t), .,ak,(t) are the distinct eigenvalues of A(t). 
Then it must hold that 
i lim R 
i=l t-+t; 
,,,(,,(A(t)) = C” = +, lty+R,ti~~,(A(t)). 
0 
Theorems 4 and 5 are inspired by [6]. 
REMARK. The condilion required in Theorem 2 may seem too restrictive. How- 
ever, we have the following result about invariant subspaces. 
Let R c Rq be CP-diffeomorphic to Rq, and let A E CP(R, CnXn). Let us denote 
the lattice of A(t)-invariant subspaces by Inv(A(t)), for all t E CL We say that 
I&A(t)) depends smoothly on Sz if there exist P E CP(n,GL,(C)) and t, E R such 
that for all t E iI, Inv(A(t)) = P(t)Inv(A(t,)), 13, p. 5961. Concerning this, it is 
possible to prove that I&A(t)) depends smoothly on R if and only if the Segre 
churacteristic of A(t) is constant. 
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SOLUTION OF LARGE-SCALE SEPARABLE 
STRICTLY CONVEX QUADRATIC PROGRAMS ON THE SIMPLEX 
by J. J. JfiDICE” and F. M. PIRES’” 
1. introduction 
The separable strictly convex quadratic-programming problem on the simplex 
(SSCQP> can be defined as 
Minimize qTz + +zTMz 
subject to 2 > 0, eTz = b,, 
(1) 
where b, is a positive real number, q, z E R”, e is a positive n-vector, and M is an 
n-by-n diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements. We can assume without loss 
of generality that b, = 1 and e = (1,. . ., ljT. This problem occurs as the main 
subroutine for the solution of nonseparable quadratic-programming problems subject 
to the same constraints (SCQP) by a sequential method of gradient type 13, 61. If n is 
large, then such an approach requires the solution of large number of SSCQPs. 
Thesefore it is quite important to design efficient algorithms for the solution of 
SSCQPs when n is large. To date, two main algorithms have been proposed for such 
problems. There methods are fully described in [2, 3, 5, 61 and [9], respectively, and 
are denoted by PARM and PBIN in this study. Both these techniques rely on the 
‘9Departamento de MatemPtica, Universidade de Coimbra, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. Sup- 
ported in part by Centro de Matematica da Universidade de Coimbra/INIC. 
“Departamento de Engenharia Civil, Universidade do Porto, 4000 Porte, Portugal. 
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solution of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions associated 
b, = 1): 
w=q+Mz+he, 
0 = 1- eTz, 
w .o, z>o, ZTW = 0, 
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to the SSCQP (we assume that 
--oo</i<+m, (2) 
where h is the Langrangian multiplier associated to the constraint eTx = 1. In this 
paper we exploit these conditions in a different way to develop two new algorithms. 
We present a computational study with these two algorithms, which shows that the 
methods compare favorably with the PARM and PBIN algorithms and are not much 
disturbed by ill-conditioning and bad scaling. 
2. The New Algorithms 
Consider again the problem (2). If M is a symmetric positive definite matrix, then 
__- 
it can be shown that the solution (z, w, A) of this problem satisfies 
ZT = 0, i&=0, I=- 
1+ esM,,e, 
ezM;je, ’ 
ZF = - MFi(qF + Ae,), wT=qT+MTFZF+h, (3) 
where F and T form a partition of {l, . . , n). Since the matrix M is diagonal for the 
SSCQP, then h, Z,, and Gr are given by 
- 
Zi = - s (i=F), wi=qi+x (iET). 
Therefore the solution of the problem (2) reduces to finding a set F ~(1, 
that the value h given by (4) satisfies 
qi<--I\ if i=F and qi>-A if i4F. 
(4) 
(5) 
, n} such 
(6) 
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After finding such a set, the optimal solution of the SSCQP is given by 
(7) 
The first algorithm to be described in this section is denoted by BLOCK, since it 
resembles the block principal pivoting method described in [7, 81. Its steps are as 
follows: 
ALGORITHM BLOCK. 
Initial step. Let Fc(l,...,n}. 
General step. Compute h by (41, and let 
H,=(SF:qi>-i}, H,={i+SF:q,<-i} 
If H, U H, = 0, compute Z by (7) and stop. Otherwise set F = F - 
H, U H, and repeat. 
It should be noted that we have not been able to establish convergence theoreti- 
cally, whence the algorithm should be considered as a heuristic procedure. Further- 
more, the choice of 
F=(i:q,<O} 
in the initial step has led to excellent results, as is shown in the last section of this 
paper. 
To introduce the second algorithm, the conditions (2) are rewritten in the 
following equivalent form: 
O=q+Mz-I,u+Ae, 
u = o+ I”Z, 
O=l-eTz, 
u,u.o, aTu = 0, A, z unrestricted. (9) 
By eliminating the unrestricted variables A and z and multiplying the resulting 
equation by M, we obtain the following linear complementarity problem (LCP): 
Y=p+Au, Y,U > 0, yru = 0, (10) 
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where 
y=Mv, 
1+ erM_‘9 
p=-9+ 
eM-‘e 
e, 
1 
A=&- -eeTM-‘. 
eTM- ‘e 
It is not hard to see that all off-diagonal elements of A are nonpositive. Hence 
Chandrasekaran’s polynomial algorithm [l] can be used to solve such an LCP. By 
using linear-algebra manipulations it is possible to show that this algorithm reduces to 
the BLOCK algorithm with the following two characteristics: 
(i) F = (1,. . . , n} in the initial step. 
(ii) H, is empty in any iteration. 
These two properties may explain why we have never faced any problem so far with 
the BLOCK method that starts with the set F given by (8). 
We denote by POLYNZ the BLOCK algorithm which chooses F = (1,. , n) in the 
initial step. This algorithm is polynomial and does not require any search for indices 
in the set H,. These are two advantages over the general block method. However, the 
fact that the BLOCK method allows any set F to start with can be usefully exploited in 
the solution of SCQPs by sequential methods of gradient type [3, 61. In these 
algorithms it is necessary to solve a number of SSCQP(k)‘s with different right- 
hand-side vectors 9k. It is always a good policy to use the optimal solution of 
SSCQP(k) as the initial vector for the solution of SSCQP(k + 1). Since the general 
BLOCK method can start with any set F, it is advisable to incorporate it in such as 
sequential procedure. 
3. Computational Experience 
In this section we present some computational experience with the algorithms 
BLOCK, POLYNZ, PARM, and PBIN on the solution of quite large SSCQPs. The experi- 
ments have been performed on a CDC CYBER 180-830 of the University of Porto, 
whose machine epsilon 14, Chapter 21 is 10-14. After several tests we chose the 
algorithm QUICKSORT [lo, Chapter 21 to sort the critical values required by the PARM 
algorithm. We have followed the recommendations presented in [9] to implement the 
PBIN algorithm in an efficient way. 
The test problems were randomly generated in the following way: 
9iE[-10,10], m11= 1, rnsa = cond, m,,E[l,cond], i=3 ,..., n, 
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TABLE 3 
SSCQPS WITH 11 = 10,000 
COND = 1 100,000 
SCALE = 1 1000 1 1000 
Algorithm NEG = 2500 7500 2500 7500 2500 7500 2500 7500 
PARM NO 2.1 2.2 2.1 2.2 5.4 
TS 1.66 1.65 1.75 1.73 1.66 
T 2.72 2.79 2.86 2.92 3.00 
RES 2-13 8-14 2-11 2-10 4-14 
PBIN NI 14 5 13 5 10 
NO 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 
T 1.14 1.06 1.18 1.10 1.43 
RES l-10 l-9 1-7 7-7 1-12 
BLOCK NI 8 8 7 7 3 
NO 0.99 3.0 0.99 3.0 0.84 
T 1.17 1.40 0.67 1.04 0.60 
RES 6-10 5-9 8-6 2-6 3-13 
POLYNZ NI 9 9 9 8 4 
NO 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 3.8 
T 1.03 1.06 1.07 1.06 0.79 
RES 8-8 5-8 8-5 5-5 2-12 
where 
maxi,i.“mii 
cond = 
mlnl,i..mii 
10.1 2.2 2.3 
1.65 1.73 1.73 
3.38 2.92 2.86 
1-13 2-13 l-13 
8 11 4 
6.0 5.0 5.0 
1.43 1.17 1.10 
3-12 4-10 5-10 
4 8 8 
2.7 0.99 3.0 
0.90 0.72 1.10 
3-12 9-10 l-9 
5 9 9 
3.7 4.0 4.0 
0.88 1.07 1.11 
3-12 4-9 4-10 
(11) 
is the condition number of the diagonal matrix M. 
The results of the experiments are presented in Table 3. In this table there are 
some parameters with the following meanings: 
NO = number of operations (multiplications and divisions) multiplied by IO-“, 
TS =CPU time in seconds for the sorting algorithm, 
T = total CPU time in seconds, 
NEC = number of negative components of vector q, 
COND =condition number of M given by (II), 
SCALE =scahng factor that multiplies all the components of q, 
NI =residual of the optimal solution of the SSCQP, 
RES = max{[Cy= i[ izii - (qi + miizi + h)]2]1/2, II- ICY= ,iiiI), where (5, W,1\) is the 
solution of the problem (2). 
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The results presented in Table 3 with n = 10,000 lead to the following conclu- 
sions: 
(i) The algorithm PARM usually requires a small number of operations. However, 
the use of a sorting algorithm affects its efficiency very much, and the method is not 
competitive with the others. 
(ii) The algorithm BLOCK [with F given by (8) initially] is usually more efficient 
than the remaining algorithms. 
(iii) The algorithm POLYNZ is more efficient than PBIN for all the test problems. It 
is interesting to note that POLYNZ is in certain cases worse than BLOCK in terms of NO 
and NI, but the CPU time is smaller. This is explained by the fact that H, = 0 in any 
iteration of the POLYNZ algorithm, which implies that a smaller number of comparisons 
are required in each iteration. 
(iv) The algorithms do not seem too disturbed by an increase of the condition 
number. Bad scaling obviously affects the residual of the solution. 
(v) The number NEG of negative components of the vector q does not seem to 
influence the behavior of the algorithms much. This shows the robustness of the 
algorithm BLOCK, since the initial set F was chosen in a way that depends on this 
number. 
These conclusions, together with the notes presented in the previous section, 
commend the algorithm BLOCK for the implementation of sequential procedures that 
solve large-scale SCQPs by a sequence of SSCQPs. This is confirmed by the results 
presented in [6]. 
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GENERALIZED HESSENBERG MATRICES 
by F. SILVA LEITEzl 
Motivation 
It is well known that when using the QR method to compute the eigenvalues of a 
nonsymmetric matrix A E C” Xn, a previous reduction of the initial matrix to Hessen- 
berg form is an important technique to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. (A 
matrix M=[mij],Gi,jsn is in (upper) Hessenberg form if mij = 0 whenever i - j > 
1.) However, if the matrix has some particular structure which is ignored, the 
algorithm may be inefficient in both work and storage. That is the case of Hamiltonian 
matrices, which arise in mechanics and optimal-control theory and have been in- 
tensely studied. We only mention some of the papers pertinent to the present article. 
A2nXn matrix A oftheform 
with B, S, R E gl(n, C), S = ST, and R = R , T is called Hamiltonian. In 1981, Paige and 
Van Loan [l] succeeded in obtaining an initial reduction of a Hamiltonian matrix with 
an analog of the Householder reduction to a Hamiltonian Hessenberg-type of the 
(2) 
“Departamento de MatemBtica, Universidade de Coimbra, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. Work 
supported by CMUC/INIC and by Project No. 87/62., JNICT. 
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which they called a Hessenberg-Hamiltonian form. However, they have not been able 
to reduce (2) to a Schur-Hamiltonian form which would show the eigenvalues of A. 
In 1986, Byers [2] presented a variant QR algorithm for reducing a Hamihonian 
matrix (1) when rank R = 1 or rank S = 1 to a Schur-Hamiltonian form after a previous 
reduction of the initial matrix to a Hessenberg-like condensed form 
also called this form a Hessenberg-Hamiltonian form. 
When, in 1986, we became involved with this problem, several natural questions 
arose. Which one of the forms (2) or (3) should be considered a Hessenberg-Hamilto- 
nian form? Are there other candidates? Why? 
We note that Hamiltonian matrices form a simple Lie algebra J of type e, 
under the commutation Lie bracket, and if one wants to preserve the Hamiltonian 
structure when reducing the given matrix to a Schur-Hamiltonian form, one has to 
use elementary symplectic matrices that belong to the Lie group corresponding to .z!. 
This fact also motivated an extension of the problem, and we considered the more 
general situation when the original matrix belongs to any classical semisimple Lie 
algebra J of matrices and looked for a candidate for Hessenberg matrices in _/. It 
also seemed to us that Lie theory could be used with success in order to obtain a 
convenient answer. This idea was not original. By that time a considerable number of 
papers had used Lie-theoretic techniques and other geometric approaches to study 
matrix eigenvalue problems. Some examples of this are References [3], [4], and [5]. 
An Ex-conjecture 
During summer 1986 we conjectured that when _./ is a semisimple classical Lie 
algebra of matrices, a matrix A E _&’ is in Hessenberg form if it admits a particular 
decomposition in terms of the root structure of _/ with respect to some Cartan 
subalgebra. Before we explain this better, we need some notation, and we refer to [6] 
for more details. 
Let 1 be a semisimple classical Lie algebra of type dn. g”, %,, or 9”. and % 
the Cartan subalgebra of .J consisting of diagonal matrices. If @ denotes the set of 
nonzero roots of _&’ (with respect to Z), and A the fundamental set of roots of _.&‘, 
and if, when (Y ranges over JY*, J’, are the l-dimensional subspaces defined by 
J’,={XE_&‘:adH.X=cz(H)X VH~Z’},then 
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is the root-space decomposition of 1 (with respect to 2). According to (4), every 
matrix M E _s’ admits a unique decomposition of the form 
M=M,+ c K,E,, 
aem 
where M, E A?, K, E @ and for each CY, E, is the simultaneous eigenvector of ad H 
corresponding to the eigenvalue a(H). 
We now make our conjecture more precise: 
Let J be of type &r$‘,, 9?“, &“, or 9”. Then ME _./ is in Hessenberg form if 
M=M,+ c K,E,, (5) 
at@+uA- 
where M, E 2, A- = {(Y E @: - o E A), and @+ is the set of positive roots. 
We have to say that this conjecture was publicized through seminars and private 
communications but never published. Recently, the very interesting work of De Mari 
and Shayman 17, 81 came to our knowledge. We recommend the reading of these 
papers, which contain not just a generalization of Hessenberg matrices to arbitrary 
semisimple Lie algebras, but also a study of the topology of associated Hessenberg 
varieties in order to prove convergence properties of algorithms in numerical linear 
algebra, in particular the convergence of the QR algorithm for matrix eigenvalue 
problem. Here we just reproduce from [7] a definition and a result that contains the 
conjecture above as a particular case. 
DEFINITION [7]. Let _& be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, .@I a Bore1 
subalgebra of 2, S’ a Cartan subalgebra of 1 contained in a, and Z! = S’@ 
X ac8Ja the root-space decomposition of 1 (with respect to 2). For each 
nonnegative integer p, the pth Hessenberg subspace of 1 relative to 9 is defined 
as 
where h(o) denotes the height of a with respect to the unique base A for which 
B = &(a, -53 
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THEOREM [7]. Under the preuious assumptions, an element M E L is in Hessen- 
berg form of height p if and only if M E J$(s%, A’). 
We note the fo!lowing facts: 
(1) Fundamental roots are positive roots that cannot be written as the sum of two 
positive roots. 
(2) Each 01 E @+ can be written as OL = C,n,cx,, n,>, 0, oi E A, and Cini is the 
height of Q. 
An immediate consequence is that when p = 1, (a E @: h(a) > -l}= @+ U A-. 
Then our conjecture is a trivia1 consequence of the theorem in [S]. 
We now show the structure of the generalized Hessenberg matrices H of height 1 
for the simple classical Lie algebras over C: (see also Figure 4): 
Jaz;,={MEgl(n,C):trM=O}. 
@“= ([ -99: i _IyJepl(znil,C)+l: 
AEgl(n,C),B=-BT,C=-C’,u,tlEc” 
i 
<={[; $1 Eg1(2n,C):B=BT,C==CT,AEgl(n,C) . 1 
gn={[“c -;lj Egl(2n,C):AEgl(n,C),R=-RT,C=-CT 
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For JZ&, H coincides with the classical (upper) Hessenberg form, and for &“, H 
is the Hessenberg-Hamiltonian form defined by Byers [2]. Generalized Hessenberg 
matrices for the classical Lie algebras also appear in [7] and [8] and coincide with the 
above except when H E G@“. This difference is due to the fact that we didn’t use the 
same matrix representation for a”. However, the two forms are similar. 
Further Work 
So far, the problem of reducing a generai Hamiltonian matrix to a Hessenberg 
form is still open in the sense that no algorithm is known to reduce a matrix (1) when 
rank T > 1 and rank S > 1 to the Hessenberg-Hamiltonian form described above. 
(Byers’s algorithm [2] applies when rank T = 1 or rank S = 1.) 
In 1984, Van Loan [9] presented an algorithm for the Hamiltonian eigenvalue 
problem. Instead of working with a Hamiltonian matrix M he worked with M’, and 
the method includes a previous reduction of M2 to a Hessenberg-type form 
In [lo] G. Ammar explains how this algorithm fits nicely into the already studied 
geometric methods for the QR algorithm. We note that squares of Hamiltonian 
matrices form a simple Jordan algebra, and the same happens with squares of 
matrices in sl(n, C) and so in (n, C), which are respectively the Jordan algebra gl(n, C) 
and the Jordan algebra consisting of symmetric matrices. For details on Jordan 
algebras see Jacobson [ll]. These comments may motivate the extension of some 
algebraic and geometric methods for matrix eigenvalue problems when d is a Jordan 
algebra and in particular a search for new Hessenberg-type forms. 
The author is indebted to Professor P. Crouch for having suggested this topic when 
she was visiting the Arizona State University during summer 1986. 
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BOUNDS FOR THE SINGULAR VALUES 
OF BLOCK COMPANION MATRICES22 
by TERESA P. LIMA23 and JOSE VIT6RIA24 
1. Introduction 
We are interested in the singular values of block companion matrices. Our main 
tools are matricial (and matrix) norms and inequalities concerning the spectral radius 
of nonnegative matrices. 
“Work done at Centro de Matem&tica da Universidade de Coimbra/INIC and within 
Project0 87/62/MATM-JNICT. 
=Faculdade de Economia, Universidade de Coimbra, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. 
**Departamento de Matemgtica, Universidade de Coimbra, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. 
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2. Results 
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We are going to present upper bounds for the squares of the singular values of a 
right block companion matrix 
F= 
‘oj -A, 
---,------- 
where the blocks Ai, i = O,l,. . , n - 1, are p X p complex matrices. We form the 
matrix D-‘FHFD, where D = diag(k,l,k,Z ,..., k,_sI,I), k, > 0, Z= O,l,..., n -2, 
and H denotes the conjugate transpose; then we take a matrix norm 11. Iii, i = l,~, of 
each block of D-‘FHFD, so obtaining a matricial norm (P,(D-‘FHFD), i = l,m. 
We have the following inequality involving nonnegative matrices: 
a_,( D- ‘FHFD) 
I 
I 
I IIAlllm/k, 
I 
I 
I IIA,llm/k, 
I 
I 
Q 1 IIA _J,/k _ 
_____________________-------- ~___:_____:_“_ 
, n-l 
kJA~llm k&4!& . . . k,_,llA:_,II~ i I J~oIIA~II~IIAjII~ 
=: S 
Then we consider the following relations concerning the spectral radius p of a matrix, 
matricial (and matrix) norms, and nonnegative matrices [l, 31: 
p( FHF) = p( D-‘FHFD) Q p[ @_( D-‘FHFD)] Q P(S) G IbIll. 
From llS/lr we have the needed 
PROPOSITION. The singular values sP, Jo = 1,2,. . . , pn, of the matrix F sati& the 
following three inequalities: 
II-1 
llA~ll,llAjll, , (1) 
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wherek,,t=O,l,..., n - 1, are arbitrary positive numbers, and 
llA,lL 
(y := max -, 
r=l,Z,....n-1 k,_, 
n-l 
P := c k,_,llA:lL; 
r=l 
n-l n-1 
l+ C IIAlfllm, 6 + C IIArIIdIAjIIm , 
r=l j=O 
where 
6 := 
r=l,?!?Y”-l”A~IIm 
(by putting k, = 1, I= 0, 1, . . , n - 21; 
n-1 
s; Q 1+ c IIA~IIh$,lI~ 
(2) 
(3) 
q=o 
(taking k, = IIAl+illm, 1 = O,l,..., n -21. 
REMARK. By using slightly different techniques, the inequalities (3) above and 
(4) below may be obtained by following [5]. Readers may recognize that (3) is related 
to a generalization for matrix polynomials of an inequality by Carmichael and Mason 
involving the roots of scalar polynomials. Within the same context, readers may also 
see that the inequality 
is related to a generalization of an inequality due to Parodi. 
3. Remarks and Conclusions 
The above results can be formulated in terms of upper bounds for the latent roots 
of lambda matrices as well. 
The inequalities (11, (21, and (3) follow from a generalization of (unpublished) 
results on roots of (scalar) polynomials [4]. Formulae for block singular values of block 
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companion matrices should be interesting in themselves and could be useful in the 
study of the control of linear systems, as suggested by [2]. 
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AN ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING THE 
NUMBER OF REAL ROOTS USING HANKEL FORMSz5 
by JUAN LLOVETz6, J. R. SENDRA2”, and RAQUEL MARTINEZ27 
1. The Hankel Approach 
One of the methods used for computing the number of real roots of a real 
polynomial is based on Hankel forms. In this paper we show an algorithm-imple- 
mented in REDUCE -to reach this goal. For this purpose, one needs to determine the 
sequence of principal minors of the Hankel matrix associated with the given polyno- 
mial, and then the problem can be solved by studying the variation of signs in the 
previous sequence. 
For improving the computational feasibility of a method using Hankel forms, an 
efficient process for computing Hankel determinants should be provided [5]. For this 
purpose, we establish a relation among the elements of the sequence of principal 
minors of a Hankel matrix. This result allows us to create a process that computes all 
the principal minors recursively and reaches the determinant. 
In order to apply the above process to compute the number of roots, we deduce 
from the above relation a new one relating the signs of the principal minors that lets 
=‘Partially supported by D.C.I.C.Y.T. PA86-0471. 
““Department of Mathematics, University of Alcala, 28871-Madrid, Spain. 
“Deparment of Control, Electronic and Computer Engineering, E.T.S. Ingenieros Industri- 
ales, Polytechnical University of Madrid, Spain. 
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us construct the algorithm NRROOTS. This algorithm computes directly the sequence 
of the signs of the principal minors without finding their values. 
For this purpose, we introduce the following concepts: Given a real polynomial 
p(x) of degree n, one defines the Hankel matrix associated with p(x) as the matrix 
Hn=(‘i.j)i,j=i ,..., n such that di j = cI,+~_~ where q(x)= d,r2”-2 + . .. + d,,_, is 
the quotient of r ‘“-‘p’(r) and p(r). We will denote by Hi the i X i principal 
submatrix of H, and by Di the determinant of H,, and we will write H, as the 
Hankel matrix associated with the real polynomial p(r). We assume that H, is of 
rank r; hence 0, # 0 [3]. And we will utilize a classical result due to Frobenius for 
computing the number of all the distinct real roots of p(x) as 
u=r-2V(l,D,,D, ,..., D,), 
where V(1, D,, D,, , 0,) denotes the number of variations of sign in the finite 
sequence (1, D,, D,,. .., D,) [l]. 
Let H, be the Hankel matrix associated with the real polynomial p(r) of degree 
n. If the principal submatrix H, of H, is nonsingular, one defines the s-fundamental 
pair of solutions of H, as the pair of vectors (w’, y”) such that 
~~.H,=(d,+l,...,dz,), y”.H,=(O ,..., 0,l). 
From now on, (w’, - 1) will denote the vector in s + 1 coordinates in which the first 
s entries are the entries of wS and the last one is - 1. 
Thus, if H, and H, are two nonsingular principal submatrices of H,, and 
det Hi = 0 for i, s < i < t, then one can determine the t-fundamental pair of solutions 
from the s-fundamental pair [5], and one can design a recursive method using the 
following result: 
L.f?t ILI denote the n x m matrix Z,P_, =(a,+,. i), i = l,.. .,n, j = l,.. .,m, and 
u = (wS, -l)*(d,,...,d,+,)‘. Zf “’ one considers the following families of vectors 
w(0) := ws, 
(1) 
w(k+l):=w(k)~z~,,+pkWs+EkyS for o<#k<t-s-l, 
where p,=w(k).(O,...,O,l)‘, l ~=d~~+~+~-w(k)‘(d~+~,...,d~,)‘, and 
Z(O) := w(t - s)*Z,q,, 
(2) 
iqk +l):=G(k)+a,(w”, -l)*zf;;;k-l fur Odkdt-s-l ., 
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where CQ =(l/(~)[d,+,+~+~- w(k).(d,+,+,,...,d,+,+,)‘l, then it ho& that 
yt:= ‘(,S, 
u 
-l).z:+l,t> 
~(k).H,:=(d,+~+,,...,d~~+~) for o<k<t-s, 
lij(k).Ht:=(dt+l,...,ds+t+k,ua+l+k+l.....azt) for ogkgt-s 
(where a, are some unknown elements). 
In order to compute the number of distinct real solutions of the algebraic 
equation p(x) = 0, one determines from every nonsingular principal submatrix of H, 
the order and the determinant of the next nonsingular principal submatrix. This 
information can be achieved by means of the following theorem [5]. 
THEOREM. Let H, be the Hankel matrix generated by Cd,), 4ii2n_1, H, a 
nonsingular principal s&matrix of H, (s < n>, and (w’, y”} its s-fundamental pair. 
Then if m is defined as the minimal integer j, 0 Q j < n - s - 1, such that uj = 
(wS, -l).(d,+j+l,...,d,,+j+l )‘#O (or m=n-s-l if a,= ... =0~_,_,=0). 
one has 
Ds+i+l 
(i + 1Xi +2)/Z =(-I) uji+‘DS for OBigm. 
Furthermore, if Ak = sgn( D,) and 2, = sgn(u,,,), then 
A s+m+r=(-1) 
(m+rXm+a)/sAS~~+r; 
in the cases where Dk = 0 we define its sign as 
Ak=(-1) (k - S - IXk - S)/Z A S’ s+l<k<s+m. 
2. Algorithm 
In order to apply these results to compute the number of distinct real solutions of 
an algebraic equation we construct the following algorithm: 
ALC~RITHM NRROOTS 
Input: A real polynomial p(r) of degree n. 
Output The number of all distinct real roots of p(x). 
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(1) Compute the entries d, of the Hankel matrix associated with p(x). 
(2) Set s := 1; wS .= (d, /d,); ys :=(1/d,); A1 := sign(d,); 
(3) While s < n do 
(3.1) Determine m = min{j 10 < j < n - s and 5 # O], where 5 = (wS, - 1). 
(ds+j+r,...,das+j+r )’ If all the uj are zero, then set r := s and go to (4); 
(3.2) Set 2, := sign(crm); 
(3.3) For k := s + 1 to s + m do 
Ai := (- 1) 
U-s- WS)/ZAs; 
A s+m+r:= (- 1) h+lXm+2)/2C;+lAs; 
(3.4) If m = n - s - 1 then set r := n and go to (4); 
(3.5) w(0) = wS; 
for k := 0 to m do 
((pk := w(k).(o,...,O,l)‘; 
Ek’=d2s+k+l-w(k)‘(d,+l,...,dz,)‘; 
w(k + 1) := w(k).& + pk. ws + l k. y”)) 
(3.6) W(O):= w(m +l).I:s+m+l; 
for k := 0 to m do 
(((Y,‘=(--1/u~,XW(k)‘(d,+k+I,....des+m+l+k)t-d2s+m+k+2l; 
w(k + I):= z(k)+ ak(ws, - l).z,m-i;,tis+,+J>; 
(3.7) w s+*+l:= w(m +I); 
Y s+m+l :=(l/cr*,xw”, - l).I:+l,s+m+,; 
(3.8) Set s := s + m + 1; 
(4) v := r -2V({l,A,,...,Ar)); 
(5) Return v; 
3. Main REDUCE Procedures 
The algorithm that computes the number of different real roots of a polynomial 
p(r) has been implemented in the NRROOTS procedure using the computer algebra 
system REDUCE [2, 41. The input value is the polynomial p(r) E Q[r], and the output 
is the number v of different real roots of p(x). 
This procedure has three parts: the first initializes the dimension of the problem 
to be solved and the sequence of signs; the second and third procedures, called 
EXPAND and DHKL, implement a recursive computation process and an iterative 
algorithm, respectively, that generate the desired result for NRROOTS. 
Procedure EXPAND. This procedure computes the 2n - 1 coefficients di of the 
quotient of x ‘“-‘p’(r) and p(r), which are associated with the starting polynomial of 
degree n. When executed, the algorithm uses recurring relations that express new 
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terms d, as a linear function of the coefficients of the polynomial p(x) and the 
sequence of terms (dili= I, ,,,2n_-1 already computed. 
Procedure DHKL. This procedure implements the symbolic iterative algorithm 
computing the scalar v and the sequence (1, h,, , L\ .}. Its argument is the sequence 
Cd,) obtained from EXPAND. The operator D is used to store the coefficients di. The 
algorithm implemented does not require forming and storing the Hankel matrix 
associated with the polynomial; this optimizes memory utilization, which was very 
limited in the computer used to implement the algorithm. 
The DHKL procedure is constituted by a set of five procedures executed sequen- 
tially in each iteration: INICIO, NULLMIN, LIFTI, LIFTS, 1.1~~3. The maximum number of 
iterations is h - 1, where h is the number of nonnull principal minors in the Hankel 
matrix associated with p(x). DHKL terminates when one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 
(1) All principal minors beyond a given one of order S are null. Condition (Cl) is 
met whenever the value of the variable M is - 1. 
(2) Condition (C2) is reached when the order of the last nonnull minor equals the 
degree of p(x) (variable D I M). 
The results are shown only when termination conditions (Cl) or (C2) for the 
algorithm are met and a sixth procedure, called FINAL, is executed. 
Procedure INICIO. The sizes of the matrices WR and Y, which represent the 
fundamental pairs of solutions, and the sizes of some auxiliar matrices 
(E R, U, I D 1, I D 2) are set in each iteration to the order S of the last known nonnull 
minor. In addition the procedure initializes the first fundamental pair of solutions of 
K. 
Procedure NULLMIN. This procedure uses the order S of the last known nonnull 
minor as parameter and gives the variable M which represents the number of null 
principal minors up to the next nonnull minor of order greater than S. 
The first component (variable W R) of the Sth fundamental pair of solutions is used 
to calculate M. When the process is in the first iteration, the value of !dR is given by 
the INIC~O procedure, and in the k th iteration is the result of rucning the LIFTL and 
LIFTS procedures in itsrltion I( - 1. 
Procedure LIFT-~. The parameters of the LIFTS process are S and the NULLMIN 
result, that is, the value of M. Its result is the matrix W, a solution for the S-order 
linear system with matrix H,, and the independent terms are the first S entries in 
column s + M + 1. 
Procedure LIFTS. The parameters of the LIFTS procedure are the order S of the 
last nonnull principal minor, and the va!ue N := S + M. 
The objective is to compute the last element in the family {w(k)),=,,,,,,+ 1. We 
then obtain z%(M + l), represented by W P, the solution to the linear system with matrix 
H s + "+, and the independent terms formed by the first S + M + 1 elements of column 
S + M + 2 of the Hankel matrix associated with the polynomial. Therefore, W P is the 
first component of the s + M + lth fundamental pair of solutions. 
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Time (ms) 
Example EXPAN DHKL 
3x3 -5x’ +8x -4 1,760 3,350 
4951x3+23191x2+18301x+22591 2,800 15,220 
120x4 -116x3 +14x2 +13x -3 3,680 11,310 
4x4 +24x3 +45x2 +41x +21 2,750 6,810 
30x4 +61x3 -59x’ -4x +2 3,840 17,630 
54170x4+13982x3+53525x2+58202x+30605 9,230 84,260 
x5+2x4+4x3+8x2+3x+6 3,350 9,180 
x5 - 12x3 + 12x2 - 13x + 12 3,410 12,090 
x5-5x4 +3x3 +9x2 3,350 6,270 
x5-3x4-5x3+15xs+4x-12 3,840 10,380 
6x5+31x4-77x3-6x2-31x+77 5,440 38,450 
7652x5+22866x4+18752x3+2016x2+74976x+55416 14,780 174,940 
x6 -6x5+14x4 -30x3 +46x2 -24x +36 5,280 17,460 
216x7-180x6-4542x5+9113x4+558x3-5293x2-12x+140 12,850 264,130 
x”-3x7-4x6+14x5+9x4-23x3-14x2+12x+8 9,500 7,850 
xs +4x6 +6x4 +4x2 + 1 7,360 4,230 
xl1 - 1 11,420 3,730 
Procedure LIFTS. The arguments of the LIFTS procedure are S and S + M. It 
computes the second component of the S + M + lth fundamental pair of solutions, 
which will be represented by Y. Running LIFTS can be avoided during the current 
iteration whenever Y need not be computed [condition (C3)], because the process will 
terminated before running LIFTS another time. (LIFTS reauires Y as input data.) 
Procedure FINAL. This procedure shows the sequence of signs of the principal 
minors, the number of distinct real roots of p(x), and the running time of EXPAND and 
DHKL. 
4. Results 
Table 4 shows the running times on a PS/2 Model 80. 
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ASYMPTOTIC RATE OF CONVERGENCE 
OF SOME GENERALIZED ITERATIVE METHODS 
by M. MADALENA MARTINS’* 
1. Introduction 
In order to approximate the solution of 
Ax=b (1.1) 
with A a given square matrix of order n with det A # 0, b a given vector of 
dimension n, and x an unknown vector, Hadjidimos et al. [l] introduced the 
generalized SOR method (GSOR) given by 
#+ 1) =[D,-w(D,+C,)]-‘[(l-w)D,+w(D,+C,)]r(’) 
+w[D,-w(D,+CL)]-‘b, i=o,1,2 ).... (1.2) 
Let us consider the matrix A split as follows: 
A= D-C,-C,, (1.3) 
with C, and C, strictly lower and upper triangular matrices obtained from A and 
D = diag A = D, - D, - D,, where D,, D,, and D, are diagonal matrices. The real 
parameter w of (1.2) is nonzero, and det( D, - wD,) + 0. 
Let us remark that for D, = D and D, = 0 we have the usual (SOR) method. 
A different generalized iterative method was introduced by James [2] and is 
given by 
x(i+l) =[I-(Ye]-‘[I-Q+(l-(U)RL+RU]r(‘)+[z-cuR]-’nb, 
i=O,l ,..., (1.4) 
where L = D-‘C,, U= D-‘C,, R = diag(w,,w, ,..., wn) with wi E R,, and o is a 
real parameter. 
28Departamento de Matemitica, Universidade de Coimbra, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. Sup- 
Ported by Institute National de Investiga+o Cientifica. 
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Ifwe consider the change of variable x = Ay. with y E C”, A = diag@,, @a,. . . , O,), 
Bi E R,, we have the accelerated overrelaxation iterative method with change of 
variable (CVAOR) 131 given by 
+(I-&LA)-‘Rb, i=O,l,... (1.5) 
In the sequel we will show that for a certain kind of matrices and for some values of 
the parameters the GSOR method is faster than the SOR method as well as the 
iterative method (1.5), which in turn is faster than the one given by (1.4). 
The theory of regular splittings of matrices will be a useful tool to obtain 
comparison theorems for these iterative methods. 
For our theoretical background, let A, M, and N be complex n X n matrices. 
Then A = M - N is said to be a regular splitting of A [5, 61 if M is nonsingular and if 
all entries of M-l and N are nonnegative. 
In the following we will need the 
THEOREM 1.1 [4, 51. Let A = M, - N, = M, - N2 be two regular spktings of A, 
where A- i ~O.lfN~~N,,then1>p(M~‘Nz)~p(M~‘N,).Znparticu~ar,ifN2>N, 
with N2 # N, and if A-’ > 0, then 1> p(M,‘N,)> p(M;‘N,). 
2. Comparison of Some Generalized Iterative Methods 
In the sequel we are going to compare the rate of convergence of the GSOR 
method given by (1.2) with the rate of convergence of the usual SOR method, when 
the matrix A of (1.1) is an M-matrix or an irreducible Stieltjes matrix. 
If we denote by L,,,(D,, 0,) the ‘t I era ion t matrix of (1.9, and by L, the 
iteration matrix of the SOR method, then we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A of (1.1) be an M-matrix. Then we have 
P(L,,(b D2)) <P(L) <l 
if 
dai 
d,i>O, d,i>O, d3i<-d2i, and O<w<l+m,ind, i=l ,...,n, 
2‘ 
or 
d,, > - dsi > 0, 
d,i d,i 
-2d,i>d2i>-ddi, and l+m,ax~<w<min~ 
21 i dli -da,’ 
i=l,...,n. 
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Proof Let us consider the splitting of A which corresponds to the SOR method, 
M,=~(D-WC,) and N,=k[(l-w)D+wc,], 
and the one which corresponds to the GSOR method, 
M,=:[D,-w(D,+c,)] and N,=~[(l-w)D,+u;(D,+~.)l. 
As A is an M-matrix, by Theorem 3.10 of [S] it has positive diagonal entries. Then we 
have MC’ > 0 and N1 > 0 if w E (0,l). Then by the assumed hypothesis A = M, - N, 
is a regular splitting of A. 
On the other hand, as 
or 
c, > 0, dn > 0, and dai < 0, 
we have 
dli dli 
d,,>O and w <-----<- 
d,i - dzi dzi ’ 
Thus by the formulated hypothesis, A = M, - N2 is a regular splitting of A, because 
N, > 0. On the other hand Na - NI = (l/ w)[(l - w)D, + 0~1. 
Then N, Q Nr. As O<wgl+minidsi/dai, with dzi<O or w>l+ 
maxi dsi /dzi with dzi > 0, by Theorem 1.1 we get the required result. W 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A of (1.1) be an irreducible Stieltjes matrix. Then 
d,i 
d,,>o, dsi>O, dsi<--dei, O<w<l+yin~, i=1,2 ,..., n, 
2: 
or 
dIi > - dsi > 0, 
d,i dli 
-2dsi>dgi>-dai, and l+max--<w<minp 
i d2i i d,,-dsi ’ 
i= l,...,n. 
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Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem, 
Theorem 1.1, and Corollary 3 of Theorem 3.11 in [S]. E 
Let us denote by L,,n,A and L,,, the iteration matrices of the iterative methods 
(1.5) and (1.4) resnectively. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A of (1.1) be an M-matrix, A = diag(0,,8, ,..., e,), and 
R = diag(w,,w, ,..., w,). Then 
P(L,,n,d G P(Ln) <1 
ijO<(~<l,O<w~~1,0~~1, andwiOigl, i=l,..., n. 
Proof. The iteration matrix of (1.5) is 
L ,,n,iz=(z-cr~LA)-l[z-~A+(l-(Y)QLA+RUA] 
=A-l[A-‘-(yfiL]-l[A-l-~+(l-o)fiL+~U]A. (2.1) 
Thus La.n.11 is similar to the matrix G,, n, ,, given by 
G ~,n.i\=[(A-l-~OL)]-l[A-l-fi+(l-cr)~L+WJ]. 
Then we can replace the comparison between p( L,,,) and p(L,,,.,) by one 
between p(L,.J and p(G,,,,,). 
Let us consider the splitting of S1A corresponding to the method (1.4) Ml = I - 
aClL and N, = Z - s2 + (1 - a)RL + RU. If we 
OntheotherhandMg’=(Z-cuSlA)-‘A>Oand N,>O,andsoM,-Nsisalso 
a regular splitting of 0A. 
Then Ns Q N,, since Bi > 1, i = 1,. . . , n, and by (2.1) and Theorem 1.1 we have 
the required result. q 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A of (1.1) be an irreducible Stieltjes matrix. Then 
P(L,,*.*) <P(Lcx,rl) <1 
if 0 < (Y d 1, 0 < wi G 1, ei > 1, and wiei G 1. 
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Proof. This result follows from Theorems 1.1 and 2.3 and Corollary 3 of 
Theorem 3.11 in [5]. n 
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CONVERGENCE CONDITIONS FOR 
THE GSOR AND GAOR METHODS” 
by M. MADALENA MARTINS3’ and M. ESTELA TRIG031 
1. Introduction 
Let us consider the linear system 
Ax = b, (1.1) 
where A is an n X n matrix, and b is a given and x an unknown n-dimensional 
vector. In order to approximate the solution of (1.1) the following first-order iterative 
method can be used: 
%(i+ 1) = TX(i) + d (1.2) 
which has as extrapolated method 
#+l)=[(l-a)z+aT]r(‘)+ad, (1.3) 
with extrapolation parameter (Y. 
“Supported in part by the Centro de Mate&t& da Universidade de Coimbra/INIC. 
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In [l] Hadjidimos introduced the generalized AOR method (GAOR) given by 
x(i+l)= [D, - r( D, + CL)]-‘[(l- w)D, +(w - r)(D, + CL)+ w( D,+ Cu)]x(‘) 
+w[D,-r(D,+C,)]-‘b, i=o,1,2 )..., (1.4) 
where D,, D,, D, are diagonal matrices such that 
D=diagA= D,- D,- D,, det D, # 0, 
- C, and - Cc are the strictly lower and upper parts of A, w E R (W # 01, and 
det[ D, - r( D, + C,)] # 0. The GAOR method given by (1.4) is the extrapolation of 
the GSOR method obtained from (1.4) taking w = r. 
From Theorem 2.1 in [7] we can obtain an upper bound for the spectral radius of 
the matrix of the GSOR method, 
With this result we will obtain intervals of convergence for the GSOR method when 
the matrix A of (1.1) is a strictly diagonally dominant matrix. We also get a sufficient 
condition of convergence for the GSOR method when the matrix A of (1.1) is a 
consistently ordered matrix. 
By using the theorem of extrapolation of [3] and the notion of generalized 
diagonal dominance we also establish convergence conditions for the GAOR method 
when the matrix A of (1.1) is an H-matrix. 
We want to point out that these intervals are different from those obtained in [7]. 
2. Conditions fin- Convergence of the GSOR Method 
In this section we will establish conditions for convergence of the GSOR method 
when the matrix A of (1.1) is strictly diagonally dominant. 
According to [7] we have the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a strictly diagonally dominant mutrir, with dli > 0. Then 
the GSOR method converges if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
6) aii < 0, d,, > Zi, d,i > dai, i = 1, . . . . n, and 
d,i 
w ’ m,% d,i ’ i= l,...,n. 
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(ii) a,, > 0, dzi < (- ui - Zi - aii)/2, dli > c&, i = 1,. ,a, and 
d,i 
w ’ “,? dli - dsi ’ i=l ,...,n. 
(iii) aii > 0, dgi > (- ui - Zi - aii)/2, 0 > dsi > (- aii + ui + li)/2, i = 1,. , n, 
and 
d,i 
maxp<w<min 
2d,i 
i d,i - d,i i 2d,, + Zi + IAN + ai, ' 
i=l,...,n. 
(iv) aii > 0, dIi < dsi, dzi 6 - Zi, i = 1,. .,n, and w > 0. 
(v) aii > 0, 0 > dzi > - Zi, d,, < dsi, i = l,.. .,n, and 
d,i 
’ < w ’ “: dzi + zj ’ i=l,...,n. 
(vi) aii > 0, d,, > dsi, i = I,..., n, and 
d,i 
’ < w < “t” dli - dzi i=l,...,n 
(vii) aii < 0, dli < d,;, d,, > (- aii + Zi + u,)/2, i = 1,. . , n, and 
-2d,, 
w>max i=l,...,n. 
i ui + Zi - aii -2dzi ’ 
It’s easy to see that the GAOR method given in (1.4) is the GSOR extrapolated 
method with parameter of extrapolation (Y = w/r. Therefore, from [3], we have the 
following result: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A be a strictly diagonaZZy dominant matrix with d,i > 0. Then 
the GAOR method converges if at least one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) aii < 0, dzi > Zi, d,i > dsi, i = l,... ,n, 
d,i 
r ’ m,9 dli - dsi ’ ~ and O<w<f(r). 
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(ii) aii > 0, dzi < (- ui - li - a,,)/2, dli > dsi, i = 1,. . , n, 
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d,i 
r>m,+xdli_d,i, i=l,...,n, and O<w<f(r), 
(iii) aii > 0, dzi > (- ui - Zi - aii)/2, 0 > d,i > (- Uii + Ui f li)/g, i = l,...,n, 
d,i 2d,i 
“t” s < r < min i=l ,...,n, i 2dgi + Zi + pi + U,, 
and 0 <w<f(r). 
(iv) uji > 0, d,i < dsi, dzi Q - Zi, i = 1,. . .,n, r > 0, and 0 < w <f(r). 
(v) uii > 0, 0 > dzi > - Zi, dli < dsi, i = 1,. ..,n, 
d,i 
’ < r < “p dzi + li ’ i=l,...,n, and O<w<f(r). 
(vi) uii > 0, dli > dsi, i = 1,. .,n, 
d,i 
Oir<rn,f~~~~_~,~. i=l,...,n, and O<w<f(r). 
(vii) a,, < 0, dli < dai, dzi > (- Uii + Zi + Ui)/2, i = l,...,fl, 
-2d,, 
r>max 
i ui+li-uii -2dzi’ 
i=l,...,n, and O<w<f(r), 
with 
f(r)= 2r 
1-t d&J) 
Let A be a strictly diagonally dominant matrix by rows, obtained from A by a 
column scaling. If A is split as 
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from [9] we can get 
THEOREM 2.3. If the matrix A of (1.1) is an H-matrix with dIi > 0, then the 
GAOR method converges ifat least one of the conditions of Theorem 2.2 is satisfied, 
with dIi, dzi, dsi, li, a,,, and ui replaced by dIi, dsi, &, Ii, aii, and tii, respectively. 
In the next theorem, we obtain a sufficient convergence condition for the GSOR 
method when the matrix A of (1.1) is a consistently ordered matrix [Ill. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a consistently ordered matrix with nonvanishing diagonal 
entries, and let 0; ID, = (~1, 0; ‘D, = RI, with (Y and R real parameters such that 
0 < (Y + /3 < 1. If the eigenvalues 6 of the Jacobi matrix are real and such that 161 < 1, 
then the GSOR method converges if 
2 
o<w< 
1-p+a 
and O<cy<l-_P. 
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ON MARKED AND STRONGLY MARKED INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
by J. MAS and A. URBAN03’ 
1. Introduction 
The extension of a Jordan basis of an invariant subspace to a Jordan basis of the 
whole vector space has been studied by several authors ([l, 31 and more recently in 
[2]). Moreover, in the last paper the authors have characterized when all invariant 
subspaces of a complex vector space are marked or strongly marked. An invariant 
subspace is called marked (strongly marked) if a (every) Jordan basis of that subspace 
can be extended to a Jordan basis of the whole space. The above characterizations 
depend on the difference between the lengths of the largest and the shortest Jordan 
chain corresponding to the same eigenvalue. In the first part of this paper we extend 
the above results to matrices whose entries are in an arbitrary field Z. In the last 
part we study these properties when we consider invariant subspaces ordered by 
inclusion. We call these subspaces relatively (strongly) marked. The study of these 
spaces was suggested by an earlier paper of the authors of [2] in 1988. 
In order to extend the above results to matrices with entries in an arbitrary field 
X, we shall use the standard technique given in [4] instead of the one used in [2], 
which is based upon the concepts of height and depth of a vector. We recall that in 
the complex case all prime factors of the annihilating polynomial of a matrix A have 
degree 1, so the Jordan basis is formed by chains of type 
with (A - AI)‘-‘” # 0 and (A - AI)‘u = 0, where A is the corresponding eigenvalue. 
However, if we work on an arbitrary field X, the prime factors of the annihilating 
polynomial can have degree greater than one. If a prime factor V(t) has degrees s, 
the corresponding generalized Jordan chains have the form 
{o,~o ,..., A~-%,v(A)~,v(A)A~ ,..., V(A)As-io ,..., 
V(A)‘-‘o,V(A)‘-‘Ao,...,V(A)‘-‘A@) 
with 
and 
V(A)‘-‘&0 
V( A)ro = 0. 
32Universidad Polithcnica de Valencia, Apartado Correos 22012, 46071 Valencia, Spain. 
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Therefore in this case, it is expected that the characterizations given in [2] remain 
true, as we shall prove in Theorems 1 and 2. 
In order to simpiie the notation we note that if A is an n X n matrix whose 
entries are in a field X, and 
PA(t) =qyt)yyt) -..yyt) 
is the decomposition in prime factors of the minimum annihilating polynomial of A, 
then 
3’“=Ker[V(A)m1] @Ker[V,(A)mZ] 8 ... @Ker[V,(A)*‘] 
where the subspaces Ker(V,(A)“‘l, i = 1,2,.. ., r, are A-invariant. Since an invariant 
subspace M of X” can be written as 
it will be (strongiy) marked if and only if all subspaces M f~ Ker[Vi(A)mz], i = 1,2,. , r, 
are (strongly) marked in the whole space. Therefore it is sufficient to give the results 
and proofs for the case that the annihilating polynomial of A has a unique prime 
factor V(t) of degree s. That is, P,(t) = Vm(t>. 
2. Marked and Strongly Marked Subspaces 
in order to extend the results of [2] we first establish general properties of Jordan 
bases. 
LEMMA 1. If 
o E Ker[V(A)‘-‘] \ (Ker[V(A)r-2] @Span{V(A)u,,V(A)us,...,V(A)uk}) 
then 
LEMMA 2. ~et(u,,u,,...,u~~and(u,,u,,...,~~~becob~es~fKer[V~A~~~‘l~~ 
KerfV(A)‘]. Then 
Span(V(A) ‘-‘u,,V(A)‘-‘u a,...,V(A)‘-‘ZQ} 
= Span(V(A)‘-lu,,V(A)‘-loZ,...,V(A)’-lo~}. 
From the above lemmas the following result is obvious. 
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COROLLARY 1. All Jo&an chains, of any Jordan basis, which contain a given 
eigenvector have tb same length. 
When we construct a Jordan basis of an invariant subspace RI, in order to extend 
it to a Jordan basis of the whole space, the main problem is to select vectors of M that 
belong to a Jordan chain of the whole space. The following lemma asserts &at under a 
given condition it is possible to construct a suitable Jordan chain starting from 
Ker V(A). 
LEMMA 3. Let M be an A-invariant subspace. Suppose that fm j = 1,2, . . . , r - 1, 
2 < r G m, Ker[V(A)j] C RangeV(A). Let z be a vector of M such that z E Ker[V(A)j] 
\Ker[V(A)j-‘1 and z E Range[V(A)‘-j]. If y is a vector of M such that V(A)y = z, 
then 
y E Range V(A) [ ‘-j-‘] n(Ker[V(A)j+‘] \ Ker[V(A)‘]) 
Proof. The only nontrivial statement is that y E Range[V(A)‘-J-‘]. Since 
V(A)y = z and I E Range[V(A)‘-j], there exists a vector t such that V(A)y = 
V(A)‘-‘t. So 
and we can deduce that y E Range[V(A)‘-j-l]. q 
THEOREM 1. Let A be an n X n matrix. Every A-invariant subspace is marked if 
and only if for every @me factor V(t) of the annihilating polynomial of A the 
difference between the lengths of the largest and the shortest Jordan chain of A 
corresponding to V( t> is 0 or 1. 
Proof. =j : Analogous to the proof of Proposition 3.1 or’ i2]. 
=: Let M be an A-invariant subspace. We recall that m is the length of the 
longest Jordan chain. Consider the basis of Range[V(A)m- ‘In M given by 
1 v,,Av, ,..., AS-$ I..., v,,Av, ,..., A”-‘v,}. 
We can complete this set to t‘he following basis of [Ker V( A)] f~ M: 
{ v,,Av ,,..., As-‘q ,..., v,,,Av, ,..., AS-%+ 
w,,Aw, ,..., A”-‘w, ,..., wr,Aw, ,..., As-‘wt} (1) 
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These vectors satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3, and we can apply it repeatedly. 
Hence we obtain a Jordan basis for M which contains the vectors (1) and can be 
extended to a Jordan basis of the whole space X”. 8 
The following example illustrates the necessary condition. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following matrix with real entries: 
0 -10 00 00 0 
1 00 00 00 0 
0 10 -10 00 0 
0 01 00 00 0 
0 00 10 -10 0 
0 00 01 00 0 
0 00 00 00-l 
0 00 00 01 0 
The subspace Span(e, + err e4 + es, es, es], where ei is the ith coordinate vector, is 
invariant but not marked, because the vectors e7, es e Range(A’ + I). 
THEOREM 2. Let A be an n X n m&r-ix. Then every A-invariant subspace is 
strongly marked ~1 and only if for every prime factor V(t) of the annihilating 
polynomial of A all Jordan chains have the same length. 
Proof. * : Analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.2 of [2]. 
c= : Analogous to the proof of the “only if” part of Theorem 1. 
The following example illustrates the necessary condition. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the matrix A with real entries 
‘0 -10 00 0 
1 00 00 0 
0 10 -10 0 
0 01 00 0 
0 00 00-l 
,o 00 01 0 
n 
The marked A-invariant subspace Span{e, + es, e4 + es, es, es) is not strongly marked. 
The given set is a Jordan basis in the considered subspace, which can not be extended 
to a Jordan basis of X6 because es @ Range(A2 + I); but (es, e4, es, e,) is another 
Jordan basis, which can be extended. 
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3. Relatively Marked Subspaces 
If M and N are two A-invariant subspaces such that M c N, we say that M is 
marked (strongly marked) with respect to N if a (every) Jordan basis of M can be 
extended to a Jordan basis of N. 
From the above definitions it is easy to check the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Let M and N be two A-invariant subspaces such that M c N. Then: 
(a) lf M is marked with respect to N and N is strongly marked, then M is marked. 
(b) lf M is strongly marked with respect to N and N is strongly marked, then M is 
strongly marked. 
REMARK. Since the root subspaces are strongly marked, proving that a subspace 
of a root space is (strongly) marked in the whole space is equivalent to proving that it 
is (strongly) marked with respect to the root space. 
In Theorem 3, the condition that the subspace N has to be strongly marked 
cannot be weakened to the condition that N is marked, as the following example 
shows. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the real matrix 
A= 
‘0 0 0 0 0 0 
100000 
010000 
000000 
000100 
,o 0 0 0 0 0 
\ 
The subspace M = Span{e, + es, es}, by Theorem 2, is strongly marked with respect 
to the subspace N = SpanJe,, es, eqr es, es), which is marked, by Theorem 1. But M is 
not marked, because all Jordan bases of M have the form (o(ez + es)+ pes,cYe,J 
with (Y # 0 and o(ez + es)+ /3es E Range(A). 
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EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS OF BOUNDARY-VALUE PROB.r,EMS 
FOR SECOND-ORDER DIFFERENCE MATRIX EQUATIONS 
by J. L. MORERA and L. J6DAR33 
1. Introduction 
The interest in systems of difference equations in both mathematics and engineer- 
ing systems stems from their usefulness in various applications. Numerical analysts 
deal with them in designing and analyzing algorithms for the numerical solution of 
differential and other equations [5, S], while engineers are often confronted with 
physical systems whose description by systems of difference equations is quite natural 
[lo]. In addition, any system whose internal structure is unknown but whose 
input/output behavior can be (at least partly) obtained through experiment is a 
candidate for a difference model, and this accounts, in part, for the popularity of such 
models with economists, psychologists, and statisticians [4]. 
The aim of this paper is to find existence conditions and explicit closed form 
solutions for boundary-value matrix systems of the form 
Y ,,+2+A1Yn+,+AoYn= fina O<ng N-2, 
EIYo + E,Y, + E,Y,_, + EIYN = G, F,Y,, + F,Y, + F,Y,_ 1 + F4YN = H, (1) 
where A,, A,, G, H, fl”, Ei and F, (0 Q n =G N - 2, 1 Q i Q 41 and the unknown Y, 
are p x p complex matrices. Boundary-value problems of the type (I) arise after 
discretization of two-point boundary-value matrix differential problems concerning 
mechanical, thermal, and vibrational systems [2]. 
Our approach is based on the existence of an invertible so!ution of the rssociated 
algebraic matrix equation 
Z2 + A,Z + A, = 0. (2) 
We recall that different methods to obtain solutions of these equations may be found 
in [l, 3, 71, for example. 
If A is a rectangular matrix in Cpx”, we denote by A+ its Moore-Penrose 
pseudoinverse, and we recall that A+ may be computed with the IMSL package Ill]. 
We denote by I, the identity matrix in CPxP. 
33Departamento de Matem6tica Aplicada, Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, P.O. Box 
22.012, Valencia, Spain. 
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2. Explicit Closed-Form Solutions 
We begin this section with a result that provides the general solution of the 
difference matrix equation 
Y n+2 + *,Yn+I + *&a = 0, (3) 
and whose proof may be found in [s]. 
THEOREM 1. L.et US assume the existence of an invertible solution X, of Equation 
(2), and let {Y& {Y,,,) be the pair of matrix sequences defined by 
Y,,, = x,“, Yn,* = X;-k(X, + A,)k-l. 
These sequences are solutions of (3) satisfying Y,, 1 = I,,, Y,, 1 = X0, Y,,2 = 0, Y,,2 = I,. 
Furthermore, the general solution of (3) is given by 
Y, = Y,,,P + Y,,,Q, P , Q arbitra y matrices in C IJ xP. (5) 
Now we are interested in obtaining a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous 
difference equation appearing in (1). Let us assume for a moment that {S,,3 is a 
sequence of matrices such that 
%- l,m =0, S,,=l,,, m.2, (6) 
and for n > m, S, m satisfies the homogeneous difference equation (3). Then let us 
define the matrix sequence 
1 
0, n=O,l,..., m-l, 
V “,rn = I, n=m, (7) 
S “,??I’ n>m. 
From (6) and (7) it follows that 
V n+2,m+*1V,+l,m+A,V,,,= ;? nzm-2, ( , n=m-2. 
If we consider the matrix sequence (f”} defined by 
f = CL=2Vn.mfim-2r n.2, 
n 
i 0, n=O,l, 
(8) 
(9) 
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then an easy computation shows that Y”+s + ArY”+r + A,?,, = $” for n = O,l,. . ., 
N -2, and thus (9”) is a particular solution of the nonhomogeneous difference 
equation (1). To ensure the existence of the sequence {S,,,} with the required 
properties, note that if we take 
S n,m = Yn.rP,, + K,zQ,, 
where (Y,,,} and (Y, s) are the solutions of (3) provided by Theorem 1, then the 
conditions (6) are equivalent to the compatibility of the algebraic system 
It is clear that if the companion matrix C, defined by 
[ 
0 I 
-A, -A, 1 
is nonsingular, then W, defined above is nonsingular, and also any solution X, of (2) 
is invertible, because the eigenvalues of X, are a subset of those of C, [3]. Hence the 
following result has been established: 
THEOREM 2. Let X, be a solution of (2), and assume the invertibility of the 
companion mat& C,. Let (Y,,,} and (Y,,J be th e p air of solutions of (3) provided by 
Theorem 1. Then the general solution of the nonhomogeneous difference equation of 
(1) is given by 
Y,=Y,,,P+Y,,,Q+f”:,, (10) 
where P, Q are arbitrary matrices in CpxP, and {p,,} is defined by (9). 
For the sake of convenience we introduce the block matrix S = (Sij)r G i, jsz 
defined by 
Sr, = E, + E,X, + E,X, N-1 + E,X,N, S,, = F, + F,X, + F,X,N-’ + F,X,N, 
N-l 
S,,=E,+(E,+E,X,) c (-l)k-‘X~-‘--k(XO+Ar)k-l 
k=l 
+( -l)N-l E,(X, + AJN-’ 
N-l 
S,,=F,+(F,+F,X,) c (-l)k-lX~-l--k(XO+Al)k-l 
k=l 
(11) 
+(-l)N-l E,(X, + AJN-r, 
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and let G,, H, be defined by 
G, = G - E,Y, - ESYN- 1 - E4YN, H,=H- F,Y,- F,Y,_,- F4YN, (12) 
where (Y,) is given by (9). If we impose that the general solution of the nonhomoge- 
neous difference equation of (11, given by (lo), satisfies the boundary-value condi- 
tions of (11, then the matrices P, Q must satisfy the algebraic system 
(13) 
Now, from Theorem 2.3.2 of [Q, p. 241, it follows that the system (13) is consistent 
if and only if 
ss+[;;]=[;:]. 
and in this case the general solution of (13) is given by 
(14) 
(15) 
where Z is an arbitrary matrix in C ‘pXp Hence the following result has been proved: 
THEOREM 3. Let us assume the invertibility of the companion matrix C,, and let 
X, be a solution (necessarily invertible) of Equation (2). If (Y,,,}, {Y,,,) are the matrix 
sequences defined in Theorem 2, and S, G,, H, are defined by (111, (121, it follows 
that : 
(i) The problem (1) is solvable if and only if the condition (14) is satisfied, and in 
this case the general solution of (1) is given by (lo), where P, Q, are matrices 
determined by (15). 
(ii) The problem (1) admits a unique solution ifand only $the matrix S defined by 
(11) is nonsingular. In this case the unique solution is given by (lo), where 
(13) 
This work has been partially supported by a grant from the L?irec&n General de 
lnvestigaci6n Cient$ca y T&nica, project PS87-0064. 
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THE HAMILTONIAN MATRIX METHOD 
FOR THE ALGEBRAIC RICCATI EQUATION 
by ANTONIO PASTOR34 and VICENTE HERNANDEZ% 
1. Introduction 
Consider the continuous-time algebraic Riccati Equation (ARE) in control theory, 
A*P + PA - PBB*P + C*C = 0, 
where A, B, and C are complex matrices of dimension n X n, n X p, and m X n, 
respectively. The symbol “*” denotes the complex conjugate transpose of a matrix, 
and for any Hermitian matrix M, MB 0 denotes that M is nonnegative definite. It is 
34Departamento de Matenhtica Aplicada, Universidad Polithcnica de Valencia, Apartado de 
correos 22012, 46080 Valencia, Spain. 
%Departamento de Sistemas Informdticos y Computacih, Universidad Politkcnica de 
Valencia, Apartado de correos 22012, 46080 Valencia, Spain. 
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well known that the solutions of the ARE can be obtained from the solutions of the 
Hamiltonian system (HS) given by 
H.[;]_[x].], H=[ _;*c -_T*]=c2”x2n, 
where J is an n X n Jordan matrix. The next theorem summarizes the relations 
between the solutions of the HS and the solutions of the ARE. 
THEOREM 1.1 [2, 41. 
(i) Zf [X ‘, Y r IT is a solution of the HS such that X is nonsingular, then P = YX- ’ 
is a solution of the ARE, and conversely, 
(ii) if P is a solution of the ARE, then there exists a solution [XT, Y ‘IT of the HS (1 
is the Jordan canonical form of the matrix A - BB* P, (A - BB*P)X = XJ, and we 
define Y= Px). 
From this theorem it is easy to prove the following result, where the solutions of 
the ARE are characterized by means of the subspace V = Im([ XT, Y r ]r ), where Im( .> 
denotes the subspace generated by the columns of a matrix. 
COROLLARY 1.2 [7]. There i.s a one-to-one correspondence between the set of 
solutions of the ARE and the set of n-dimensional H-invariant subspaces which are 
complementary to the n-dimensional subspace Im([ I, OIT ). 
This correspondence permits us to characterize when a solution P is Hermitian 
and nonnegative definite using the subspace V = Im([ XT, Y T]T). 
PROPOSITION 1.3 [2]. 
(i) X*Y (or P) is Hermitian if and only if 
v*Tv=o, 
(ii) X*Y>O(orP>O)ifandonlytj 
v*Lv>, 0, L=O 1 
I 1 0 0’
The study of the Hermitian and nonnegative definite solutions of the ARE 
following the approach of the previous theorem was introduced by Martensson [l] and 
Kucera [2-31. But these papers consider only the case where the Hamiltonian matrix 
H has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, and they only study solutions which can 
be obtained from n chosen vectors of a Jordan basis of H. 
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Different extensions of these papers, related to differential periodic Riccati 
equations and to filtering theory, have been published (see [4]). In these extensions 
the case where H has eigenvalues with real part equal to zero has been included. 
However, these extensions are incomplete because (1) they consider only solutions 
which can be obtained from n chosen vectors of a Jordan basis, (2) they suppose that 
the Jordan basis satisfies some “orthogonality” properties (introduced by Kucera but 
not valuable for extensions), and (3) they ignore the possibility that H has several 
Jordan chains with the same length and with the same associated (imaginary) 
eigenvalue. The counterexamples obtained in [5] prove the validity of these asser- 
tions, and consequently show the limitations of the extensions of Kucera’s results. 
In the present synopsis we consider Hamiltonian matrices with several Jordan 
chains of any length, and we study the eigenvectors of H which can be included in 
the subspace V. The obtained results allow us to give a general method for construct- 
ing all the solutions (Hermitian and nonnegative definite) of the ARE, and in addition 
we study the order between them. Details and proofs of these results are given in [6], 
where the differential periodic Riccati equation is considered. 
2. Hermitian Solutions 
We begin with some comments about invariant subspaces. Let V be an H- 
invariant subspace. Then L+(V), L-(V), and L”(V), respectively, denote the largest 
H-invariant subspace of V which contains only eigenvectors of H whose associated 
eigenvalues have positive, negative, and zero real part. Note that V is the direct sum 
of these subspaces, V= L+(V)+ L’(V)+ L-(V). Using this decomposition, we 
obtain the next result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. lf V is an n-dimensional H-invariant subspace, then V*TV = 0 
if and only if 
(i) L-(V)= Lp([TL+(V)]‘) and 
(ii) LO(V)*TLO(V) = 0. 
Note that the subspaces have appropriate dimensions, and the fact that TH = 
(TH)* allows us to prove that [TL+(V)]’ is H-invariant. 
Consequently, in order to characterize the Hermitian solutions of the ARE it is 
suffkient to characterize the subspace Lo(V) and the invertibility of X, because the 
subspace L+(V) is arbitrary and L-(V) is determined uniquely by L+(V). We 
introduce the following properties to characterize the subspace Lo(V). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 [3]. Let (a,, a2,. , ak) be a Jordan chain of H with associated 
eigenvalue A, that is, (H-hZ)ai=ai_l for i=l,&...,k, and a,=O. We define 
D(ai)=(-l)‘+‘Tai for i = 0,1,2 ,..., k. Then, (D(a,) ,..., D(ak)} is aJordan chain of 
H* with associated eigenvalue - A. 
The previous result is a consequence of the Hermitian character of the matrix TH, 
and enables us to obtain a Jordan basis of H* from a Jordan basis of H. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. Let I? = (a,, j : i = 1,2,. , m, j = 1,2,. . , ki) be a Jordan basis of 
~[(~-~,I)e,~=a,,~_,fori=I,2 ,..., m,j=I,2 ,..., ki,andai,o=Ol,andconsider 
the Jordan basis of H*, D(B)={D(u~,~):u~,~ E B}. We say that B and D(B) are 
biorthogonal if and only if: 
(i) For any aj,j E B, there exists one and only one aip,j, E B such that 
D(ai,j)*ai,,j’ =+ 0. 
(ii) If Reh, = 0 and D(ai,j)*ai,.j, # 0, then i = i’. 
Note that if B and D(B) are biorthogonal and @~~,~)*a~,,~‘# 0, then ki = ki,, 
A,=-hi,,andj+j’=ki+l. 
THEOREM 2.4. For every Hamiltonian matrix H, there exists a Jordan basis B of 
H such that B und D(B) are biorthogonal. 
The proof is similar to the general method of orthogonalization of the (left and 
right) Jordan basis. 
In the following results we suppose that the Hamiltonian matrix H has no 
eigenvectors of the form (Or, yr)r with associated eigenvalue A, Re A = 0. This 
assumption allows us to characterize the subspaces Lo(V) and L+(V) in order to 
obtain Hermitian or nonnegative definite solutions of the ARE. 
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that the Hamiltonian matrix H has no eigenvectors of the 
fm (OT, yT)T with associated eigenvalue A, Re A = 0, and let B = {aij : i = 1,. . . , m, 
j=l , . . , ki) be a lordan basis of H. Then: 
(i) For every Jordan chain of H, (u~.~,u~,~ ,..., a,,,,}cB, a,,j=(r%j,y,Tj)T, with 
associated eigenvalue hi, Re Ai = 0, one has: 
(a) ki is even, ki = 2pj; 
(b) ~~,~=Oforj=1,2 ,..., pi, andyi,p,+l+O. 
(ii) L”(V)*TLo(V) = 0 if and only if for every Jordan chain of H, 
{a,,,, ai.2,. 3 ai,k,I c B, with associated eigenvalue hi, Re Ai = 0, the set 
(ai,L,ai,2’...7 ai,,,,} is contained in V. 
Sketch of the proof. (i): We consider another Jordan basis B of H such that the 
bases fi and D(B) are biorthogonal. In this case it is known [2] that all Jordan chains 
of B with associated eigenvalue Ai, Re Aj = 0, have the form 
and therefore (fi, j)* gi, j+ , # 0. This implies that j + (j + 1) = ki + 1 and then ki = 2 j. 
However, the Jordan chains of B can be expressed as linear combinations of the 
Jordan chains in fi, and consequently it verifies assertion (b). 
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(ii): If we consider a vector u E L’(V), this vector can be expressed as a linear 
combination of the vectors in I?, 
v = &i,jzi j 
By induction we can prove that L”(V)*TLo(V) = 0 if and only if oi,j = 0 for 
Re Ai = 0 and j > pi. This implies that Lo(V) = {rii, j E B : Re Ai = 0, j = 1,2,. . , piI = 
{ai,j~B:Rehi=0,j=1,2 ,..., pi]. n 
From the previous theorem, applying the same ideas which appear in [2], it is 
possible to characterize when a Hermitian solution is nonnegative definite and when 
the matrix X is nonsingular. In the next result we denote by Iii the canonical 
projection Iii : It’” -9 R”, II,<(ry, x,T)r> = xi, i = 1,2. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that the Hamiltonian matrix H has no eigenvectors of 
the form COT, yTjT with associated eigenvalue A, Re A = 0. Then: 
(i) A Hermitian solution P = YX-’ is nonnegative definite tf and only if 
lI,(L+(V))=O, where V= Im([XT,YTIT). 
(ii) Two Hermitian and nonnegative definite solutions P, and Pz vetify P, > P, 
(that is, P, - Pz > 0) if and only if fl,(L+(V,)),< rl,(L+(V,)). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose that the Hamiltonian matrix H has no eigenvectors of 
the form CO’, yTjT with associated eigenvalue A, Re A = 0, and consider an n-dimen- 
sional H-invariant subspace V= Im([XT,YTIT) such that X* Y is Hermitian and 
nonnegative definite. Then X is nonsingular if and only if L-(V) = L-(TL+(V)) has 
no eigenvectors of the form COT, yTIT. 
The previous results have been obtained when H has no eigenvectors of the form 
COT, yTIT with associated eigenvalue A, Re A = 0. In the general case, some partial 
results have been obtained in [6] using similar arguments. 
3. The Strong Solution 
DEFINITION 3.1. A Hermitian solution of the ARE is said to be a strong solution 
if the corresponding matrix A - BB* P has all its eigenvalues with real part less than 
or equal to zero. If all the eigenvalues have real part less than zero, then the strong 
solution is called a stabilizing solution. That is, P is a strong solution if the 
corresponding subspace V verifies L+(V) = 0, and P is a stabilizing solution if 
L+(v) = LO(V) = 0. 
Some basic properties of the strong solution are given in the following theorems, 
which generalize the results given in [4]. 
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THEOREM 3.2. Assume that the Hamiltonian matrix H has no eigenvectors of the 
form (OT, yT)T with associated eigenvalue A, Re A = 0. Then: 
(i) A strong solution exists if and only if the Hamiltonian matrix H has TW 
eigenvectors of the form COT, yTjT with associated eigenvalue A, Re A < 0 ((A, B) is 
stabilizable). 
(ii) The strong solution is unique, maximal, and nonnegative definite. 
(iii) The strong solution is stabilizing (or positive definite) t$ and only if H has no 
eigenvalues with real part equal to zero. 
(iv) The strong solution is the unique nonnegative dejinite solution of the ARE if 
and only if H has no eigenvectors of the form (xT,OTIT with associated eigenvalue A, 
Re h > 0 ((A,C) is detectable). 
THEOREM 3.3 [4, 21. The strong solution of the ARE exists and is unique if and 
only if H has no eigenvectors of the form COT, yTjT with associated eigenvalue h, 
Re A < 0 ((A, B) is stabilizable). 
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SOME RESULTS AND PROBLEMS ON s-NUMBERS 
by JOXO FILIPE QUEIR636 
Introduction 
The study of s-numbers (generalized singular values) leads to numerous interest- 
ing problems. In general, these arise when we try to extend to s-numbers results 
which are known and well understood for ordinary singular values. 
36Departamento de MatemBtica, Universidade de Coimbra, 3000 Coimbra, Portugal. Sup- 
ported by INIC. 
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This talk is meant as a quick survey of a few such problems. We shall work with 
matrices over F ( = R or C). As in [7], I), rp, v will denote norms, or families of norms, 
on the columns over F, such as the Holder norms x, := (Cj(xjjp)l/J’, 1 < p <m, and 
S,,(A) is the operator norm sup, +a t)(A.r)/cp(x). 
s-Number Functions 
If in several classical characterizations of singular values we replace the usual 
Euclidean norm x := xs with other norms, we obtain families of numbers associated 
with matrices (or operators) which are generically called s-number functions. In (41, 
A. Pietsch has given an axiomatic definition of these functions for operators between 
Banach spaces. I refer the reader to [7], where the finite-dimensional matrix version 
of this axiomatic definition is presented. 
Examples of s-number functions are the approximation numbers at+‘(A):= 
inf(S,, (A - X) : rank(X) < k}, the Gelfind numbers 
and the Bernstein numbers 
bjf‘+‘(A):= - 
Using the concept of dual norm we can define th: $olmogoror; numbers htp(A) := 
gr”“‘(A*) and the Mitiagin numbers my(A) := bz * (A*). 
General properties of s-number functions include: 
(1) For any s and all k, the mapping ($, cp, A) 4 s$~(A) is continuous. 
(2) IfA is n X n, then fir any s, stIP(A) = inf, +c $(A.r)/cp(x). 
(3) If P and Q are isometries of + and cp, respectively, then s$“‘(PAQ) = s$‘@(A). 
(4) If $ and q are absolute, then the +, ++numbers of a matrix do not change 
when we augment it with rows and columns of zeros. 
(5) The interlacing or separation theorem: Let B (m - r)X(n - t) be a submatrix 
of A m X n. If + is absolute and cp is arbitrary, then s$?A) > sp(B). Zf cp is 
absolute, + is arbitrary, and s satisfies a certain technical condition (all the examples 
do), then s$‘+‘(B) > &‘,+,(A). 
Relations between Some s-Numbers 
As pointed out in [4], we have the following relations, for all I), cp, A: 
(1) a’/‘+(A) > g:‘(A) > bfq(A), ap(A) > h$“(A) > ml?(A). 
(2) g,*‘(A) > my(A), h?(A) > bp(A). 
(3) b~(A)=[g~~L_,(A-l)]-l ifA n X n is invertibze. 
(4) @-‘(A)= g$=-‘(A) 6md, by duality, a$Xl(A) = hfxl(A)). 
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Computing s-Numbers 
Evaluating s-numbers is usually a very difficult task. There are few general 
results. For the Euclidean norm, not unexpectedly, we have: 
For any s, the sfX(A) are the ordinary singular ualues of A [4]. 
For arbitrary $ and cp, almost nothing is known. A nice result (for the first 
s-number) is: 
S+x,(A) = maximum of the $-norms of the columns of A [2, 31. 
We turn to diagonal matrices. For the case cp = + we have: 
Zf I/I is absolute and A = diag(cy,,...,a,), with ~cx~~~~~ > . . . > Jarrcnjl. then 
s$(A) = IaCCkjl for any s. 
(If I,!J is not absolute this is false.) 
For cp f + the situation is wild. We turn to the Holder norms xr,, 1~ p <m, and 
we use the lighter notation s”Y instead of sX,Jq. The matrix A is still diagonal, 
A=diag(a, ,..., o,),nowwith cu,> ... >o,>O. 
Ifp < q, then UP”(A) = glY(A) = hcY(A) = (Cy_kczJ)l/r, where l/r = l/p - l/q 
141. 
For p > q less is known. One small trick, using the previous result: 
If p > q, then bP4(A)=[g,YP,+1(A-1)]-1 =(C;,,aJ)‘/‘, where l/r = l/p - 
l/q (now < 0). 
Little else is known (see 151 for a detailed account and references). Let us be even 
more particular. Take A = I,, p =m, q = 1, F = R, and consider the problem of 
evaluating a;‘(Z,), k = 1,. , n. 
By previous remarks, a;’ = gr’= h;‘. Also, by the result in [2, 31 already 
mentioned, S,,(M) = maximum of the m-norms of the columns of M = maxi, j lmijl for 
any M, whence trivially ay’(Z,)= 1. 
Since here we have l/p - l/q = - 1, the Bernstein numbers are trivial: 
br’(I,)=l/k. Therefore, aT’(Z,)>l/k, k=2,...,n. For k=n there is equality, 
since az’(Z,) = inf * + oX,(x)/xr(r) = l/n (take all coordinates of r equal to 1). 
The case k = 2 is also easy, because, taking all elements of X equal to i, we get 
&,(I, - X) = i, whence ag’(I,) < i, and there must be equality. 
To summarize, we have ay’(Z,) = 1, aT’(I,) = i, az’(Z,> = l/n, and aT’(Z,) > 
l/k, k=3 ,,.., n-l. 
Recently, E. Marques de SB 181 has found the value of am’. The numbers 
aT’(Z,), , a:‘_ ,(I,) remain unknown. 
SB’s result is 
1 
a:‘( I,) = 
l+sec(r/n) 
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This was already conjectured in 151. The proof is a very long geometical argument, 
beginning with the consideration of the symmetric case: evaluate the &,-distance 
from I, to the rank-2 symmetric matrices. This distance is precisely the number 
written above, and its determination reduces to finding the greatest minimum angle 
between n vectors pointing to the upper half plane in R2. The rest of the proof shows 
that the nonsymmetric matrices do not decrease the distance. 
s-Numbers of Direct Sums 
The problem to be addressed here is: what are the relations between the 
s-numbers of C = A -i- B and those of A and B? For ordinary singular values, of 
course, the matter is trivial. 
From now on we take cp = 9, + absolute (otherwise, as suggested by what we said 
before, the problems become intractable). 
We note the following: If a1 > a2 > . . . and b, > b, > . * . are two sequences of 
real numbers and if cr > ca > . . . is the sequence obtained from them by joining 
their elements, then c~+~_~ < max{ai, bj] and c~+~ > min(a,, bj). With this in mind, 
the following results have some interest. Assume IJ has the property that 1/4z1, u) < 
lj1(t~‘, u’) whenever q(u) < $(u’) and $(u) Q $(o’), where ZJ and 20 (u and u’) belong 
to the domain of A (II). Then: 
(1) s,?+~_ ,(A i B) Q max{sf(A), s,?(B)) for the approximation, Gelfand, and Kok 
mogoroo numbers. 
(2) st+j(A + B) > min(st(A), s,?(B)} fir the Bernstein and Mitiugin numbers. 
Our interest in s-numbers of direct sums comes from the following. The converse 
of the interlacing theorem is in general false (see [7]). But something can be done in a 
particular situation: given 0i > /?r > era > /?a > . . . > a, B p, > 0, we want to prove 
that there exist xl,. , x, such that the matrix 
(or the transpose of this) has s-numbers (Y,, . . , an. The argument is by induction on 
n. The case n = 1 is trivial. In the induction, we take in succession, in the matrix 
above, xl = 0, x2 = 0 ,..., x, = 0. To use the induction hypothesis, which will ensure 
that all the boundary of the set [pi, +m)X[&,p,]X a.- X[P,,/Z?_~] will be at- 
tained by s-numbers of matrices of the form above, we need the s-numbers of a 
matrix of tbe form [PIi B to be /3 together with those of B. (For the interior, 
topological arguments are used, mainly the Brouwer degree.) 
So we are interested in this particular problem: Let A = [/-I] i B. When are the 
s-numbers of A precisely p together with those of B? 
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The situation concerning this problem is rather strange. Let us look, for example, 
at the Gelfand numbers (there are similar results for other s-number functions). 
Suppose gf-,(B) > /I > g!(B). Then: 
(i) For j = 1,. . , k - 1, g:(A) = g;(B). 
(ii) g!(A) d p. 
(iii) Fur j = k + 1,. . . , n, g:(A) < g:_,(B). 
in view of (ii) and (iii), we have: 
(ii’) Zfgt-,(B) = bf_,(B) then gf(A) = fi. 
(iii’) For j = k + 1,. . . , n, $gf_ ,(B) = bf_ ,(B) then gf(A) = g_)_,(B). 
These strange conditions involving the Bernstein numbers lead us to still another 
question: For which norms I) does the equality g!(A) = @(A) hold for all A and k? 
Recall that gf(*) > b$(.) always. This inequality can be strict. I am indebted to 
C. R. Johnson and Peter Nylen for the following example: Take + = xm and 
63 20 8 
A= I 61 2 69 I 
75 94 73 
Then g?(A) = 51, &<A) = 46.3. 
Differentiability of the norm seems to play a role, but it cannot be a sufficient 
condition for the equality, since by continuity the above matrix also serves as a 
counterexample for xp, p near 00 (recall the first property we listed for s-number 
functions). 
An intriguing possibility would be that the Gelfand and the Bernstein numbers 
coincide for all matrices (or operators) only in the Euclidean case. If this were so, the 
Courant-Fischer theorem would characterize the Euclidean norm among all norms. 
For related results, see [l], especially $912-14. 
Some of the topics treated here were studied at length in [61. 1 thank the organizers 
for inviting me to give a talk at this meeting. 
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HANKEL MATRICES FOR 
DISCRETE-TIME LINEAR PERIODIC SYSTEMS 
by E. SANCHEZ,37 V. HERNANDEZ3’ and R. BRU37 
1. Introduction 
Consider the discrete-time linear N-periodic system defined by the state-space 
model 
x(k +l) =A(k)x(k)+ B(k)u(k), 
(1) 
Y(k) = C(k)x(k), 
where A(k + N) = A(k) E R”x”, B(k + N) = B(k) E Rnx”, C(k + N) = C(k) E 
RpXn, k E Z, NE Z+. The N-periodic system (1) is denoted by (B(.),A(.),C(.)l,. 
If we consider the initial state x(s) = 0, s E Z, the input-output application of the 
system (11, at time s, is given by 
k-l 
y(k + S) = c W,(k, k -j)u(_i + $1, k al, (2) 
j=O 
SEZ, k>l, j=l,..., k, (3) 
and @A(., .) is the transition matrix: @,+(k, k,) = A(k - l)A(k -2). . A(k,) if k > k, 
and @*(kO. k,) = 1. 
37Departamento de Matemitica Aplicada, Universidad PoliGcnica de Valencia, Apartado de 
correos 22012, 46080 Valencia, Spain. 
3XDepartamento de Sistemas Inform&cos y Computacibn, Universidad PolitCcnica de 
Valencia, Apartado de correos 22012, 46080 Valencia, Spain. 
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It is easy to prove that the matrix sequences {W&k, j)] defined by (3) verify the 
following properties: 
(i) W,(k + N, j) = W$k, j). 
(ii) W,+,(k, j) = W(k + h, j), h > 0. 
Properties (i) and (ii) together yield 
(iii) W, +,v(k, j> = W,(k, j). 
Observe that (i) and (iii) reflect the periodicity of (0, while (ii) does not depend on it. 
These properties lead us to the following definition in the input-output model. 
DEFlNlTIoN 1. 
(a) An input-output application 
k-l 
y(k+s)= C V,(k,k-j)u(j+s), SEZ, k>l, (4) 
j=O 
is N-periodic when the corresponding matrix sequences (V,(k, j)) c RpXm, s E Z, 
k 2 1, j = 1,. , k, verify conditions (i) and (ii). 
(b) A periodic system ( F( . ), Et. >, G( . )), is a periodic realization of the input- 
output periodic application (4) if 
SEZ, k>l, j=I ,..., k. (5) 
We say that the realization has dimension n if the state space of the periodic system 
(F(.), E(.),G(.)), has dimension equal to n. 
In [l] there is a characterization of the existence of realizations in the invariant 
case. In [5] we have extended this result to the periodic case, proving that the 
periodic input-output application (4) has a periodic realization if and only if there 
exists crgZ+ and a,,a,,...,a,_,~[W, such that 
v,(k+~N,j+aN)+a,_,V,(k+(a-l)N,j+(a-l)N)+ ... +@‘dk2j)=o 
(6) 
for each s = O,l,. ., N - 1 and for every k 2 1, where j = 1,. ., k if k < N and 
j=k-N+l , . . . . k if k > N. 
In this note we deal with minimal realizations. That is, we study the existence of 
minimal periodic realizations, and we introduce the concept of Hankel matrix for a 
discrete-time linear periodic system. Details and proofs of the results are given in [6]. 
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Il. Minimal Periodic Realizations 
DEFINITION 2. Consider the input-output periodic application (4). A periodic 
realization of (41, ( F(. 1, E(. ), ~3. I),, of d imension r is a minimal periodic realization 
of (4) if any other periodic realization of it has dimension bigger than or equal to r. 
This definition allows us to formulate the following minimal periodic problem. 
MINIMAL PERIODIC PROBLEM. Suppose we have a periodic realization of the 
input-output application (4). Does another periodic realization of smaller or equal 
dimension exist? Does a minimal periodic realization exist? What is the minimal 
dimension? 
It is well-known that this problem has a solution in the invariant case (see [I]). 
Now we extend these results to the periodic case. 
First we recall the definition of the structural properties of a periodic linear 
system [2]. The state of the system (1) at time k, when we apply the control sequence 
u(k,), u(k, + l), . . . , u(k - 1) from the initial state r,, at time k,, is given by 
k-l 
cp(k;k,,x,,u(.)) =@A(k>k&,+ c %(kd+l)W)u(j). 
j=O 
Now we can introduce the reachability and controllability properties. 
DEFINITION 3. 
(i) The state r E [w” is reachable at time k, k E Z, if there exists a k, E Z, 
k, < k, and a control sequence u(k,), u(kO + I>, . . , u(k - 1) such that 
rp(k; k,,O,u(*))= r. The system (1) is reachable if any state x E Iw” is reachable at 
time k for every k E H. 
(ii) The state r E Iw” is controllable at time k,, k, E 72, if there exists a k E Z, 
k > kc,, and a control sequence u(k,), u(k, + l), . , u(k - 1) such that 
cp(k; k,, x,u(.)) = 0. the system (1) is controllable if any state x E Iw” is controllable 
at time k for every k E Z. 
As a consequence of the periodicity, the system (1) is reachable (controllable) if 
any state r E Iw” is reachable (controllable) at time s for each s = 0, 1, . . , N - 1. 
The observability and reconstructability properties can now be introduced, taking 
into account the fact that the output of the system (1) at time k, when we apply the 
control sequence u(k,), u(k, + l), . . , u(k - 1) from the initial state x0 at time k,, is 
given by 
v(k;v(k;k,,x,, 4.))) =C(k)cp(k;k,,r,,u(.)). 
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DEFINITION 4. 
(i) The state x E [w” is unobservable at time k, E Z if for each k E Z, k > k,, it 
verifies q( j; cp( j; k,, x,0(.))) = 0, j = k,, k, + 1,. , k - 1. The system (1) is observ- 
able if any state x E [w”, x # 0, is not unobservable at time k,, for every k, E Z. 
(ii) The state x E 68” is unreconstructible at time k E Z if for each k, E Z, 
k, < k, there exists an initial state x0 EIW’ such that cp(k; k,,,x,,OC.))= r and 
77(j;(P(j;ko,r,,0(.)))=0, j=k,, k,+l,... , k - 1. The system (1) is reconstructible 
if any state x E [w”, x # 0, is not unreconstructible at time k, for every k E H. 
The periodicity implies that the system (1) is observable (reconstructible) if any 
state x E R”, x # 0, is not unobservable (unreconstructible) at time s, for each 
s = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1. 
In the following result we say that two periodic systems (Bit *), Ai( C,(.)),, 
i = 1,2, are similar if there exists an N-periodic succession of invertible matrices 
{U(k )} c Rnx” such that 
A,(k) = U(k cl)-‘A,(k)U(k), B,(k) = U(k + 1)-‘B,(k), 
C,(k) =C,(k)U(k) 
for all k E Z. The proof of the next theorem is based on [3] and [4]. 
THEOREM 1. 
(8 Let ( F(. 1, E(e), G(.)), be a periodic realization of (4) with dimension equal to 
n, Then: 
(i-a) There is a controllable and reconstructible periodic realization of (4), the 
dimension of which is smaller than or equal to n. 
(i-b) There is a reachable and observable periodic realization of (4) with dimension 
smaller than or equal to n. 
(ii) Two reachable and obseruable periodic realizations of the same input-output 
periodic application are similar. 
From this theorem we obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. A periodic realization of (4) is mininud $ and only if it is 
reachable and observable. 
In the next theorem we give a characterization of the minimal dimension of (4) 
[the dimension of a minimal periodic realization of (4)]. 
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THEOREM 2. Given the input-output periodic application (41, we suppose that 
there are CY scalars a,, a,, . , a, _ 1 E R such that the expression (6) is ver$ed. Then r 
is the minimal dimension of (41, where 
V,( aN> 1) 
I. 
r = rank 
V,((rN+1,2) 
V,(PruN-1,aN) i(2aN-l,aN+l) ... V,(2aN - 1,2oN - 1) 1 
(7) 
V,(cuN,2) . . . V,(aN,aN) 
IJ,((YN + 1,3) . . . V(cuN+l,aN+l) 
In the invariant case, N = 1, it is well known that the minimal dimension is 
characterized by the rank of the Hankel matrix (see [l]). Theorem 2 is an extension of 
this result for the general case, and the expression (7) allows us to define the 
block-Hankel matrix of the input-output periodic application (4). 
DEFINITION 5. Given the matrix sequences (V,(k,j)}, s E Z, k > 1, j = 1,. ., k, 
verifying properties (i) and (ii), we define the block-Hankel matrix of the input-output 
periodic application (4), at time s, as 
&(nN, nN) 
1 Y.(nN, 1) VS( nN,2) . . . V,J nN, nN) 
V,(nN+1,2) V’(nN+1,3) . . . V,(nN+l,nN+l) 
= 
,VS(2nN-1,nN) k.(PnN-l,nN+l) ... ’ V,(2nN-1,2nN-1) 
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PARALLEL ONE-SIDED JACOBI-LIKE ALGORITHMS 
TO COMPUTE THE SVD ON A 
DISTRIBUTED-MEMORY MULTIPROCESSOR 
by A. M. VIDAL and V. HERNANDEZ3’ 
1. Introduction 
The singular-value decomposition (SVD) of a real m X n matrix A can be written 
as A = UZVT, where V E RInx”’ and V E Rnx” are both orthogonal matrices, and C. 
is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative diagonal elements. The columns of U and V 
are, respectively, the left and rjght singular vectors of A; the r = min(m,n} diagonal 
elements of Z are its singular values. 
If A is such that m > n, we can partition U=(V,,U,) and 8 =(X,,C,)T so that 
U, has n columns, V, has m - n columns, 2, has n rows, and C, = 0. So we can 
write A = U,z,VT. We call this decomposition the singular-value factorization (SVF) 
of A. 
The best way to compute this decomposition sequentially is, most likely, the 
Golub-Reinsch algorithm [l]. However, this algorithm is not appropriate for imple- 
mentation in a parallel computer. Because of this, parallel algorithms based on 
one-sided or two-sided Jacobi-like methods have recently been developed. 
Most of the algorithms based on these methods have been focused till now on 
systolic array processors or on shared-memory multiprocessors. We have also used 
these methods to build several parallel algorithms to obtain the SVD, but on a 
distributed-memory multiprocessor (DMM). 
We assume that the multiprocessor consists of p general-purpose processors, 
numbered from 0 to p - 1. Communication between processors is accomplished by 
passing messages. The interconnection network is a unidirectional ring, possibly 
embedded in a hypercube. Sending a message of N words from a processor to its 
closest neighbor has a cost of n7 + /?, where T is the word-sending time and p is the 
startup time. These two constants are machine-dependent. Several commercially 
available parallel computers have similar features. 
2. Hestenes’s Method 121 
The basic idea in this one-sided Jacobi-like method is to build an iterative process 
to orthogonalize the columns of A, getting the e-norm of each column to be a singular 
value. 
3yDepartarnento de Sistemas Informaticos y Computa&n, Universidad P&t&mica de 
Valencia, 46071 Valencia, Spain. This work is supported by Spanish CICYT Grant TIC-87-0655. 
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If A is an m x n matrix with m > n, we can construct an orthogonal matrix V so 
that AV=Q=[q,,g,,..., 9”] and 9,Tqj = oii2Sij, where the columns of Q, 9i, are 
orthogonal and Sij is the Kronecker delta. Then Q can he written as Q = VII;,, with 
CJ~CJ, = I, and ‘c, = diag(a,,u,, . ,cJ, and therefore A = ZJ,XrVT, i.e., the SVF of 
A holds. 
V and Q are constructed in the following way: 
A,:=A 
A k+r:=AkVkt k=1,2,3 ,..,. 
Here V := V,V,V, * . . , and A,+, converges to Q as k tends to 03. 
We construct each matrix Vk via the (i, j)-plane rotation 
C”iTaj>[ z Q”] = (iii,iij), i < j, (2.1) 
where ai is a column of A and the parameters c and s are calculated so that 
This is accomplished by using the following expressions: 
a 
IF p>o THEN c= 
(2.2) 
ELSE 
a 
c=2rs, 
where a = 2aTahj, p = l]ai]]~ - ]]aj]]~, r = (a2 + @)1/z. 
An ordering to orthogonalize the columns i, j can be chosen as in the serial 
Jacobi method to calculate the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix, i.e., i = 1,2,. , n - 1, 
and for each i, j = i + 1, i + 2,. . . , n. The sequence of application of rotations 
corresponding to all these pairs of values of i and j is called a sweep. A sequential 
algorithm based on this method consists of the successive application of sweeps until 
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the columns of A are orthogonal; it can be performed with a cost of 
( $nn2 flops). (number of sweeps) + 0( mn) 
3. Parallelism in Hestenes’s Method 
In (2.2) we can see that the rotation parameters to orthogonalize the columns i, j 
only depend on columns i, j. In addition, from (2.1) it is possible to conclude that the 
application of a rotation to orthogonalize two columns only modifies these two 
columns. Hence, it is possible to apply several rotations to the matrix A simultane- 
ously, provided these notations involve only disjoint pairs of columns. As every sweep 
in the Hestenes sequential algorithm consists of n(n - 1)/2 rotations, and the 
maximum number of simultaneous rotations is n/2, we can perform every sweep in 
only [n(n - 1)/2]/[n /2] = n - 1 steps, each one with a cost equivalent to one 
rotation. 
As the method of Hestenes is clearly column-oriented, if we want to use it on a 
DMM, the best distribution of the matrix in the system will be by columns, too. 
Furthermore, we need broadcast no information, because orthogonalizations can be 
carried out between columns placed in the same processor. The only kind of transfer 
we need to do is sending columns to processors, which are probably nearby. As in the 
successive sweeps the columns need to be orthogonalized in the same way, probably 
they need to come back to their original processors. So an interconnection network 
topology like a unidirectional ring, which allows local and cyclic communications, 
seems very suitable for parallel implementation of this method. 
4. Parallel Algorithms 
A first scheme of algorithms can be developed by using a pipeline model. We can 
take advantage of the ring topology to transfer the columns around the ring and do a 
pairwise orthogonalization as the columns are passing through the different proces- 
sors. The goal is to get a large overlap between arithmetic and communication. 
If this scheme is used, we must avoid leaving some processors idle during a 
substantial part of the process. This can be achieved by increasing the arithmetic 
utilization of the processors. Thus, when each column goes back to its original 
processor, from the last one, it can be orthogonalized again with the columns that 
belong to those processors it crosses. In this way, two sweeps are made with the same 
number of transfers. We will call this algorithm the double-sweep algorithm (DSA). 
We can also solve this problem trying to do each orthogonalization as soon as 
possible. So, in a first stage, all columns belonging to the same processor are 
orthogonalized. Of course, this can be done in parallel in every processor. Then, two 
transfer stages are carried out. In the second one, columns run around the ring, but 
each column is only orthogonalized with columns with a bigger index. The third stage 
is again a pipeline stage like the original scheme, but only with the remaining 
orthogonalizations. We refer to this algorithm as the greedy algorithm (GA). 
Now, we give a more formal description of the algorithms. We show the 
pseudocode that executes each processor. The number i allows us to distinguish 
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among different processors. We assume that there is a cyclic distribution of the 
columns in the multiprocessor ring. 
DOUBLE-SWEEP ALGORITHM (DSA). 
IN PARALLEL: FOR i = 0, 1, , p - 1 
IN processor i: 
REPEAl 
FOR k = 0, 1,. , i 
FOR j=O,l,...,(f3DIVp)-1 
IF k=i 
THEN 
FOR r=j+1,j+2,...,(nDIVp)-1 
Orthogonalize(jp + i + 1, rp + i + 1) 
ELSE 
Await column jp + i + 1 
FOR r=O,l,...,(nDwp)-1 
Orthogonalize(jp + i f 1, rp + i + 1) 
Send column jp + k + 1 to PC,+ ,) ,,,,” I, 
FOR k=i,i+l,...,p-1 
FOR j=O,1,...,(nDIVp)-1 
Await column jp + k + 1 
IF k=i 
THEN 
FOR r=O,l,...,j-1 
Orthogonalize(r, + i + 1, jp + k + 1) 
ELSE 
FOR r=0,l,...,(fIDIVp)-1 
Orthogonalize(rp + i + 1, jp + k + 1) 
Send column jp + k + 1 to PC,+ l)\lc,,, p 
CHECKING (Converge, i> 
UNTIL Converge 
FOR j=O,1,...,(?%DIVp)-1 
GREEDY ALGORITHM (GA). 
IN PARALLEL: FOR i=O,l,...,p-1 
IN processor i: 
REPEAT 
FOR j=0,1,...,(fZDIVp)-2 (* Stage1 *) 
FOR k=j+l,j+2,...,(nDrvp)-1 
Orthogonalize( jp + i + 1, kp + i + 1) 
FOR j=0,1,...,hDIVp)-2 (* Stage 2 *) 
FOR k =0,1,...,p-2 
Send column (i- ~)MOD p+jp+l to Pci+I)\rc,np 
Await column (i - k - ~)MOD p + jp + 1 
FOR 7 =O,l,...,(,IDlVp)-1 
IFpr+i+l>(i-k-l)MODp+jp+l 
THEN 
Orthogonalize((i - k - 1) MOD p +jp + 1,rp + i +l) 
Send column (i - p + ~)MOD p + jp + 1 to PC,+ ,)uTrn ,, 
Await column (i - p) MOD p + jp + 1 
FOR k = 0, 1, . , i - 1 (* Stage3 *l 
FOR j=O,l,...,(fIDIVp)-1 
Await column jp + k +1 
Orthogonalize( jp + k + 1, jp + i + 1) 
Send column jp + k + 1 to P~i+I)Monl, 
IFi#P-1 
THEN 
FOR j=O,l,...,(tIDIVp)-1 
Send column jp + i + 1 to Pci+I)vl,np 
FOR k=i,i+l,...,p-2 
FOR j=O,l,...,(nDlVp)-1 
Await column jp + k + 1 
IF jp+k+l#i 
THEN 
Send column jp + k + 1 to Pci+ I),,(," I, 
CHECKING (Converge, i) 
UNTIL Converge 
FOR j=O,l,...,(fXDIVp)-1 
k:=jp+i+l 
q:=& 
IF Uk#OTHEN Uk:=ak/Uk 
“Orthogonalize( j, k)” means “calculate and apply the rotation that orthogonalizes 
columns j and k.” 
To check the convergence of the algorithms we analyze how many of the pairs of 
columns to be orthogonalized in every processor satisfy the inequality 
aTaj 
( aTai)( aTaj) 
< BoundError, 
where BoundError is a preset bound. When this condition is satisfied in all procesors, 
for the total number of pairs of columns to be orthogonalized on it, we consider that 
the algorithm is over. The number of orthogonalizations per processor and sweep is 
(n DIV p)(n - 1) for the DSA and [( n DIV px2i + fl - p)] DIV 2 for the CA. 
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As the information about convergence is local to each processor, a distributed 
procedure to determine when all processors have finished has been developed. We 
have denoted it as CHECKING (Converge, i), where Converge is a Boolean variable and 
i is the number of the processor which is running the algorithm. 
5. Performances 
A theoretical analysis [4] 
Arithmetic complexity: 
DSA, GA: 
Communication time: 
DSA: t c 
GA: t c 
Speedup: 
DSA, GA: 
Efficiency: 
DSA, GA: 
provides the following results: 
flops . (number of sweeps) + 0 
= 2pnlT +4pp, 
= (2p + n)m T + (4p + n)/?. 
s,= p 
1+ t,/t,’ 
1 
E, - 
t+t,/t,’ 
TABLE 5 
Number of Size of 
processors matrix 
Speedup 
per sweep 
DSA GA 
AAO” (%) ACOb (%) 
DSA GA DSA GA 
1 32X32 1 1 100 100 0 0 
2 32X32 1.78 1.90 88 94 0 2 
4 32X32 3.19 3.45 79 86 1 5 
8 32x32 5.27 5.58 65 69 2 9 
16 32X32 7.71 7.16 48 44 3 13 
4 8X8 1.94 2.01 48 50 3 12 
4 16X16 2.64 2.91 65 72 2 9 
4 24X24 2.99 3.27 74 81 1 7 
4 32X32 3.19 3.45 79 85 1 5 
‘Average Arithmetic occupation per processor. 
‘Average communication occupation per processor. 
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Experimental results have been obtained by using a multiprocessor simulator [3]. 
Some of these results are summarized in Table 5. 
6. Conchdons 
We have studied two parallel algorithms based on the Hestenes method to 
compute the SVD of an m X n matrix. They are designed to obtain an optimum 
arithmetic time and a large overlap between arithmetic and communication. 
The arithmetic complexities of the two algorithms are similar. 
The communication time is a low-order term as compared with the arithmetic 
time. 
For both algorithms, the greater the size of the matrix, the higher the speedup 
will be. 
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COMPARISON OF VARIOUS METHODS TO COMPUTE THE 
EIGENVALUES OF LINEAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
by M. ISABEL C. VIEIRA4’ 
1. Zntroduction 
We want to solve the eigenproblem 
T4 = A4, (1) 
where 4 # 0 E X, X is an Banach space (in this case X = C[a, bl), A E C, and T is an 
integral linear operator defined in X associated with the kernel K : [ a, bl X [a, b] + a3, 
401nstituto Superior de Contabilidade e Administrqb do Porte, ha Entreparedes, 48, 
4000 Porto, Portugal. 
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continuous in its domain. such that 
V4EX, VtE[a,b], T9(t)=lbK(t,s)4(s)ds. 
a 
Usually the solution of this problem is obtained by discretizing the operator T into a 
finite-dimensional subspace X” (so if B = {(clJ~= 1 is a basis of X”, we can write T” as 
a matrix), thus obtaining an approximated operator T” and solving the associated 
eigenvalue matrix problem: 
with 4” z 0, 4” E C”, A” E C, and A” the n X n matrix of the approximation T”. 
If we consider n large enough, the solution of this problem is an approximation of 
the initial one, when T,, is obtained (for instance) in one of the following ways: 
GaZerkin’s method. The elements of A” are aij = [Tll;.(t)l,, i, j = 1,2,. , n, and 
are given by 
The solution A, C#J of the problem (1) is approximated by A” and 4” such that 
4,= 2 ai*i, 114”II = I, and A” = (Td”,4”); 
i=l 
then or,....o” are evaluated in such a way that the residual of A” and 4” is 
orthogonal to X”, that is, 
(‘Z’4n-A”4n,*i)=O, i=l,...,n, 
* An4, = L4,. 
CoEZocation Method. The solution A, 4 of the problem (1) is approximated by A” 
and 4” such that 
where B is the hat-function basis and (Y,, . , a, are evaluated in such a way that the 
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residuals are 
r,(ti) = T4”(ti)- An4n(ti) = O3 i = l,...,n, 
which is to say that 4,,A, are the eigenvalues of T,, = ?r,Tlx,,, where rTT, is the 
partial polynomial interpolation projection. 
Fredholm’s method. To solve the problem (1) using this method, we start with a 
numerical integration formula: 
defined by the points t,,. .,t, and by the weights wr,. . ., w,; here Ef is the 
integration error. T4(s), 4 E C[a, b], s E [a, b], is approached by T,+,(s) in such a 
way that 
Tn4n(s)= t wi~(S,ti)4,(ti)=h”4”(s). (2) 
i=l 
The idea of this method is to discretize in s so that we obtain the n X n system 
e wjK(ti,tj)4n(tj) =hn4n(ti)J i=l,...,n 
j=l 
(3) 
where AC is the matrix representation of the operator T,, in the basis B; A,,+, are 
determined using a matrix eigenvalue problem. 
Nystriim’s method. If we know A,, 4, as a solution of (3), we can solve (2) using 
4”(s)=; ,k q(sJJ4,(tJ. j=l ,...,n, A,#O. 
” j=1 
For more details about these methods see [l], [2], and [3]. 
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TABLE 6 
KERNEL A 
Dominant eigenvalue Dominant eigenvalue 
K Fredholm Galerkin K Fredholm Galerkin 
3 0.1250000 0.0834341 27 0.1014445 0.1012665 
4 0.1111111 0.0927113 28 0.1014356 0.1012725 
5 0.1066942 0.0963999 29 0.1014275 0.1012775 
6 0.1047214 0.0981774 30 0.1014203 0.1012816 
7 0.1036681 0.0991600 31 0.1014138 0.1012851 
8 0.1030391 0.0997577 32 0.1014079 0.1012880 
9 0.1026334 0.1001471 33 0.1014026 0.1012903 
10 0.1023563 0.1004143 34 0.1013977 0.1012921 
11 0.1021586 0.1006052 35 0.1013933 0.1012935 
12 0.1020127 0.1007461 36 0.1013892 0.1012945 
13 0.101901~ 0.1008527 37 0.1013855 0.1012952 
14 0.1018157 0.1009351 38 0.1013821 0.1012956 
15 0.1017474 0.1010000 39 0.1013789 0.1012958 
16 0.1016924 0.1010519 40 0.1013760 0.1012957 
17 0.1016473 0.1010938 41 0.1013733 0.1012954 
18 0.1016100 0.1011280 42 0.1013708 0.1012949 
19 0.1015788 0.1011563 43 0.1013684 0.1012943 
20 0.1015523 0.1011797 44 0.1013663 0.1012935 
21 0.1015298 0.1011993 45 0.1013642 0.1012926 
22 0.1015104 0.1012157 46 0.1013623 0.1012915 
23 0.1014935 0.1012295 47 0.1013606 0.1012904 
24 0.1014789 0.1012412 48 0.1013589 0.1012892 
25 0.1014660 0.1012511 49 0.1013574 0.1012879 
26 0.1014546 0.1012594 50 0.1013559 0.1012865 
2. Numerical Examples 
We consider Fredholm operators of the second kind with kernels A and B. 
Kernel A is defined by the expression 
i 
(l- t)s 
K(s,t) = (1_ s)t 
The eigenvalues of this operator are given by 
if O<s<t<l, 
if O,<t<s,<l. 
{l/(k?#, k EN]. 
So the dominant eigenvalue is 0.1013211836. 
Let us consider now Table 6 with the results obtained by Fredholm’s and 
Galerkin’s methods [4]. 
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Fredholm’s method. For K = 1 and K = 2 the eigenvalues are zero due to the 
matrix structure. Thereafter we have: 
K Significant digits correct 
3 I 
5 2 
13 3 
34 4 
50 4 
That is, during the last 16 iterations we have 4 significant digits correct. 
GaZerkin’s method. For K = 1 the eigenvalue is zero due to the matrix structure. 
We have 
K 
K(s,t)=+-+(t-s(, s,t 
NOTES. 
(1) We will only give the results for the Fredholm method, because in this case 
we cannot obtain the Galerkin coefficients analytically. 
(2) The eigenvalues of this operator are double. 
The eigenvalues of this operator are given by 
1 
[(2k - I)T]’ ’ k EN 
So the dominant pair is 0.1013211836. 
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TABLE 7 
KERNEL B 
K Dominant eigenvalue K Dominant eigenvalue 
4 0.0170267 0.0005530 
5 0.0215761 0.0008900 
6 0.0259881 0.0013118 
7 0.0302631 0.0018180 
8 0.0344016 0.0024087 
9 0.0384040 0.0030838 
10 0.0422708 0.0038434 
11 0.0460025 0.0046873 
12 0.0495996 0.0056157 
13 0.0530628 0.0066285 
14 0.0563926 0.0077256 
15 0.0595898 0.0089072 
16 0.0626552 0.0101732 
17 0.0655894 0.0115236 
18 0.0683933 0.0129584 
19 0.0710679 0.0144775 
20 0.0736142 0.0160811 
21 0.0760333 0.0177691 
22 0.0783262 0.0195415 
23 0.0804943 0.0213983 
24 0.0825390 0.0233394 
25 0.0844617 0.0253650 
26 0.0862640 0.0274750 
27 0.0879478 0.0296694 
28 0.0895148 0.0319481 
29 0.0909673 0.0343113 
30 0.0923073 0.0367589 
31 0.0935375 0.0392909 
32 0.0946604 0.0419072 
33 0.0956789 0.0446080 
34 0.0965963 0.0473932 
35 0.0974159 0.0502627 
36 0.0981414 0.0532167 
37 0.0987770 0.0562551 
38 0.0993269 0.0593778 
39 0.0997959 0.0625850 
40 0.1001892 0.0658766 
41 0.1005122 0.0692525 
42 0.1007707 0.0727129 
43 0.1009713 0.0762577 
44 0.1011204 0.0798868 
45 0.1012252 0.0836004 
46 0.1012932 0.0873983 
47 0.1013322 0.0912806 
48 0.1013502 0.0952473 
49 0.1013559 0.0992981 
50 0.1013559 0.1013559 
Let us consider now Table 7 with the results obtained by Fredholm’s method. For 
K = 1 the eigenvalue is zero due to the matrix structure. The results start being 
significant for: 
K Significant digits correct 
40 2 
44 3 
47 4 
50 4 
That is, after 50 iterations we have 4 significant digits correct. Only in the last 
iteration could we realize that the eigenvahres are double; till there, nothing leads us 
to that conclusion. Perhaps we should start here and we could obtain better results. 
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TABLE 8 
EICENVALUES FOR KERNEL B 
Calculated 
Exact K = 20 20 30 30 50 50 
0.10132118 
0.01125791 
0.00405285 
0.00206778 
0.00125088 
0.00083737 
0.00059953 
0.00045032 
0.00035059 
0.00028067 
0.00022998 
0.00019153 
0.00016211 
0.00013899 
0.00012048 
0.00010543 
0.00009304 
0.00008271 
0.00007401 
0.00006661 
0.00006027 
0.00005480 
0.00005004 
0.00004587 
0.00004220 
0.073614 0.016081 
0.003588 0.001818 
0.001006 0.000678 
0.000475 0.000364 
0.000286 0.000237 
0.000199 0.000174 
0.000153 0.000139 
0.000127 0.000119 
0.000113 0.000108 
0.000106 0.000104 
0.092307 0.036759 
0.007242 0.004115 
0.002171 0.001504 
0.001022 0.000785 
0.000599 0.000490 
0.000399 0.000341 
0.000290 0.000256 
0.000225 0.000203 
0.000183 0.000168 
0.000155 0.000145 
0.000136 0.000129 
0.000122 0.000118 
0.000113 0.000110 
0.000108 0.000106 
0.000105 0.000104 
0.101356 0.101356 
0.011293 0.011293 
0.004088 0.004088 
0.002103 0.002103 
0.001286 0.001286 
0.000873 0.000873 
0.000635 0.000635 
0.000487 0.000487 
0.000387 0.000387 
0.000318 0.000318 
0.000268 0.000268 
0.000230 0.000230 
0.000202 0.000202 
0.000180 0.000180 
0.000162 0.000162 
0.000148 0.000148 
0.000137 0.000137 
0.000128 0.000128 
0.000121 0.000121 
0.000116 0.000116 
0.000111 0.000111 
0.000108 0.000108 
0.000106 0.000106 
0.000105 0.000105 
0.000104 0.000104 
The relative error is given by 
RE =3.5x lo-“. 
In Table 8 we compare the theoretical eigenvalues with the ones obtained for 
kernel B with Fredholm’s method, written in decreasing order. 
Conclusions: The first iterations were not good, and the evolution was slow. As in 
the case of the dominant eigenvalue, in the last iteration we obtained 10 eigenvahres 
with 4 significant digits correct. If we determine the relative error of the smallest 9 
eigenvalues, we see that they are between 4.7X 10-i and 1, so these are bad 
approximations. 
In Table 9 we show the eigenvahres of kernel B obtained by Fredholm’s method 
with a relative error GE. 
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TABLE 9 
Eigenvahres obtained” 
&b K=40 42 44 46 
10-l l(1) l(l), 1(2),3(l) 1(1),2(1),3(1),4(l) 1(1),2(1),3(1),4(l),s(l) 
2(l) 9(l), lo(l), 11(l) 5(1),%2) 6(l), 6(2) 
12(l) 12(l), 12(2) 6(1k7w,8(1),9(1) 7(l), 7(2) 
13(l), 13(2) 13(l), 13(2) lo(l). 10(2) B(l), B(2) 
14(2) 14(l), 14(2) 11(l), ll(2) Qm 
15(l), 15(2) 12(l), 12(2) lo(l), lo(2) 
130). 13(2) 11(l), 11(Z) 
14(2) 12(2) 
48 50 
l(l), l(2) 
2(l), 2(2) 
3(1),3(2) 
4(l), 4(2) 
5(1),5(2) 
6(1),~2) 
7(l), 7(2) 
8( 1 ), B(2) 
9(l), 9(2) 
l(l), l(2) 
2(1),2(2) 
3(l), 3(2) 
4(l), 4(2) 
5(l), 5(2) 
6(1),62) 
7(l), 7(2) 
8(l), S(2) 
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